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A flight experimentwas conductedto investigateair-to-groundpropagation
of sound at grazing anglesof incidence. A turbojet-poweredairplanewas flown
at low altitudesover two microphonearrays. The first array consistedof
8 microphonespositionedalong a 2500-m concreterunway. The secondarray con-
sisted of ]2 microphonespositionedover grass parallelto the runway. Twenty-
eight flightswere made at altitudesrangingfrom ]0 to ]60 m. The acoustic
data have been reducedto ]/3-octaveband spectraand time correlatedwith the
trackingand weather information. Acoustic,tracking,and weather information
are presented in the appendicesin a form which will allow independentanalysis
of the data.
The dependenceof ground effectson frequency,incidenceangle, and slant
range has been determinedusing two analysismethods. In the first, referred
to as the near/farcomparisonmethod,acousticdata from a microphoneclose to
the flight track are comparedwith data from down-rangemicrophonespositioned
over grass. The secondmethod used is a direct comparisonbetween two micro-
phones equidistantfrom the flight track but positionedover the two different
surfaces. In both methods,source directivityangle was the criterionby which
portions of the microphonesignalswere compared.
The resultsof the two analysismethodswere in generalagreement. The
ground effectswere largestin the frequencyrange of 200 to 400 Hz and were
found to be dependenton incidenceangle and on slant range. Ground effects
measured for anglesof incidencegreater than ]0° to ]5° were near zero.
Measured attenuationincreasedwith increasingslant range for slant ranges
less than 750 m. Theoreticalpredictionswere found to be in good agreement
with the major detailsof the measuredresults.
INTRODUCTION
The levels of noise received on the ground from an aircraft are strongly
influenced by the ground as a reflecting-absorbing boundary. When the aircraft
is close to the ground during takeoff and landing, noise is emitted at grazing
angles to a sideline observer. The signal received at the sideline is dif-
ferent, by as much as 20 dB for certain frequencies, from what would be expected
considering only the effects of spherical spreading and atmospheric absorption.
The difference between measured and expected sideline noise levels is referred
to as lateral attenuation.
Lateral attenuation is not due solely to ground effects. At low elevation
angles, shielding effects of the aircraft on the emitted noise may substantially
alter the received signal. Lateral attenuation should be separated into shield-
ing effects and ground effects because of their differing physical origins.
Shielding effects are aircraft dependent, while ground effects are functions of
ground propertiessuch as porosityand roughness. A basic understandingof the
effectscontributingto lateralattenuationis requiredfor accurateprediction
of aircraftnoise.
A procedurefor predictingpropagationeffectson aircraftnoise was given
by Putnam (ref. ]) in ]975. For predictingground attenuation,Putnam recom-
mended the empiricalcurves developedby Frankenand Bishop (ref.2) for ground-
to-groundpropagationin conjunctionwith civil noise-exposure-forecast(NEF)
transitioncurves (givenin ref. 3) for air-to-groundpropagation. The NEF
curve, which illustratesthe dependenceof ground attenuationon aircraftele-
vation angle, has a sharp cutoff of ground effectsabove about 7° elevation;
whereas, other estimateshave been made that ground effectspersist for eleva-
tion angles up to 30°, 50°, or even 70° (ref.]).
Pao, Wenzel, and Oncley (ref.4) have proposedan analyticallybased pre-
diction method for ground effectsto replacePutnam's empiricalmethod. Ground
reflectionand attenuationare includedin the analyticalmethod for ground-to-
ground and air-to-groundpropagation. The empiricalground-impedanceformula
by Delany and Bazley (ref.5) is used in the predictionmethod. In agreement
with Putnam'smethod, the analyticalprocedurepredicts that ground attenuation
of aircraftnoise decreasesquickly,but smoothly,with increasingelevation
angles.
A widely used data set on ground-to-groundpropagationover large dis-
tanceswas developedby Parkin and Scholes (refs.6 and 7) in the middle ]950's.
They used a small turbojetengine as a noise source and made measurementsat
logarithmicallyspaced intervals,to distancesof 7 km, over a grassy terrain.
Data were recordedunder varyingweatherconditionsover a period of one year
at two sites in England. Zorumski (ref.8) has found fair-to-goodagreement
between the predictionmethod of Pao, Wenzel,and Oncley and the data of Parkin
and Scholes. Althoughdata scatter is large (due to variableweatherand ter-
rain conditions),the theoryand the data show that ground attenuationeffects
are largest in a frequencyrange from about 200 to 2000 Hz. The theoryalso
correctlypredictsthe magnitudeof the ground attenuationand the ground
reflectioneffects.
A flight experimentwas conductedby Benson,Karplus,Burkhard,Sabine,
and Raelson (refs.9 to ]2) to study the influenceof weatheron air-to-ground
propagation. The resultsof their study indicatedthat ground attenuationwas
a functionof angle, with little attenuationmeasuredfor elevationangles
greaterthan ]4°, and that the ground attenuationincreasedlinearlywith fre-
quency from 75 to 2400 Hz. Walker has gathereddata from severalaircraftand
developedempiricalcurves for the ground attenuationas a functionof frequency
and elevationangle (ref.]3). His curves indicatelarge attenuationeffects
(]0 to 20 dB) at frequenciesbelow 200 Hz. This is in sharp disagreementwith
the predictionsand with the Parkin and Scholesdata. Mashita and Bauer
(ref. ]4) have analyzeddata from three aircraftand found attenuationeffects
in the frequencyrange from 200 to 2000 Hz, which roughlyagree with the low-
angle predictions. However, their resultsdo not show the predictedrapid
decreaseof attenuationwith elevationangle. Mashita and Bauer also isolated
aircraft-dependentlateralattenuationeffects and recommendedthat the curve
with least lateralattenuationbe used for the ground attenuation.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze a comprehensive data base, the
T-38 excess-ground-attenuation-experiment data, for ground effects on air-to-
ground noise propagation. The T-38 experiment is described in detail in refer-
ence 15 and was intended to complement the data of Parkin and Scholes by
including the elevation angle of the acoustic source as a variable. Shallow
angles are emphasized since data are needed in this regime to settle the
questions of the dependence of ground attenuation on angle. A turbojet air-
plane, powered by a single rear-mounted engine, is used as a noise source in
order to minimize shielding effects. Ground effects are calculated from the
data to determine the variation of these effects with frequency, elevation
angle, and slant range. A theoretical model is chosen and used to make pre-
dictions of the ground effects to compare with the measured results. Basic
data on the airplane flights, the weather, and the noise are included as
appendices so that independent studies of these data may be conducted by other
researchers.
SYMBOLS
a dimensionless nonnegative number
A complex number
co speed of sound
f frequency
F(T) function defined by equation (4)
Im(A) imaginary part of complex number A
k wave number
ko wave number of ]/3-octave bandcenter frequency
p2 mean square pressure
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Po free-field mean square pressure
r2 total path length of reflected wave
R magnitude of complex reflection coefficient
W complex error function
X,Y,Z data reduction coordinates
z acoustic ground impedance
phase of complex reflection
elevationangle
F plane wave reflectioncoefficient
Ar differencein length betweenreflectedand direct paths
definedby equation (8)
@ angle betweenreflectedwave path and ground
normalizedacousticadmittanceof ground
Qo ground level density
o ground flow resistance
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The flight programwas conductedduring the first week of November ]978
at the NASA Wallops FlightCenter. Figure ] is a photographof the general
experimentalsite. The aircraftflight track was along runway ]0-28; the flight
track directionwas from the top left to the top right of the figure. The micro-
phone arrays were locatedalong runway 04-22, a 2500-m long, 50-m wide, landing
researchrunway and in the grassy area to the left (north),betweenthe runway
and the taxiway. The radar trackingsite was located to the left of the inter-
sectionof runways 04-22 and ]0-28.
The grassy area may be describedas coveredwith institutionalgrass which
was cut every week. The width of the grassy area was ]]5 m for the wider por-
tion and 70 m for the narrowerportion,close to the flight track. The soil
under the grass was a mixtureof sand and clay and was dry because the area had
receivedless than ].3 cm of rain within the 30 days before the test.
Aircraft
The airplaneused in the experimentis shown in figure 2. The airplane
was poweredby two turbojetengineswith afterburners. Each enginedevelops
]] 930 N of thrust at militarypower setting,]7 ]30 N of thrustwith after-
burning, and 490 N of thrustat flight idle. Listed in table I are additional
engineparameters. A laser trackerwas used to determineaircraftposition,
which was calculatedin Cartesiancoordinatesorientedwith respectto the
runwaysas shown in figure 3, every ]/2 sec Greenwichmean time (G.m.t.).
Constraintsfor unambiguoustrackingare: rangesbetween ]00 m and
36 000 m; radial velocitiesless than 3048 m/sec; and radial acceleration
less than 0.45 rad/sec. Trackingsystem accuracy is estimatedto be ±0.5 m.
The airplanewas equippedwith two laser reflectorcube housings. The
main reflectorwas locatedon a centerlinepylon 7.2 m forwardof the exhaust
nozzle exit and 0.6 m below the engine centerline. A secondaryreflectorwas
locatedon the aft fuselage2.2 m forwardof the nozzle exit, 0.2 m above the
engine centerline,and 0.7 m laterallyfrom the centerline. Speed brakes are
shown in figure 2 in the deployedposition behind the main laser reflector.
Exhaust nozzlesare 0.4 m in diameterwith 0.5-m centerlinespacing. The
nozzle centersare ].4 m above the groundplane and protrude 0.6 m behind the
aircraft fuselage.
In order to minimize flight speeds,the landinggear and speed brakes were
deployed. During the incomingflight,the laser trackerlockedonto the main
reflector. However, the speed brakes and main-landing-geardoors obstructed
the line of sight to the main reflectorafter the aircraftpassed the tracking
station. Hence, the aircraftwas trackedduring the outgoingflight by the
secondaryreflector. The loss of track introducedgaps in the trackinginfor-
mation rangingfrom 3 to 7 sec. In processingthe flight tracks,a straight
line was interpolatedbetweenthe gap endpoints.
There were 28 flights (runs)in 2 days of testing. For every run, the
flight path of the airplanewas from west to east above the centerlineof run-
way ]0-28 at a prescribedaltitude. The airplanewas flying at the particular
run conditionsat least 800 m beforeand after the intersectionof runways04-22
and ]0-28. The various runs and their correspondingflight conditionsare
listed in table II. For the majorityof the flights,the number one (left)
enginewas at flight idle and the number two (right)engine was at a nominal
power settingof ]00 percent. Two runs were flown at an altitudeof ]8 m with
the number two engine in full afterburner. Run 28 was done under ground-static
conditions.
Figure 4 is an illustrationof the laser track for run 26. In the fig-
ure, the three-dimensionaltrackinginformationis split into 2 two-dimensional
views: an X-Y view and an X-Z view. The X-Y view includesan outlineof the
Wallops runwaysused in the test and the microphonepositions,labeled] to 20,
to be discussedin the next section. The microphonelocationsare along run-
way 04-22, and the aircraft'sground track is the dashed line along runway
]0-28. Evident in the X-Z view is the straightline that has been computed to
fill in a gap in the trackinginformationdue to loss of track.
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Acoustic Instrumentation
The acoustic instrumentationconsistedof 20 microphonesystemslocatedin
5 mobile vans. The microphonepositionsare illustratedin figure 5, and their
Cartesiancoordinatesare listed in table III (in the runway-fixedcoordinate
system). The componentsof a microphonesystemare illustratedin block form
in figure 6.
To document the system'slinearity,sensitivity,distortion,and noise
floor, each acousticinstrumentationsystemwas laboratorycalibratedprior to
going into the field. The resultsof the laboratorycalibrationswere used to
insure that the equipmentoperatedwithin the manufacturer'sspecifications.
A piston phone was used in the field for level calibration,and a pink noise
sourcewas used for frequencyresponsecalibration. The acousticsignals
recordedwere time correlatedwith G.m.t.
Weather Instrumentation
Weathermeasurementswere made at a number of locationsalong runway 04-22.
Wind speed,wind direction,temperature,and relativehumiditywere measured
with portable ].2-m weather stationslocatednear vans ] and 5 (see fig. 5) in
the open areas south of runway 04-22. A ]0-m-highportableweather station
locatednear van 2 measuredbarometricpressure in addition to the variables
measured by the ].2-m stations. The output of the ].2-m stationswas in the
form of strip charts,while the output of the ]0-m stationwas digitally
encodedand recordedon the magnetic tape recorderin van 2. The output of
the ]0-m stationcould also be convenientlyread in a real-timemode inside the
van. Detailed descriptionsof both types of weather stationsmay be found in
reference]6.
A retrievableballoonwas used to raise one weathermeasuring instrument
package. Profilesof temperature,relativehumidity,and wind speed, up to an
altitudeof 500 m, were measured with the balloonpackage. The altitudeof the
packagewas computedfrom pressuredifferencesbetweenthe measured groundpres-
sure and the pressuremeasured aloft. The output of the packagewas telemetered
down to an instrumentvan on the ground,where it was displayedin a real-time
mode and was encodedand recordedon magnetic tape. The balloonweatherstation
is describedin more detail in reference]7.
Additionalweather informationwas obtainedfrom three permanentweather
stationslocated in buildingN-]59, in building C-]5, and in the trianglearea.
The stationat N-]59 has a sensor height of ]0 m, the sensor height at C-]5 is
4 m, and the trianglestationsensorshave heightsof 3, 6, 9, ]2, and ]5 m.
Each stationwas instrumentedto measurewind speed, wind direction,and tem-
perature. The N-]59 site was also equippedfor the measurementof dew point
and barometricpressure. The outputsof the N-]59 and C-]5 sites were in the
form of strip charts,while the trianglesite outputwas in the form of computer
listings.
A representativesample of the weather informationobtained from the ground
stations is illustratedin table IV for run 27. Weather data for each run, as
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well as profiles of wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity taken through
use of the instrumented balloon package, are given in appendix B.
AcousticData
The analog tapes of the flyover noise were reduced by ]/3-octave band
analysis. The frequency range of the analysis was from 20 Hz to 10 kHz with
an averaging time of ]/8 sec. The I/8-sec averaging time was necessary because
of the large angular velocity of the aircraft with respect to the microphones
closest to the flight path. The ]/3-octave band analysis was initiated for each
run when the incoming aircraft was approximately 800 m from the intersection of
runways 04-22 and 10-28. The analysis was stopped when the amplitude of the
noise received from the aircraft approached that of the background noise. Asso-
ciated with each ]/3-octave spectrum is a G.m.t., an overall sound pressure
level (SPL), and a dBA level.
The piston-phonecalibrationwas used to calibratethe amplitudeof the
]/3-octaveband analysissystem. The pink-noisecalibrationwas used to correct
for deviationsfrom a flat frequencyresponseof the record/playbacksystem.
The qualityof the reducedacousticdata was first checkedby inspection
of the overall time historiesfor each microphonefor each run. Overall time
historiesfor microphones2, 4, 6, and 8 for run number 27 are illustratedin
figure 7. Broadeningof the shape of the airplanenoise time historyoccurs as
the distance from microphoneto flightpath increaseswith microphonenumber.
This may be seen in figure 7. The effect of atmosphericpropagationanomalies
are noted by the roughnessin the signalsfrom the furthermicrophonelocations
becauseof the longerpropagationdistancesand the smallersignal-toTnoise
ratios.
Ambiguitiesmay exist in the resultsof the lower frequency]/3-octave
bands becauseof %he I/8-secaveragingtime. The ]/3-octaveband analyzerused
in the data reductionprocesspasses an input signal in parallel throughvar-
ious, active ]/3-octaveband filtersand selectivelysamplesthe output of the
filters. The limitingfeatureof this analysis for the presentapplicationis
the response time of the filters. A customarymanner of characterizingfilter
responseis to compute a so-called"BT" product (bandwidthmultipliedby time
width of the signal);a BT productgreater than 50 is consideredsatisfactory.
For the 100-Hz I/3-octaveband at an analysis time of 1/8 sec, the BT product
is 6. The reduceddata at the lower frequencybands must be viewed with the
limited responsetimes of the filtersin mind. However, the lower frequency
results to be given later appear to be consistentwith the higher frequency
results.
Spectra from run 27 for microphones2, 4, 8, and 16, at the time of their
respectivemaximumoverall sound pressure levels,are shown in figure8.
Observed in the last three spectraof figure8 is a double hump formationwhich
broadens (overa numberof I/3-octavebands) and deepenswith increasingprop-
agationdistance.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND THEORY
Various methods may be used to determine ground effects. Most methods are
comparative in nature in that a relative difference is determined between two
microphone signals. After a methodology is chosen, the manner in which the
portions of the signals to be compared are selected becomes a critical issue.
Criteria which may be used to select the portions of the signals are maximum
overall level, maximum level in a particular ]/3-octave band, closest point of
approach, and sound emission angle, to name a few. From a trial-and-error
approach, two methods to compute ground effects were found to be the most reli-
able and consistent. They are described in this section. Included in the
discussion is the criteria used to select the portions of the signals to be
compared.
Comparison of Near and Far Microphones
The method used by Parkin and Scholes (refs. 6 and 7) to calculate ground
effects was a comparison in the frequency domain of near and far microphones
positioned over the same terrain. In this method, a microphone close to the
acoustic source is chosen as a reference microphone, and its signal is compared
to the signals from the remaining microphone locations, referred to as measure-
ment microphones. Corrections are made to the reference microphone signal for
differences in spherical spreading and atmospheric absorption between the
measurement and reference microphone locations. The difference between the
corrected reference spectrum and the measurement spectrum is a measure of the
relative difference in ground effects between the two positions. If the refer-
ence microphone signal is free of ground effects, the procedure results in a
measure of the absolute ground effect at the measurement location.
In practice, the method of comparing near and far microphones must account
for the directivity of the source. With a static experiment like that of Parkin
and Scholes, the problem of differences in source directivity was not large. In
their experiment, all of the microphones were of the same height and were placed
on a radial line from the source, and the dimensions of the source were small
compared to the distance to the first microphone. As an aircraft flies by a
microphone, however, the emission directivity angle of the received signal is
constantly changing. For flight work, the solution is to insure that the
signals from the two microphones to be compared have the identical source
emission angle. The problem of directivity synchronization involved in com-
paring two signals from different microphones in a flight experiment is a
major one.
For the present study, implementation of the near/far comparison method
was accomplished with the aid of a computer. A free-field source spectrum was
used as the reference spectrum. This source spectrum was determined by averag-
ing spectra from runs ]7 to 24, 26, and 27 for microphone ]5. These ]0 runs
were selected because they were taken under more ideal weather conditions. For
the results to be given later, the following subset of the ]0 runs was selected
(the subset represents ] run for each altitude): ]7, 2], 24, 26, and 27.
Microphone ]5, a ]0-m microphone positioned over concrete close to flight path,
was selected because it had more readily predictable ground effects. The
spectra for each run to be averagedwere selectedfrom an emissionangle cri-
terion. Before averagingthe ]0 spectra,the effectof ground reflectionswere
removed,as detailedbelow, and the spectrawere correctedfor atmospheric
absorption and sphericalspreadingto a slant range of ]0 m.
Becauseof the obliqueangle betweenthe microphonearrays and the flight
track in the T-38A flightexperiment,the sound emittedfrom the airplaneat an
emissionangle of ]22.5° (referencedto the forward inlet direction)propa-
gated parallel to the microphonearrays. For a particularrun, valueswere
calculatedfor the time and positionof the aircraftat which the sound emitted
propagatedparallel to and over the microphonearray containingmicrophone]5
(the sound emitted at a directivityangle of ]22.5°, see fig. 9). These values
are referredto as the emission time and position. The propagationtime from
this aircraftposition to microphone]5 was then calculatedusing an average
speed of sound,which was calculatedusing a layeredmodel of the atmosphere
incorporatingmeasuredweatherparameterprofiles. The receptiontime was
defined as the sum of the emissiontime and the propagationtime. The two
]/3-octaveband spectraof the time history for microphone]5 locatedon either
side of the receptiontime were averagedtogetherto form a spectrumfor the
particularrun. The averagingof two ]/8-secspectragives an effectiveaverag-
ing time of ]/4 sec for the resultingspectrum.
Correctionscomputedwith the ground-effectspredictionprocedure (to be
discussedlater in this section)were appliedto the spectrato remove the
influenceof ground reflections. The value of the input parametersnecessary
for the procedurewere set to the same values as those used in a later section
of this report for a microphonepositionedover concrete. Atmosphericabsorption
correctionswere calculatedusing the AmericanNationalStandardsInstitute
(ANSI)standardmethod for the determinationof molecularabsorption (ref. ]8).
The resultingreferencespectrum is illustratedin figure ]0. The solid curve
is the average spectrumat ]0.m with ground effectsremovedand is the spectrum
used as the referencespectrum in the near/farcomparisonmethod.
After the referencespectrumhas been determined,the near/farmethod is
implementedby selectinga measurementmicrophonefor a particularrun and
determiningthe measurementspectrumin a similarfashion. The reference
spectrum is brought to the same slant range as the measurementspectrumby
incorporatinglosses for sphericalspreadingand atmosphericabsorption. The
measurementspectrum is subtractedfrom the referencespectrumto yield a
ground effectsspectrumfor the particulargeometry (measurementmicrophone
and run) chosen. Subtractingthe measurementspectrumfrom the reference
spectrumdefinesa positive sign for an attenuationand a negative sign for
an amplificationfor the ground effectsat the measurementmicrophone.
Comparisonof MicrophonesOver Concrete and Grass
The secondmethod used to analyzeground effectsis a direct comparison
betweentwo microphonesequallydistantfrom the acousticsourcebut positioned
over differentsurfaces. An advantageof the direct comparisonmethod is that
there is no need to use correctionsfor differencesin sphericalspreadingand
atmosphericabsorptionbetween the two signalsto be compared. The direct
comparisonmethod has the same source directivityproblemas the previous
comparativemethod. To solve the problem, the source emissionangles of the
two signalsto be comparedare again constrainedto be equal. The difference
is then taken between the signalsof the two microphonesin the frequency
domain. The result is a spectrumwhich is a measureof the relativedifference
in ground effectsbetween the two microphonelocations.
Implementationof the direct comparisonmethod begins with the selection
of a microphonepair and a run number. For the presentstudy, the possible
microphonepairs which are equal distancefrom the flight path and positioned
over grass and concrete,respectively,are microphones]-]3, 2-]4, 3-]5, 8-]8,
9-19, and ]I-20. The emissionangle criterionof ]22.5° is again used to deter-
mine a spectrumfrom each microphoneof a pair for the chosen run. The spec-
trum for the microphonepositionedover grass is subtractedfrom the spectrum
for the microphoneover concrete to yield a ground effectsspectrum. The spec-
trum representsthe differencesin ground effectsbetween the two locationsfor
the two surfaceswith similargeometrybetween the microphonesand the aircraft.
A positivevalue signifiesa lower level receivedat the microphoneover grass
as compared to the microphoneover concrete.
TheoreticalPredictionsof Ground Effects
The theoreticalmodel chosen to make ground effectspredictionsis the
procedurerecommendedby Pao, Wenzel, and Oncley (ref.4). This prediction
method was employedby Zorumski (ref.8) to make comparisonswith the Parkin
and Scholes (refs.6 and 7) ground effectsdata and some aircraftflight data.
The formulationof the method is based on work by Chien and Soroka (ref. ]9)
and Thomasson (ref.20). The predictedmean squarepressure p2 at the
observerposition is
p2
= I + 2R exp(-akAt)2 cos (e + k Ar) + R2 (])
po2
where po2 is the mean squarepressure withoutground effect (free-fieldmean
squarepressure), R and e are the magnitudeand phase of the complexreflec-
tion coefficient, a is a dimensionlessnonnegativenumber, k is the wave
number,and _r is the differencein length betweenthe reflectedpath and
the direct path.
The complexreflectioncoefficientis definedhere as
Rei_ - F + (I- F) F(Y) (2)
where F is the plane-wavereflectioncoefficient
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sin @ - _)
F = (3)
sin @ + _)
@ is the angle betweenthe reflectedwave path and the ground (seefig. 9),
and _ is the normalizedacousticadmittanceof the ground. The function £(T)
is given by
F(T) = ] - YW(iT)_ ' (4)
with
/kr2T = (sine + _) -- (5)
_2i
where r2 is the total path length of the reflectedwave, and W is the com-
plex error functiondefinedby
i S °°e-t2W(A) .... dt Im(A) > 0 (6)
__A- t
where Im(A) representsthe imaginarypart of the complexnumber A.
The input for the formulationoutlinedabove is the geometryof a source/
receivercombination,the frequency,the constant a, and the normalizedacous-
tic admittanceof the ground. A two-parametermodel given by Delany and
Bazley (ref.5) was used to describethe normalizedacousticadmittance. The
two-parametermodel given in a dimensionlessform after Zorumski (ref.8) is
PoCo
9 = = [] + (6.86q) -0.75 + (4.36q)-0"7_ -] (7)
z
where po and co are the ground-leveldensityand the speed of sound, respec-
tively, z is the acousticalimpedance,and q is given by
lq --- 1TPo f/O" " .(8)
where f is the frequencyand o is the ground flow resistance. A rough
range of the value of o for commonlyencounteredsurfacesis from
750 Mg/(s-m3) for an acousticallyhard surfaceto 50 Mg/(s-m3) for an acous-
ticallysoft surface.
1]
Equation (]) is for discretefrequencypredictionof ground effects. The
acousticdata have been analyzedwith ]/3-octaveband analysistechniques. To
make predictionscomparableto the resultsof the ]/3-octaveband analysisof
the data, equation (]) must be changedto incorporate]/3-octaveband averag-
ing. If the assumptionis made that the complexreflectioncoefficientand the
coherencefactor vary littlewithin a ]/3-octaveband, the integrationof equa-
tion (]) over a ]/3-octaveband reducesto the integrationof the cosine term.
The integrationyields
p2 cos (_+ ko Ar) sin (0.]]5kO Ar)
= ] + 2R exp(-akAr)2 (9)
po2 0.]]5ko Ar
where ko is the wave numberof the ]/3-octavebandcenterfrequency.
RESULTS
VariationWith Frequency
Results of the near/far comparison method are compared with predictions in
the frequency domain in figure ]]. Results are presented for microphones 4, 6,
8, and ]], representing a lateral distance from the flight track ranging from
460 m to ]650 m, and for a subset of the ten "best" runs (runs 24, 2], ]7, 27
and 26) which correspond to one flight for each altitude flown. The same run
sequence will be used for all of the results to be given. The microphones were
all ].2-m microphones positioned over grass.
The geometrybetween the airplaneand the measurementmicrophonesat the
calculatedemissiontimes was enteredinto the predictionprocedure. The values
assigned to the ground flow resistanceand the constant a were optimizedfor
the best agreementbetweentheory and experiment. The range of values tried
was from 30 to 500 Mg/(s-m3) for ground flow resistanceand from 0 to ] for the
constant a. The smalleststandarderror between the measured and predicted
resultswas obtainedwith a value of 62.5 Mg/(s-m3) for the ground flow resist-
ance of grass and a value of 0.] for a.
Plottedalong the ordinate in figure ]] is ground attenuationin decibels
(dB)and along the abscissais frequencyin Hz. The data are cut off at 2 kHz
because the signal-to-noiseratio for higher frequencieswas poor for the micro-
phones positionedfar from the flight track. The solid curves are the measured
results,and the dashed lines are the predictedcurves. The legend to the right
of each plot identifiesthe run and measurementmicrophoneas well as the slant
range (SR) and the elevationangle 8 from the aircraftto the microphoneat
the emission time. (Seefig. 9.) The plots in the figureare grouped according
to the altitudesof the runs, beginningwith the highestaltitude run in fig-
ure ]](a) and endingwith the lowestaltituderun in figure ]](e).
]2
As the measurement microphones get farther away from the flight track
(as microphone number increases), the measured excess attenuation generally
increases for a particular run in figure ]]. Also, greater excess attenua-
tions are observed for a particular microphone for the lower altitude flights.
Restated, a trend of greater ground attenuation for smaller 8 is generally
observed in the plots. The largest values of excess attenuation, greater than
20 dB, are found in the frequency range of 200 to 400 Hz. The agreement between
the predicted frequency dependence and the measured dependence is good, while
the predicted curves generally fall beneath the measured curves.
Results for the direct comparison method, along with predictions, are
illustrated in figure ]2 in a fashion similar to that presented for the near/far
method. Results are given for the same run sequence as in the near/far method
for microphone pairs 2-14 and 9-19, representing lateral distances from the
flight track of 250 m and ]600 m, respectively. The predictions were made by
computing ground effects spectra for each microphone of a pair and then sub-
tracting the spectrum of the microphone over grass from the spectrum of the
microphone over concrete. The values of the input parameters pertaining to the
grass were the same as those selected to make the near/far comparison predic-
tions, namely a value of 62.5 Mg/(s-m 3) for the ground flow resistance of grass
and a value of 0.1 for a. A range of values from ]25 to 1000 Mg/(s-m 3) was
tried for the ground flow resistance of concrete. The smallest standard error
of estimate was obtained between the measured and predicted results with a
value of 750 Mg/(s-m 3) for the ground flow resistance of concrete, and hence,
this value was used in the predictions of figure ]2.
The same general trends are observed in the direct comparison results as
in the near/far comparison results: increased measured attenuation with
decreasing 8 and maximum attenuation frequency in the range of 200 to 400 Hz.
However, the measured spectra are more erratic than those obtained from the
near/far method, and the predicted frequency of maximum attenuation is gener-
ally lower than the measured frequency. The direct comparison results are, in
general, more complicated and not as easy to interpret as the near/far results.
The direct comparison results represent the difference in ground effects
between two locations, while the near/far results represent the absolute ground
effects for one microphone location. From a prediction viewpoint, direct com-
parison predictions are also more complex and subject to larger errors, since
errors in the two predicted ground effects spectra may be amplified when the
spectra are subtracted.
Variations With Elevation Angle
Plotted in figure 13 are the measured and predicted excess ground attenua-
tions obtained by the near/far comparison method given as a function of eleva-
tion angle 8 for the four ]/3-octave bands of center frequencies: 100, 250,
500, and 1000 Hz. Illustrated in the figure are results for all of the ].2-m
microphones over grass for the same run sequence as the earlier results. The
excess ground attenuation results are divided into four slant-range groups:
230, 440, 900, and ]600 m. The average deviation of the slant range of a data
point in a particular slant-range group is less than 10 percent. Division of
the data by the chosen slant ranges partitions the data into the following
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microphonecombinations;2, 4, 5-6-7,and 8-9-]],respectively. Plottedalong
the abscissa in each figure is 8 in degrees, rangingfrom 0.5 to 40; along
the ordinate,ground attenuationin decibels. The measuredresultsare denoted
in the figureby the symbols; the dashed lines are the predictions.
Although scatteris evidentin the measured results,similartrends are
seen in the predictedresults. The measured and predictedattenuationsgener-
ally show a rapid decrease,approachingzero, with increasing 8 larger than
]0° to ]5°. The predictedcurves generallyfall beneath the majorityof the
data points.
Comparisonof predictionswith resultsfrom the direct comparisonmethod
for all the applicable ].2-m microphonepairs for the same run sequenceare given
in figure ]4 as a functionof 8. The resultshave been separatedinto a 230-m
slant-rangegroup and a ]600-m slant-rangegroup. The averagedeviationof the
slant range of a data point in a particularslant-rangegroup is less than
]0 percent. Results for microphonepair 2-]4 are in the shorterslant-range
group while the resultsfrom microphonepairs 8-]8, 9-]9, and ]]-20 fall in the
longer slant-rangegroup. The large scatterand lack of trend seen in these
plots, particularlyin the ]600-mslant-rangegroup, indicatethe difficulty
and complexityin the direct comparisonmethod with respect to the near/far
method in measuringexcess ground attenuation.
IntegratedMeasureof ExcessGround Attenuation
An integratednoise metrics analysiswas appliedto the T-38A acousticdata
base. Effectiveperceivednoise level (EPNL)was calculatedfor a numberof
runs and microphones,and a measureof lateralattenuationin terms of EPNL
units was determinedusing the near/farcomparisonmethod. The measurement
microphonesused were the ].2-m microphonespositionedover grass. The results
of the EPNL calculationsfor the same run sequenceas the resultsgiven before
are illustratedin figure ]5. Plottedalong the ordinate is lateralattenuation
in EPNL (dB)and along the abscissa is elevationangle 8 in degrees. Eleva-
tion angle is redefinedfor the integratedmeasures to be the angle betweenthe
source and the receiverat the point of closestapproach. A 20 decibel spread
is seen in the data for small elevationangles. Even with the spread,the trend
observed earlierof increasingattenuationwith decreasingelevationangle is
clearlyseen in the data. The correspondingclosest-approachslant ranges
associatedwith the data points plotted in figure ]5 vary from ]80 m to ]530 m.
The data from figure ]5 have been subdividedand replottedin four slant-
range groups: ]90, 370, 765, and ]330 m. The averagedeviationof the slant
range of a data point in a particularslant-rangegroup is less than ]0 percent.
A third-orderleast-squarefit, constrainedto be zero at an elevationangle of
90 degrees, has been calculatedfor each slant-rangegroup and plotted in fig-
ure ]6 along with a lateralattenuationcurve obtained from flightdata gathered
by Cooper (ref. 2]). As a resultof the subdivisioninto slant-rangegroups,a
family of lateralattenuationcurves is formed,and a slant-rangedependence
may be observed. As slant range decreases,less lateralattenuationis measured
for the same elevationangles. For large elevationangles, the curves (or the
extensionsof the curves)merge, showinglittlemeasuredattenuation. The two
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largestslant-rangecurves collapsetogetheron top of the curve for small
elevationangles determinedby Cooper. The slant ranges of the small elevation
angle data of the curve in reference2] were greaterthan ]330 m.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Ground effectson aircraftnoise were measured in a flight experimentover
a wide range of elevationangles and slant ranges. A theoreticalmodel chosen
for comparisonadequatelypredictedthe measured ground effectson actual air-
craft noise. Owing to the use of an airplaneand practicalpropagationcon-
ditions, the resultsof the investigationare directly applicableto aircraft
noise propagationproblems.
The ground attenuationvalueswere determinedwith two analysismethods;
the near/farmethod and the direct comparisonmethod. Results from the two
methods agreed in generalbut exhibitedconsiderablescatter,particularlyfor
the direct comparisonmethod which was found to be the inferiorof the two
methods. The scatterwas due to many contributingfactors,includingatmo-
sphericparametergradientsand fluctuations,the data samplingrate in the
data reduction,and the finitedimensionsof the test surfaces. Different
atmosphericconditionsover the grass and the runwaywere an additionalfactor
contributingto the scatterin the direct comparisonresults.
The theoreticalmodel employedwas the ground effectpredictionprocedure
recommendedby Pao, Wenzel, and Oncley. The agreementbetween the measured
and predictedresultswas good consideringan outdoorenvironment,a moving
noise source,and the long slant ranges. The predictedfrequencyof maximum
ground attenuationagreed very well with the measured frequency,particularly
for the near/far comparisonresults. The amplitudesof the predictedground
attenuationwere generallysmallerthan the measured amplitudes.
The largestground attenuations,in excessof 20 dB, were found for the
]/3-octavebands in the frequencyrange of 200 to 400 Hz, The measuredground
attenuationquickly diminishedwith increasingelevationangle 8. The measured
ground attenuationswere close to zero for 8 greater than ]0° to ]5°. A
strong dependenceof ground attenuationon slant range was observed,partic-
ularly in the effectiveperceivednoise level resultsfor small slant ranges.
The fartherthe receiverwas from the aircraft,the greater the measuredground
attenuationfor the same 8. This slant-rangedependencedisappearedfor slant








Listed herein are the emission (F/MIT)time, the emissionpositioncoordi-
nates (X,Y,Z),the velocity (I/EL),and the magneticheadingof the aircraftat
the emission time. _nission times were calculatedusing a directivityangle
criteriaof ]22.5°. Data are listed for every microphoneand for every run.
The data for a particularrun and microphoneare identifiedwith the following
nomenclature EGFR ##.M**, where ## is the run number and ** is the microphone
number.
DIRECTIVITY A_GLE = 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (m/s) (deg)
EGFROI,M_1 11la6:38.07 o31.1 50.0 11,9 8q,6 99,6
EGFReI,M02 11:4B:38,_7-31,1 5B._ 11,9 89,6 99,6
EGFR_I,M03 11:G6:3BmI_7 "31,2 5_,I 11,9 Bq,6 90,6
EGFR_)I,_IBa 11la_,138,11 m2q,2 _6.9 11,9 89,b 9910
EGFR01, M_)5 lllQb138, Ib "2b.5 _2,5 11,9 BQe6 g9,6
EGFRO1,M86 11:_b:37,86 "ai,1 66,1 11,9 89,b 99,6
EGFR_)I.M?,7 11:_6:37,9_ -39,0 62,8 II,9 8_,6 99,6
EGFR_I,M_q8 11:_6:37,95-36,8 59,3 11,9 89,_ g9,6
EGFRSI,MZg 111Q6137,99 -3Q,8 58,0 11,9 8g,6 99,6
EGFROI,MI_ 11:_6138,8a -32,6 52,_ 11,9 89,6 99,6
EGFRsI,M11 11146S3S,@_ -32,6 52, 14 I_,9 %9,B 99,6
EGFR_I,M12 11:_6:3B,0_ -32,6 52,3 11,9 8g,6 g9,6
EGFRM1,M18 11:a6S39.0_ 12,5 "2_m7 12,0 @g,6 q9,6
EGFRBI,MIO 11:ab13g,e_ Ia.5 m2_,0 12.0 89,6 g9,6
EGF_I,M2_ 11:_b13g,09 16,7 -27,6 12,_ 8q,6 99,b
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OIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deq
FILENAME EF_IT X Y Z VEL HEAOING
TIME {_) (_/s) Cden]
EGFWO2,M01 11=5_I2Y,57 -27,Q 50,0 11,8 88,5 99,6
EGFRB2,M82 1115ai27,57 -27,3 50,S 11,8 8B,5 99,b
EGFR_2,M_3 1115ql27,57 -27,a 5_,1 11,8 88,5 '99,b
EGFRo2,MOa 1115_127,bl -25,_ 4b,8 11,8 88,5 99,b
EGFR@2,HB5 11=5_|27,b7 -2a,8 _2,5 11,8 88,5 gg,b
EGFRB2,M_b 11,5a:27,_-37,3 66,1 11,8 B8,5 99,b
EGFRO2,M_7 11s5_:27,40 -35,3 62,8 11,% 8B,5 99,b
EGFR_2,_8 I115_t27,_5 -33,1 59,2 1t,8 88,5 99,b
EGFR_2,M_9 11/54127,_9 -31,I 5b,0 11,8 88,5 q9,6
EGFRB2,MI_ 11=5_=27,5a -28,9 52,_ 11,S 8B,5 Q9,6
EGFRB2,M11 11:5_127,54 -28,8 52,4 11,8 B8,5 99,b
EGFRO2,M12 11=5_127,5_ "28,8 52,3 11,8 88,5 9g,b
EGFR02,_13 1115_28,2g 5,8 -3,8 11,9 _8,5 9g,6
EGFR_2,MI_ 11:5_|28,29 5,8 -3,_ I1,g 88,5 q_,6
EGF_t2,H15 11=5q:28,2B 5,8 -3,8 11,_ B8,5 9q,b
EGFR_2,_16 11=5_=28,29 6,0 -_,2 11,q 88,5 99,b
EGFR_2,M17 111Sa12_,2q b,2 -_,5 11,9 68,5 99,b
EGFR82,MIB 1115Q:28,51 16,2 -20,7 11,9 88,5 qg,b
EGFRB2,M19 11:5_:28,55 IB,2 -2Q,B 11,9 88,5 qg,b
EGFR_2,M28 I1:5_128,6_ 20,5 -27,6 11,9 88,5 qg,6
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deq
FILENAME EMIT x Y Z vEL MEADING
TIME (_) (mls) (den)
EGFR_3,M_$ 1115B15_,52 "2q,B _9,3 11,g 89,Q qq,7
EGFR¢3,M02 11158152,52 -2q,8 _,3 11,Q 89,Q 99,7
EGFRO3,MB3 11158152,52 "2q,q _Qoq 11,_ 8q,a q9,7
EGFR03,M0a 11158:5a,57 "27,5 a5,5 II,9 8q,Q q9,7
EGFRB3mH05 1115B15_,6_ "2_,3 _0,2 11,g 89,_ 99,7
EGFRZ3,HOb IIS58IS4,3Q -38,a 63,3 11,9 8q,a q9,7
EGFRO3,M87 1115815_,39 "36,8 59,3 11,9 8q,a q9,7
EGFR@3,_BB 11158154,_5 -33,3 55,0 lt,q 8Q,Q q9,7
EGFRB3,Mag IIl5815_,50 -3B,Q 51,B II,9 8q,a q9,7
EGFWB3,MI_ 11158:52,55 -28,2 A6,7 11,9 8Q,Q 99,7
EGFRo3,H11 11:58:54,55 -28,2 _6,5 11,q 8q,_ g9,7
EGFRO3,Mt2 11=5815_,55 -28,2 a6,b 11,@ 8q,_ q9,7
EGFR@3=M13 11158155,23 3,2 "a,6 11,9 Bg,a g9,7
EGFRO3,Mia 11158155,23 3,2 -a,b 11,q 8q,a 99,7
EGFRo3,M15 11158155,23 3,I -_,5 11,9 89,a qq,7
EGFRO3,M%6 IISSBI55,2_ 3,7 mS,a 11,9 89,_ q9,7
EGFRO3,MI7 11:58155,2Q 3,8 -5,6 11,q 8Q,_ 99,7
EGFROB.M%8 11158155.5_ 15.7 -25.2 11.9 89., 99.7
, EGFRO3,M19 11158:55,55 18," -28,9 11,g q3,2 9b,2
EGFRO3,M20 11Z58:55,63 21,_ -33,2 11,g g3,2 qb,2
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 oeg
FILENAME .EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (m/s) (deg)
EGFRO_,M01 121 21_7.68 mQe.6 _6,5 12,9 8q.2 1B_.6
EGFROQ,M@2 121 2Ia7,68 -_Q,6 _6,a 12,g 89,2 10e.6
EGFRo_,M03 %2| 21_7,68 -_B.7 _6,5 12.9 B9,2 18_,6
EGFRO_,MBa 128 28_7,78 -36.4 3g,4 12.Q 8g,2 180,6
EGFRO_,MB5 121 21_7190 -30,7 29,8 12,g B9,2 100,8
EGFR0a,M_6 121 2:47,63 -a3,0 50,5 12,q Sg,2 100,6
EGFROQ,M07 12: 21a7,73 "38.7 _3,2 12,g 8q,2 I@0,6
EGFROQ,M08 12:2:a7,83 "3Q.@ 35,2 12.q 89.2 IB0,8
EGFR0a,MB9 121 21_7,g3 "2g,7 28,0 12,q 8g,2 100,6
EGFRO_,MIB 12: 21Q8,03 -25,0 2_,0 12.g gi.1 le_,g
EGFR_,MII 121 2148,03 -2a,9 19,9 12,q 91,I l@0,g
EGFReQ,MI2 121 2la8,03 -24.q Ig.8 12,9 _I,1 10_,g
EGFRB_,MI3 121 21QB,3B -8,8 "7.g 12,5 91,I IB0,g
EGFRB_,MI_ 121 21_8,3B -B,6 m8,0 12,5 QI,I 100,9
EGFRO_,M15 12_ 21aB,3B -8,6 -7.9 12,5 gl,1 108.g
EGFRBa,M16 12: 2:_8,47 -_,7 "I_,6 12._ q1,1 100,Q
EGFReQ,MI7 121 2:48,47 -Q,6 -la,B 12.Q gl.l 1£0,g
EGFRO_,M18 121 21aB,g7 18,2 "53,8 11,8 91,1 10_,_
EGFROQ,MI9 12l 2149,07 23,2 -62,3 11,6 Ol,l lmO,m
EGFRO4,M20 12121_9,2B 28,8 -71,g II,5 gl,l 10B,9
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 dee
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (m/m) (deE)
qmm.mm._.R._mogmmmg..i_gmg.ami_mnnulga.um.--mmmm_JmmmmmMm_m_'_m
EGFRBS,M01 128 8859,17 -23,8 50,8 12,Q q1,8 g9,3
EGFRBS,M02 128 6159,17 J23,8 5¢,8 12,_ 91m8 9q,3
EGFROS,MO3 121 blsq,17 -23,9 5_,9 12,a 91,8 q9,3
EGFQOS,MOQ 121 615q,20 -22,Q 48,5 12,a 91,8 99,3
EGFRO5,M05 128 b85Qo2q -20,5 QS,_ 12,_ 91,8 g9,3
EGFROSoM_B12l 685Bm93 -35,b bE,7 12,a 91,8 g9,3
EGFRZS,M07 128 6858,9b "3_,1 67,3 12,_ gI,8 99,3
EGFRZStM08 121 6159,0Z -32,5 6Q,7 12,a qlm8 99,_
EGFRO5,MOg 121 b159,02 "3%,0 62,_ 12,_ gloB 9g,3
EGF_QS,M18 12! 6159,06 -2g,_ 59,7 12,_ 91,8 gg,3
EGFROSoMll 128 6859o06 -2g,_ Sg,7 _2oQ gI,8 gg,3
EGFR_5,MI2 121 b|59m06 "2g,_ 5g,7 12,a g1,B ggm_
EGFRO5,M13 128 6|Sg,S6 g,6 "2rig $2,a 91,8 q9,_
EGFR@5,M14 _21 blSg,B6 g,8 =2,9 12,_ 91,8 99,3
EGFR_5,H15 121 btSq,86 9,5 "2,8 12,_ qt,8 Q9,3
EGFROS,M%_ 12X 6859,87 9,8 -3,3 12,a g1,8 99,3
EGFRO5,M17 128 6XSg,87 10,0 -3,b 12.Q 91,8 q9,3
EGFROS,M18 128 71 0,02 17,2 "15,I 12,_ 91,8 g9,3
EGFRQS,MI9 128 78 B,05 18,6 "17,Q 12,Q gi,8 99,3
EGFROS,M2R 121 71 _,08 20,3 -20,1 12,_ 91,8 9Q,3
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deo
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (m/s] (deg)
EGFRBS,MB1 19137137,7g I2_,5 51,8 13,1 90,7 99,B
EGFRO6,M02 19137137,79 "2Q,5 51,8 13,1 90,7 99,0
EGFRo&,MB3 19|37137,79 m2_,8 52,0 13,1 9_,7 99,0
EGFRBBIM84 19137137180 "23,7 5B,7 13,1 90,7 99,_
EGFRB6,M05 19137137,83 "22,7 _9,0 13,1 q0,7 99,B
EGFRBB,M08 19137137,50 -38,Q 74,0 13,1 90,7 991Z
EGFRZ6,MZ7 19137137,52 -37,8 72,7 13,1 90,7 99,0
EGFRB&,MO8 19137137,53 -38,7 71,3 13,I 90,7 g9,_
EGFRO6,M09 19137137,55 m35,9 70,0 13,1 90,7 99,@
EGFRZ6,MIO 19137137,Q5 "13,_ 80,5 17,0 86,Q 105,5
EGFROS,MI1 19:37137,Q5 "13,_ 8B,5 17,B 8B,Q 1_5,5
EGFRO&,H12 IQ137137,q5 "13,Q 80,5 17,R 86,_ I_5,5
EGFR06,M13 19137138,_8 9,2 wi,7 13,2 98,7 q9,0
EGFRSB,MI_ 19137138,_8 9,2 "I,7 13,2 9B,7 9q,B
EGF_OS,M15 19_37138,_8 9,1 "I,5 13,2 90,7 q9,0
EGFR_6,M16 19137S38,51 10,3 -3,5 13,2 90,7 99,_
EGFR06,M17 19|37138,52 10,5 -3,8 13,2 90,7 99,B
EGFR08,M18 19137138,57 13,3 "8,3 13,2 q0,7 99,0
EGF_6,MIq 19137138,59 I_,I -9,5 13,2 9017 9q,_
EGFRBB,M28 19:37138,61 15,0 -11,0 13,2 90,7 99,8
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (_) (m/s} (de_)
EGFRoT,M01 19;_21_7,95 -28,7 50,B b,q 92,8 Qg,_
EGFROT,M_2 191_2147,95 -28,7 50,8 _,9 92,8 q9,_
EGFROT,M03 1qI_21_7,_5 -28,7 5B,B 6,q 92,8 qq,_
EGFROT,MO_ 191_21a7,98 -27,2 _8,4 6,9 92,8 W9,a
EGFRo7,M05 191_2|QB,02 -25,1 _5,B b,9 92,8 99,_
EGFRB7,MO6 1gI_21_?,72 =_0,1 6g,2 6,9 92,B 99,_
EGFROT,M07 191_21a7,75 -38,5 6b,b b,9 _2,8 99,q
EGFROT,H08 191_21_7,78 -3b,8 63,9 6,9 92,8 99,_
EGFRZT,M09 IglQ21_7,82-35,3 b1,4 6,q 92,8 99,Q
EGFR@7,M10 191_21_7,85 -33,6 5B,6 b,g 92,8 9q,_
EGFR_7,M11 1_1a21_7,85 m33,5 58,b 6,9 92,8 99,a
EGFR07,M12 191_2_7,85 =33,5 58,5 6,9 qZ,8 qg,_
EGFRo7,M13 191_21qe.b3 Q,b =2,q 6,9 92,8 99,_
EGFRZT,Ml_ 191_21a8,63 _,7 "2,9 b,q 92,8 99,_
EGF_7,M15 19;a21a8,63 _,b -2,9 b,9 92,8 qg.a
EGFROT,Mlb lgl_.31 3,6b -1Bl,q=1882,2 -38_,3 102,1 71,q
EGF_OT,HI7 lg1_3: 3,bb -IB1,g-IB82,3 -38Q.3 1¢2,1 71,g
EGFRBT,M18 19lQ21_8,8_ 12,8 Q15,9 6,9 92,8 99,Q
EGFROT,MI_ 191a21a8,83 Ia,3 -18,a b,9 92,B _9,a
EGFROT,M2_ 191_2148,87 1b,0 "21,2 b,9 Q2,8 qQ,_
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (_) (m/s) (deg)
EGFRB8,M01 lq1_81Q5,80 "3_,0 50,5 8,3 93,6 q9,_
EGFR88,M02 19188185,80 -30,0 50,5 8,3 93,6 99,_
EGFR@B,M83 191481_5,79 -]0,0 50,5 8,3 93,8 9g,a
EGFROS,MOa 191_81_5,83 =28,3 _7,7 8,3 93,6 99,a
EGFRo8,M05 Iql_81_5,88 °26,0 _,0 8,3 93,8 Qg,a
EGFRO8,H08 19!48145,58 =80,8 67m9 8,3 93,8 99,_
EGFRO8,M07 IqI881_5,61 -]9,0 65,0 8,_ 93,6 qg,a
EGFROS,M08 191_8145.65 "37,1 81,9 8,3 93,8 99,4
EGFRe8,MS9, 191_81_5,69 "35,] 59,1 8,3 9],8 99,4
EGFRe8,M10 19148185,73 "33,_ 55,q 8,3 93,8 99.U
EGFROS,Hll 191_81_5,73 "33,q 55,9 8,3 93,8 99,_
EGFRO8,M12 191481_5,73 "33,3 55,9 8,3 93,6 99,_
EGFRO8,MI] 191881_6,87 3,3 "3,3 8,3 93,6 99,8
EGFRO8,Ml_ 191_8188,_7 3,3 "],3 8,3 93,6 99,8
EGFRO8,M15 19148186187 3,3 "3,2 8,3 93,6 99,_
EGFRB8,H18 IqI_81_6,_7 3,2 "3,I 8,3 93,8 99,_
EGFRe8,M17 191_81_6,_7 ],] "],3 8,3 93,6 99,_
EGFRO8,M18 19;48188,88 12,8 "18,0 8,3 93,6 99,_
EGFRZ8.H19 191_8186,89 18.1 "28,8 8,3 93,6 99,a
EGFRe8,M20 t9188198,73 18,1 "28,0 8,3 93,8 99,a
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = t22,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (m/s) (deg)
oQ_tim_mlmm_igiQmDmDm_wRnnatRmmm_mwmm_m_1_liDD__m_u
EGFROg,MB1 19152138,_0 -28,9 50,1 5,7 93,_ 9g,b
EGFROg,M02 19152138,_0 "28,9 5B,1 5,7 93,a 99,6
EGFROg,M03 lg152138oQO m28,9 50,$ 5,7 93,Q 99,6
EGFR0@,MOQ 19t52138,4Q -2b,9 _6,9 5,7 93,_ 99,b
EGFRBg,MB5 19152138,_g -_a,3 Q2,6 5,T g3,a 99,b
EGFROg,M06 19152138,20 -38,B 66,2 5,T q3,_ gg,b
EGFROg,M07 19152138,23 o36,8 62,9 5,7 93,_ 99,8
EGFRBq,H08 19152138,28 -3_,6 59,_ 5,7 93na 99,6
EGFROg,M09 19852t38,32 -3a,6 56,1 5,7 93,U 99,6
EGFROg,MlB 1915213B,37 -30,a 52,5 5,7 93,_ 99,b
EGFROg,Mll 19152138,37 -_0,_ 52,5 S,T 93,a 99,6
EGFROg,M12 19152|3B,37 "30,_ 52,5 5,7 93,_ 99,8
EGFR¢9,H13 1915213g,OB _,3 "3.7 5,6 q3,_ gg,b
EGFROg,MI_ 19152139,08 _13 m3,7 5,6 93,_ 99,6
EGFR¢9,M15 19_52|39,0B _,3 -3,7 5,6 g3IU 99,6
EGFR09,M16 lq152139,05 2,9 "I,_ 5,b g],_ 99,b
EGFqOg,M17 lq85213_,05 3,¢ "1m7 S,6 q3ma 9q,6
EGFROg,M18 %9152138j53 "3,6 _,_ 9,9 9_,3 104,6
EGFROg,M19 1915253q,33 16,7 D23,8 5,5 q3,_ q9,6
EGFR09,M20 19852139,38 18,9 "27,5 5,5 93,_ 99,b
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DIRECTIVITY A_SLE = 122,5 de_
FILENAME EHIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIHE (m] (M/x) (de_)
EGFR10,M01 19Z5612_,I_ .2T,2 5_,7 18,S 93," 99,3
EGFR10,M02 19zSSi2a,1a -27,2 So,7 18,5 93,a 99,3
EGFRIO,H03 1915612_,13 "27,a 51,0 18,5 93,a 99,3
EGFR10,HO_ 1985682_,16 o26,0 _8,7 1B,5 95,_ 99,3
EGF_lO,H05 1915612_,20 "2_,2 _5,8 18,5 93,_ 99,3
EGFRIOIM_8 19156523,89 -39,_ 7¢,2 18,5 93,_ 99,3
EGFRIO,H07 19156123,92 °37,9 67,9 18,5 93,_ 99,3
EGFRIOmH_8 19156123,95 -36,_ 65,5 18,5 93,_ 99,3
EGF_lO,H¢9 19156123,98 o35,1 63,3 18,5 q3,a 99,3
EGFRIO,H10 1915612a,02 "33,5 60,8 18,5 93,a 99,3
EGFR10,Hll 1915612_,02 "33,5 60,8 18.5 93,_ 99,3
EGFRI0,H12 1915612_,02 "33,5 80,8 18,5 93,_ 99,]
EGFR10,H13 19156124,82 6,2 -2,9 18,6 9_," 99,3
EGFRI_,MI_ 19156124,82 6,2 "2,9 18,6 93,_ 99,3
EGFR10,M15 1915612_,81 6,_ "Z,7 18,6 93,_ 99,3
EGFR10,H16 19156i2_,88 9,0 "7,_ 18,6 93,_ 99,3
EGFR10,H17 19156128,88 9,1 -7,8 18,8 93,a 99,]
EGFR18,H18 19:5612a,96 13,2 "1a.2 18o6 93,a 99,3
EGF_lO,H19 19:5612_.98 1_,6 -16,5 18,6 93,a 99,3
EGF_IO,M20 19:56125,_2 16,2 -18,9 18,b 93,a 99,3
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 dee
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m] (m/s) (deg)
EGFRII.M_1 20: _: 2.99 -33.9 _8.5 21.'2 9_.1 99.9
EGFRlI.M02 20! _1 2.99 -33.9 98.5 21.2 9_.I 99.9
EGFRII.MB3 201 01 2.09 -3,.1 98.8 21.2 9_.I 99.9
EGFR$1,MO_ 29: 91 2,1_ "31,4 _,_ 21,2 9a,I 99,9
EGFRII,M05 29€ 81 2,21 -27m9 38m7 21,1 9_m_ 99,9
EGFRI},MS5 201 91 1,92 -_1,8 61,5 21,2 9a,1 99,9
EGFRlI,MO7 201 01 1,98 -39, I 57,0 21,2 9Q, I 99,9
EGFRlt,MOB 2BI _l 2,Z_ -36,1 52,2 21,2 99,I 99,9
EGFR$1,MO9 201 01 2,99 033,5 _7,8 21,2 9_,1 99,9
EGFR11.M10 201 01 2.1b -30.5 _2.9 21.2 9_.I 99.9
EGFRII.M$t 29: Bl 2.16 -30.5 _2.9 21.2 9_,! 99.9
EGFRII.MI2 201 01 2,16 "30.._ _2.9 21,2 9_el 99,9
EGFRII,M13 291 01 2,7_ -1,@ -5,_ 21,1 9_,I 99,9
EGFRII,MI" 201 01 2,76 -I,0 -5,4 21,1 9_,I 99,9
EGFRII,M15 291 01 2,76 -I,2 -5,I 21,1 94,1 99,9
EGFRll,M16 201 01 2,85 3,_ -12,7 21,1 9_,1 99,9
EGFRII.M17 201 BI 2,85 3,6 "12,9 21.I 9a.I 99,9
EGFR11,M18 201 91 3,04 12,8 -28,0 21,1 9_,1 99,9
EGFRII.M19 291 01 ],09 15._ -32._ 21.1 9a.I 99,9
EGFR1}IH29 29! 0: 3,16 18,_ -37,3 21,1 9_,! 99,9
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE : 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (m/s) (deg)
EGFRI2,MBI 2B| 3|5g,@9 -2q,2 50,I 22,3 g5,4 q9,_
EGFRI2,M02 2Bl 315gm_g m2g,2 5_,I 22,3 95,a qg,_
EGFRI2,M83 281 3159,Bg -2g,5 SZ,5 22,3 g5,_ 99,Q
EGFRI2,Mo_ 20l 3159,13 -27,8 47,8 22,3 9S,a qq,_
EGFRI2,MB5201 315qmlb °25,7 _4,_ 22,3 95,_ 99,a
EGFRI2,M86 2@: 3|58,87 -aB,7 58,5 22,3 95,a 9q,a
EGFR|2,M07 2S! 3158,gZ "39,@ 65,9 22,3 qS,_ q9,_
EGFRI2,M08 2_1 3158,94 -37,2 b3,0 22,3 95,_ q9,_
EGFRI2,M09 201 3158,97 -35,6 6B,4 22,3 95,a 9q,a
EGFR12,M1e 201 3159,_1 -33,B 57,5 22,3 gS,a gg,_
EGFR12,Mll 2el 315q,B1 -33,8 57,4 22,3 95,_ 99,4
EGFR12,MI2 2_1 3:5q,81 -33,B 57,_ 22,3 95,_ 9g,4
EGFR12,M13 201 3159,76 a,1 -3,6 22,_ 95,4 g9,_
EGFRI2,MI_ 201 3159,76 _,0 "3,5 22,_ q5,a 9g,_
EGFR12,M%5 201 3159,75 3,9 "3,2 22,Q q5,_ 99,_
EGFR12,M16 2BI 315g,8_ 8,3 "1_,_ 22,Q g5,a qq,_
EGFRi2,M17 2_l 3159,8Q 8,_ "1_,b 22,_ 95,Q 99,_
EGFR12,MIB 2_! 3159,92 I_,] -Ib,B _,_ 95,_ 99,Q
EGFRI2,M19 2B! 3159,95 13,9 "19,5 _2,a qS,a 9q,_
EGFRI2,M_O _01 3159,_9 15,7 "22,,_ 22,_ 95,Q qg,_
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE -_ 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m} (mls) (deg)
EGFRI3,MB% 211 2130,_ -39,g _5,g 1g,8 102,5 100,6
EGFRI3,M02 211 2130,0Q "3g,g _5,g 19,8 102,5 100,6
EGFR13,M_3 211 2130,0_ =_0,0 _6,1 1g,6 102,5 100,8
EGFR13,MBa 211 2130,13 "35,7 38,7 19,8 102,5 10_,6
EGFRI3,M_5 211 2130,23 -29,8 28,8 19,6 I02,5 100,6
EGF_13,M_6 21! 213_,00 -_2,0 _g,_ 19,6 102,5 100,6
EGFRI3,M07 211 2130,09 -37,4 _1,8 1g,6 102,5 100,6
EGFRI3,M08 211 2130,18 -32,b 33,b 19,6 102,5 100,8
EGFRI3,MBg 211 213B,27 -28,2 26,1 19,b IB2,B 100,6
EGFR13,M18 21! 2130,3b -23,3 17,8 19,7 102,5 10B,6
EGFRI3,M11 21! 2|3_,3b -23,2 17,7 19,7 102,5 10_,6
EGFR13,M12 211 2130,36 -23,2 17,6 19,7 102,5 100,b
EGFRI3,M13 21S 2130,86 -7,8 -8,4 1_,7 102,5 100,b
EGFR13,M1a 211 2S3_,88 -7,8 -8,5 19,7 I02,5 10_,6
EGFR13,M15 211 2130,88 -7,9 -8,3 1_,7 102,5 10_,8
EGFR13,Mlb 21_ 2130,76 -2,8 "17,2 19,7 102,5 100,6
EGFRI3,M17 21S 2130,7b =2,5 -17,a lg,7 102,5 IB@16
EGFRI3,M18 211 2|31,18 15,2 m_7,3 1_,8 102,5 10_,e
EGFR13,MI9 211 _131,18 19,8 -5.,7 19,8 102,5 108,8
EGFRI3,M2_ 21_ 2_31,28 2_,5 "63,1 I_,8 1_2,5 I_0,8
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = t22,5 de,
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (m/s) (deg)
.g.....o.j.._gq...a_...Bw..Wmm....mmwl...nmmm._mm..D.mmu.lWm.--.
EGFRI_,H01 211 6119,05 127,6 50,_ 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRI_,M02 211 6119,05 -27,6 50,5 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRl_,M03 211 6119,05 -27,8 50,8 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFR14,MO_ 211 6119,08 -26,3 _8,_ 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRl_,M05 211 6119,12 -2",5 _5,_ 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRl_,M06 211 6118,8¢ -39,6 69,7 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRl_,M07 211 6118,84 -38,1 67,3 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRl_,M08 21l bt18,87 -_6,5 8_,8 20,7 92,B 99,]
EGFR1Q,M09 211 6118,9_ -_5,1 62,_ 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRl_,M10 21! 6118,93 -33,5 59,9 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRI_,M11 21! BI18,93 "33,_ 59,8 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRl_,M12 211 6118t93 -]3,a 59,8 20,7 92,Z 99,3
EGFRI_,M13 211 6119,75 5,8 -3,2 20,7 92,_ 99,3
EGFRI ,MI 211 6119,73 5,8 -3,2 2Z,7 92,0 99,3
EGFR1_,M15 211 b119,73 5.8 -2,9 2B,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRla,M18 211 6119,80 9,2 -8,8 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFR14,M17 21! b119,81 9,. -9,-e 20.7 92,0 99,3
EGFR1_,M18 21: 6119,89 13,1 -15,0 2_,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRla,M19 21| 6|19,91 1_,8 o17,3 20,7 92,0 99,3




DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deq
FILENAME EMIT W Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (_/$) (deg)
EGFRIS,M01 211 ql53,39 -]9,3 47,9 18,6 9_,3 I_0,I
EGFRIS,M02 211 9153,39 "39,3 47,9 18,b 9a,3 10@,I
EGFRIS,M03 21! 9153,39 "]9,5 _8,2 18,6 qa,] 100,1
EGFRIS,M0_ 211 9153,a5 "3b,3 _2,9 18,8 9a,3 10a,I
EGFRtS,M_5 21= g153,5_ "32, t 36,0 18,6 96,0 I_W,3
EGFRIS,M_b 211 9153,27 -45,b 58,3 18,7 q_,3 100,1
EGFRtS,M07 211 9153,33 "_2,3 53,0 18,7 _a,3 100,1
EGFRIS,MBB 211 g153,_0 -38,9 q7,2 18,8 q_,3 100,1
EGFR15,M_g 211 9153,Q7 -35,8 _2,1 18,b 9_,3 100,1
EGFR15,M1_ 211 9153,5q -32,3 36,3 18,6 q6,0 1_0,3
EGFRtS,M11 211 9153,5U "32,2 3b,2 18,6 q8,0 100,3
EGFRtS,M12 211 q153,5_ -32,2 3b,2 18,6 96,0 100,3
EGFRtS,M1321: 915a,_6 m6,_ m6,9 18,8 96,_ 100,3
EGFRIS,H14 211 915q,Zb =6,a "6,9 18,8 98,0 108,3
EGFRtS,M15 211 915_,0b -6,5 -6,7 18,8 96,0 100,3
EGFR15,M16 211 915Q,18 "Im4 "15,2 18,8 96m0 100,3
EGFRIS,MI7 21= 9|54,1b -I,3 -15,a 18,8 96,0 1¢0,3
EGFR15,M18 211 915_,_5 12,5 -38,_ 18,9 98,0 100,3
EGFRtSmM19 21: 915a,52 16mr "_,5 1q,0 96,_ 1_0,3
EGFRtS,M20 211 915_,60 20,2 -51,3 19,0 96,0 100,3
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APPENDIXA
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (m/s) (deg)
_mn_miQ_m_mom_llnmm_milmmjmI_mlnm_m_wnm_NImB_mm_mmmm1_
EGFRIb,MBI 21113|5_,52"_2,_ Q5,5 37,7 95,3 100,_
EGF_I6,M02 21113|5U,52 -_2,a 45,6 37,7 g5,3 1_,_
EGFRI6,MB3 2111315a,52 -q2,8 q6,3 37,7 g5,3 10@,a
EGFRtb,M_ 21813i5_,59 -39,2 40,3 37,7 95,3 10B,_
EGFRIb,M05 2111315_,89 -3_,3 32,1 57,7 g5,3 100,4
EGFRI6,M06 2111315_,_2 -_7,2 53,5 37,& 95,3 10_,_
EGFRlb,MB? 2111315_,5@ -_3,3 _7,0 37,b Q5',3 1_0,_
EGFRIb,M08 2111315_,59 -39,1 _0,1 37,7 95,3 I_0,4
EGFRI6,M_9 21113154,b& -35,3 33,7 37,7 gY,3 10_,Q
EGFRIb,MIO 2111315_,75 -31,1 26,6 37,8 95,3 1B0,_
EGFRlb,Mll 21|13154,75 -31,0 2b,5 37,8 95o3 100,q
EGFRlb,M12 21113154.75 -31,0 2b,S 37,8 q5,] 100,_
EGFRIb,HI3 21113155,17 "10,1 -8,5 38,1 100,2 100,_
EGFRlb,M14 21113155,17 -10,1 -8,5 38,1 10_,2 10B,4
EGFRlb,M15 21113155,tb -10,5 -7,9 38,1 100,2 100,_
EGFRlb,MIb 2t113155,_0 1,3 -27,7 38,5 100,2 10_,Q
EGFRlb,M17 21113155,_0 1,_ -27,9 38,5 100,2 100,_
EGFRlb,MI8 21813155,55 8,9 -_,2 38,7 96,5 q8,7
EGFRI6,M19 21113155,b2 12,q i_6,5 38,8 96,5 q8,7
EGFRlb,M20 2111]156,52 56,0 -119,5 q0,2 93,3 99,5
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (mls) (deg)
EGFRl?,M81 21117135m52 "3],3 _7,_ 39,3 96m3 99,7
EGFR1?,M02 21117z35,52 -33,a 47,5 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFRl?,M03 21117135,51 =33,9 98,3 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFR17,H_ 21!17135155 =31,8 _,9 39,2 96m3 99,7
EGFR17,M_5 21117135,60 -29,0 _0,_ 39,2 96,3 99,7
EGFR17,M06 21Z17135,32 -_3,_ 63,8 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFRIT,M07 21117135136 =_1,1 60,1 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFR17,M88 21117135,_1 -38,7 56,1 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFRIT,M09 21117135,_5 -36,4 52,5 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFRIT,M10 21117135,51 -33,9 _8,a 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFR1?,M11 21117135,51 =33,9 _8,3 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFR17,M12 21117135,51 -33,9 _8,_ 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFRIT,MI3 21117136,17 -0,_ =6,2 39,1 96,3 99,7
EGFRI7,M14 21117136,17 -0,5 =6,1 39,1 96,3 99,7
EGFRI7,M15 21117136,16 -0,9- -5,_ 39,1 96,3 99,7
EGFR17,M16 21117136,37 9,5 "22,Q 39,0 96,3 99,7
EGFR17,M17 21117136,37 9,7 °22,6 39,0 96,3 99,7
EGFRIT,M18 21117136,38 10,5 "2_,0 39,0 96,3 99,7
EGFR17,MJ9 21117136,_3 12,7 -27,6 39,@ 96,3 99,7
EGFR17,M2_ 21|17136,g8 15,2 -3t,7 39,0 96,3 99,7
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 _eg
•FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m} (mts) (deg)
EGFRI8,M_l 21120157,b5 =31,0 _7,3 37,8 9b,9 99,7
EGFR18,M02 21120157,b5 B31,0 _7,_ 37,8 gb,g qg,7
EGFRI8,M03 21120157,6_ =31,5 _8,2 37,8 q6,9 q9,7
EGFR18,MO_ 21120157,88 o29,3 QQ,6 37,8 981g g9,7
EGFRIG,M05 2112¢157,7Q -26,5 39,9 37,7 96,g g917
EGFRI8,M_6 21120157.ab "_0,7 85,2 37,g g6,g q9.7
EGFRI8,M07 21120157,51 =38.Q 5g,_ 37.9 Q6.9 gg.7
EGFRI8,M08 211201S?.5S m35.9 55,3 37.8 qb.g g9.7
EGFRI8,M0_ 21120157,60 =33,8 51,5 37,8 96,g 9Q,?
EGFR18,MI_ 21120157.65 -31,0 _7,] 37,8 9b.g 99.7
EGFRIS,M11 21120157,85 m31,0 47,3 37,8 g6,g gg,7
EGFRIS,M12 21120157.65 -31,0 q7,4 37,8 g6,g 9917
EGFR18,M13 2112@158,30 1,9 -b._ ]?mQ 96,g 99,7
EGFRlS,Mla 21120158,30 1,8 -8,2 ]7,a 96._ 99,7
EGFR18,H15 21120158,29 1,_ -5,6 37,_ g6,9 99,7
EGFR18,M16 21120158,48 10,8 =2_,6 37,3 g6,g qg,7
EGFRI8,M17 21120158,q8 10,7 =2@,8 37,3 gb,9 99,7
EGFR18,H18 2112_158,52 13,2 -2_,8 37,3 96.9 99,7
EGFR18,M19 21120158,57 15.5 =28,b 37,2 q6,g qq,?
EGFR18,M20 21120158,82 18,1 "32,8 37,2 96.9 99,7
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DIRECTIVITY A_GLE = 122,5 de_
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m} (m/s) (deg)
Ql_m_m_mol_mmmmmmmNm_mmmmm_gm_Qm_l_m_l_m_m_lDl_mI_m_
EGFRIq,M01 25125157,88 m35,8 _1,8 7Z,Q 98,2 99e9
EGFRIg,M02 21125157,8_ "_b,O _2,1 70,_ 98,2 99,9
EGFR19,H_3 21125157,78 "36,9 93,6 7_,_ 98,2 99,9
EGFRIg,MBQ 21125157,81 -35,a a1,I 70,4 98,2 99,9
EGF_lg,M_5 21125157,87 "_2m5 5b,4 70,_ 98,2 99m9
EGFR19,MOb 21825157,59 -_6,5 59,4 7_,3 98,2 99,9
EGFR19,M01 21125157,6Q -_3,8 55,_ 7B,3 98,_ 99,9
EGFRIg,M_8 21125157,70 -_0,9 5¢,2 70,3 98.2 99,9
EGFRlq,M09 21125157,75 =]8,2 45,8 70,_ 98,2 99,9
EGFR19,M10 21125857,81 -35,1 40,7 70,_ 98,2 99,9
EGFR19,Mll 21125857,81 -35,1 _,7 70,_ 98,2 99,9
EGFRlq,M12 211Z5157m81 -35,2 90,8 70,_ 98,2 99,9
EGFRIg,M13 21825158,_3 -],5 =11,] 7_,b 98,2 99,9
EGFRIg,MI_ 21125158,_3 -3,7 "11,0 70,6 98,2 99,9
EGFRIg,M15 21125158,QI -4,4 -9,7 70,6 98,2 99,9
EGFR19,Mlb 21125158,80 15,3 -_2,_ 70,7 98,2 99,9
EGFRlq,M17 21125158o8_ 15,5 oQ2,5 70,7 98,2 99,9
EGFRI9,M18 21125858,6B 7,9 °]0,0 70,8 98,2 99,9
EGFR19,M%9 21125858,71 10,b -3_,5 70,7 98,2 99,9
EGFR19,M20 21125158,77 1_,7 -_9,6 70,7 98,2 99,9
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deo
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (m!s) (deg)
EGFR20,M_I 2112gl39,57 "32,1 3g,9 85,Q 98m2 99,7
EGFQ20,M02 2112g159,Sb =32,3 Q8,2 85,_ 98,2 q9,7
EGFR2Q,M_3 2112913q,55 =33,3 _2,0 85,3 98,2 99,7
EGFR20,Ho_ 21129139,55 =33,0 _1,_ 85,3 98,2 99,7
EGFR2_,M05 21129139,59 "31,0 38,2 85,_ 98,2 qg,?
EGFR20,M06 2182gl39,30 "_5,5 61,9 85,1 98,2 g9,7
EGFR20,HS7 2112gl39,35 -_],3 5B,3 85,1 98j2 99,7
EGFR20,M08 2112g13g,_O -_0,9 5q,3 85,2 98,2 99,7
EGFR20,HOg 2112913gmQQ =38,6 5_,6 8S,2 g8,2 q9,7
EGFR20,MIQ 2112913g,_q -]6,Z _6,3 85,3 98,2 99,7
EGFR20,MI1 21129139,_9 =36,0 _6,3 85,3 98,2 99,7
EGFR2_,H12 21129139,_9 -36,_ _6,_ 85,3 98,2 99,7
EGFR20,M13 21=291_0,20 Q,2 "12,8 86,0 98,2 g9,7
EGFR20,MI4 211291Q0,20 0,0 -12,5 86,0 98,2 99,7
EGFR20,H15 211291QO, t7 oO,g "11,0 8b,0 98,2 99,7
EGFR20,M_6 2112glQQ,6_ 22,1 "Q8,6 86,1 87,7 9g,9
EGFR20,M17 211291Q0,6_ 22,2 -_8,8 86,1 87,7 99,9
EGFR20,M18 211291_0,35 .8,1 "25,8 8b,2 98,2 99,7
EGFR20,Mlg 211291_,Q0 10,_ =29,5 8b,2 98,2 99,7
EGFR20,M20 2112glq_,_5 13,1 -33,8 86,3 g8,2 99,7
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DIRECT_VITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
FILENAHE EHZT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIHE (m) (m/s) (deg)
_mmwwI_m_mmmammmomwmmw_ma_PRBmqmmm_momwmmm_Dmmma_mmmg_mm_mm
EGFR21,H01 21133113,24 -38,b 38,2 76,6 97,2 I_0,5
EGFR21,H32 21133113,24 -38,7 38.5 76,6 97,2 100,5
EGFR21,M03 21|33813,22 -39,7 40,1 76,6 97,2 100,5
EGFR21mH_ 21133113,27 -37,2 35,8 76,6 97,2 100,5
EGF_21,H_5 21133113,37 -32,6 28,1 76,6 97,2 100,5
EGFR21,MOb 21133113,11 -45,2 49,4 76,6 97,2 109,5
EGFR21,H07 21133113,20 -_I,2 42,6 76,6 97,2 1_0,5
EGFR21,H08 21133113,28 °36,7 35,1 76,6 97,2 100,5
EGFR21,H09 21X33113,36 -32,7 28,2 76,8 97,2 I_0,5
EGFR21,H10 21133113,45 -28,1 20,5 78,7 97,2 100,5
EGF_21,Hll 21133113,_5 -28,0 Z0,5 76,7 97,2 100,5
EGFR21,'H12 21133113,_5 -28,1 20,5 76,7 97m2 100,5
EGF_21,H13 21;33113,88 -7,0 "15,1 76,8 97,2 100,5
EGFR21,H14 21X33113,88 -7,1 "-14,8 76,8 97,2 100,5
EGFR21mM15 21133113,86 -8,0 -t3m 4 76,8 97m2 l_mS
EGF_21,M16 21133/la,28 13,0 -_8,7 78,9 97,2 100,5
EGF_21,H17 2113311_,29 13,1 "_8,9 76,9 97,2 100,5
EGFR21,H18 2113311_,25 1t,1 "_5,6 76,9 97,2 100,5
EGFR21,H1q 21=33114,33 15,2 -52,5 76,9 97,2 1_0,5
EGFR21,H2_ 2113311a,42 19,9 "60,3 76,9 97,2 100,5
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE m 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m] (mls} (deg)
.....ggDm.m..li_i.n..m.Q._.mu.n.m_Q.n.._.IIuI_mnm--DmQ "tm_'Rm'_"
EGFR22,M01 2113b1_8,78 -29,2 18,0 150,] 1_1,1 100,4
EGFR22,M02 21|361_8,77 "2q,6 t8,7 15_,3 101,1 100,_
EGFR22,MB5 2113b1_8,7_ -31,a 21,7 150,3 1€1,1 100,a
EGFR22,MO_ 21838848,89 =_a,2 28,5 150,2 101,1 100,a
EGFR22,M05 211168a8,71 =]2,7 2_,0 150,2 101,1 10_,Q
EGFR22,M06 211361_8,45 =qb,a 4b,9 I_9,9 101,1 100,a
EGFR22,M_7 218388_8,51 -43,2 _1,8 150,0 101,1 100,_
EGFR22,M08 2113b1_8,59 =39,5 35,3 150,1 101,1 100,4
EGFR22,M09 211361a8,65 -$5,9 29,3 150,2 101,1 100,_
EGFR22,M10 211381_8,b5 -17,8 29,7 181,5 96,5 105,5
EGFR22,M11 21:36l_8,65 "17,8 29,7 161,5 96,Y I_5,5
EGFR22,M12 21|361_8,65 -17,9 29,9 161,5 96,5 1_5,5
EGFR22,M13 211361_g,37 1,2 -33,1 151,1 101,1 100,_
EGFR22,MI _ 218361_q,37 O,q -32,5 151,1 101,1 100,_
EGFR22,MI5 2113b149,3_ -0,7 -2g,8 151,1 101,1 100,_
EGFR22,M16 21136850,01 3a,2 -88,5 _51,9 101,1 100,Q
EGFR22,M17 2113bX50.01 3_o_ -88.7 152o0 1_1.1 1_0,_
EGFR22,M18 21|3bI_,51 8,S i_5,3 151,_ 101,1 100,_
EGFR22,M19 2113blQg,S8 12,1 -51,3 151,Q 101,1 100,_
EGFR22,M20 218368_q,68 16,2 -58,3 151,5 101,1 100,_
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OIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122.5 deq
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADINg
TIME (m] (m/S) (deg)
EGFR23.MBt 21140|11=81 -31.Q 18.Q 139.9 97,3 tBO.q
EGFR23.MB2 21:,_:11.8Z -31.7 19,1 139.g g7,3 10_,9
EGFRZ3.MB3 21140111=77 -33,4 21.9 13q.9 97.3 10_.9
EGFR23,M_ 211_0111,75 -3_,3 23,5 13q,g q7,3 100,9
EGFR23.M05 211_BI11.82 -30.9 17.7 13q.q 97.3 t_B.q
EGFR23.MB6 21=_0111.57 -a3.4 39.0 139.8 97.3 100.g
EGFR23,M07 21140111,e5 -39,0 31,6 13q,9 97,3 100,q
EGF_23,M08 211_111.76 m3Q.I 23.1 139,q 97,3 100.qI
EGFR23,MOg 211_0111,85 t-29,_ 15,1 139,9 g7,3 10_,9
EGFR23._10 21;_111.96 -2Q.1 _.0 1_0.0 97.3 10_.9
EGFR23,MII 211_0111,96 -2,,1 5,9 1_0,_ 97,3 100,9
EGFR23=M$2 21I_Olttsg_ -2_,2 _,2 I_0,0 g7,3 100,9
EGFR23,MI3 211g0112,_3 -1,3 m33,1 1Q0,2 97,3 100,9
EGFR23.Ml_ 211QOI12.Q2 -I,6 -32,6 1Q0.2 g7.3 tBO.Q
EGFR23,MI5 211qOllZ,3g -3,1 -30,0 1_Z,2 97,3 10_,9
EGFR23,HIB 21140113,05 2g,2 -85,2 Ig0,5 97,3 100,_
EGF_23,M17 211_0113,05 29,3 -85,4 1_0,S q7,3 100,9
EGF_23,MIB 211_0112,72 13,2 -57,9 1_0,_ g7,3 100,9
EGFR23.M19 211Q0112.82 17.9 -65.9 1Q0._ g7.3 100.q
EGFR23=M20 21:QOI12,g3 23,2 -75,1 1Q0,5 Q7,3 100,0
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DZRECTIVITY ANGLE = t22,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (mls) (de9)
EGFR2_,M_! 211_3126,70 -18,7 23,5 l_b,6 101,8 99,b
EGFR2_,_2 21l_3126,69 "lq,1 2_,1 %q6,6 101,8 99,6
EGFR2_,MO_ 211_312e,b5 -2_,9 2b,9 1_8,5 101,8 99,6
EGFR2_,MO_ 211_3126158 -25,0 33,6 t_6,_ 101,8 99,b
EGFR2a,M05 211_3126,56 -25,8 35,_, la6,a 101,8 99,6
EGFR24,M@6 21|_126o27 =_I,_ b_,1 I_b,0 101,8 g9,6
EGFR24.MB7 21;43126,29 -q0,1 58,2 l_b,1 101,8 q9,6
EGFR2Q,M08 211_312b,32 =38,_ 55,5 I_6,1 1_1,B 99,6
EGFR2_,MZ9 211a3126,35 -3b,8 52,8 l_b,1 101,8 99,6
EGFR2_,MI8 21IQ]126,]9 -3_,8 Q9,5 I_6,2 101,8 99,6
EGFR2_,MI1 211_3128,39 -3_,8 q9,5 1_6,2 101,8 q9,6
EGFR2_,M12 218_3128,39 "3_,9 Q9,8 $Q8,2 101,8 99,6
EGFR2_,MI] 211_3127,2B 12,b "27,5 147,3 101,8 q9,6
EGFR2_,M14 211_3127,27 12,3 -26,9 $_7,] 101,8 99,_
EGFR2_.M15 218_127,2_ 10,7 "2_,3 1_7,2 101,8 99,b
EGFR2_,MI8 211_127,B8 _,5 -79,_ 1_8,0 101,8 q9,8
EGFR2_,MI7 218_3127,88 _,b' "79,5 1Q8,_ 101,8 99,_
EGFR2_.M18 211_3127,2q 10,7 "2_,_ 1_7,2 IBl,8 _9,8
EGFR_,M19 21l_3127,_7 12,_ =27,2 1_7,3 101,8 99,b
EGFR2_,M20 21:q3127,31 1_,5 "30,_ 1._7,3 1_I,8 99,6
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DZRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X, Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) Cm!e) (deg)
EGFR25,_01 211_8118,1b 38,9 3b,7 9,_ 105,1 182,1
EGFR25,M¢2 21l_8118,17 38,9 36,5 9,_ 1_3,1 1¢2e1
EGF_25,MO] 21:_8118,17 39,_ 3b,_ 9,_ 103,1 102,1
EGFR25,MB_ 211_8818,31 _b,2 23,5 9,_ 103,1 102,1
EGFR25,MB5 211_8118,51 56,'1 5,8 9,a 103,1 102,1
EGFR25,M06 21148118,]] _6,g 22,3 g,_ 103,1 102,1
EGFR25,MB7 21l_6118,_8 54,_ B,6 9,_ 10],1 102,1
EGFR25.M08 211_8|18,6_ b2,5 -5,7 9,3 10_,1 102,1
EGFR25,M_9 211qSI15,1b -1_8,0 291,9 9,9 57,8 q0,6
EGFR2S,MI_ 211a8:14,_6 -I_,2 322,5 q,6 57,8 90,6
EGFR25,Mll 21148II4m_5 "1]_,6 522,9 9,6 57,8 q¢,6
EGFR25,M12 211_811_,a_ -t34,9 323,3 9,b 57,8 9_,b
EGFR25,M13 211_8118,78 69,6 "18,a 9,3 1_3,1 102,1
EGFR25,M1_ 21l_8118,78 69,7 "1B,6 9,3 103,1 1_2,1
EGFR25,M15 21l_8118,78 bg,? -1B,7 9,3 103,1 I_2,1
EGFR25,M16 21148118,62 61,_ -3,7 q,3 103,1 102,1
EGFR25,M17 21:QBI1B,62 61,5 -_,0 q,] 103,1 1B2,1
EGFR25,M18 211_8119,55 108,2 "BT,B _,1 103,1 102,1
EGFR25,M19 211_811q,70 115,5 -100,8 9,I 103,1 102,1
EGFR2S,M2Z 211_8119,8b 125,8 -1!5,b 9, t 10],1 102,1
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DIRECTZVITY ANGLE = 122,5 dee
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m] (m/s) (deE)
mmiwimgD_qggmg_mDq1_mmlt_m_Qulm_mmnn_w_n_n_o___l
EGFR26_M01 2tl52120j_ -30,2 Qq,_ 10,_ q3,3 q9,7
EGFR26,M02 21152120,4Q -30,2 Qq,4 10,4 93,3 9g,7
EGFR26,M03 21152120,_ "30,2 _9,5 10,_ g3,3 9q,7
EGFR26,M04 21152120,_B °27,9 _5,b 10,a 93,3 g_,7
EGFR26,M05 21152120,55 -2_,7 40,5 10,5 q3,3 99,7
EGFR26,M06 21152120,26 -38,9 63,6 10,Q q3,3 qq,7
EGFR26,M07 21152120,31 -36,5 59,7 1_,_ 93,3 99,7
EGF_28,M_B 2185212_,37 -33,9 - 55,_ I_,_ q3,3 q9,7
EGFR26,M09 21152120,_1 -31,5 51,8 10,_ q3,] q9,7
EGFR26,M10 21152120,_7 -28,9 _7,3 10,a q3,3 9g,7
EGFR26,M11 21852i20,Q7 -28,9 _7,2 10,._ 93,3 99,7
EGFR26,M12 21;52820,47 -28,8 _7,2 10,_ 9_,3 qq,7
EGFR26,M13 21152121,12 2,8 -a,5 I_,5 93,3 99,7
EGFR26,Ml_ 21852121,12 2,8 -_,5 10,5 93,3 99,7
EGFR26,M15 2115_;21,12 2,8 -_,_ 1¢,5 93,3 9_,7
EGFR26,Mt6 21852121,13 3,0 -_,8 10,5 g3,] qg,7
EGFR26,Mt7 21852=21,13 3,1 -5,_ 10,5 93,3 g9,7
EGF_26,M18 21152121,3B 15,2 w2_,7 10,6 93,3 9g,7
EGFR26,Mtq 21152121=_2 17,6 m_8,b 10,8 q3,3 g9,7
EGFR26,M20 21852121,_8 20,2 -32,9 10,6 93,3 9g,7
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) (mls) (deg)
EGFR27,MBI 2%1551_2,g_ -2g,6 50,1 23,7 g7,6 gg,Q
EGFR27,M_2 21_ISSla2,ga =29,6 50,2 23,7 q7,6 @q,a
EGFR27,M03 21155192,93 =29,8 50,5 23,7 97,6 99,_
EGFR27,MZQ 21155;g2,gb -2B,2 _B,O 23,7 97,6 _9,_
EGFRaT.Ma5 21;551a3.00 -26.2 Qa.7 23.7 q7.6 eg,a
EGFR27,M06 21|551a2,71 -4t,2 68,8 23,6 q7,6 99,_
EGFR27,MB7 211551Q2,7Q -39,5 66,2 23,8 97,6 99,Q
EGFR27,M@8 211551_2.78 -37.8 63,a 23.8 97e6 99,Q
EGFR27,M09 2_1551_2,81 -3B,2 bB,B 2_,6 97,6 qq,4
EGFR27,MI0 21|55|42,8_ -3q,a 58,0 23,6 q7,8 99,_
EGFRa7.H11 211551_2,84 -3a.a 58._ 23.6 97m8 99,_
EGFR27,M12 211551_2,84 =3_._ 57.9 23.6 97.b 99.4
EGFR27.M13 211551_3.59 3.7 m3.5 23.q q9.7 99._
EGFR27,Mt4 211551a3,5g 3,7 =3,5 23,9 99,7 99,_
EGFR27,M15 21155:q3,58 3,5 "3,2 23,9 _9,7 99,_
EGFR27.M16 21;551_3=67 8,6 =11,3 23.9 99,? 9g,Q
EGFR27,Mt7 211551a3,68 8,7 -ti,8 23.9 99.7 qg,_
EGFR27,MI8 211551_3,73 11,7 i16,4 23,9 99,7 99,_
EGFR27,M19 211551_3.77 13,3 "19,B 23,9 99,7 99,4
EGFR27,_2B 21:551_3,BB 15,1 -21,9 23,9 99,7 99,_
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = t22,5 deg
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m) Cm/=) (deg)
EGFR28,M01 22122130,00 510,0 0,0 1,Q 0,0 85,0
EGFR28,M_2 22122130,0_ 510,0 0,0 1,4 0,0 85,0
EGFR28,M03 22122130,0_ 510,¢ 0,0 1,_ 0,B 85,_
EGFR28,MO_ 22122=30,00 510,0 0,0 1,_ 0,0 85,_
EGFR28,M05 221221a8=00 510,0 0,0 1,a O,R 85,0
EGFR28,M06 221221_81Z3 51_,0 0,0 1,4 0,0 85,B
EGFR28,M07 22:22:48,00 510,8 0,_ 1,_ _,_ 85,0
EGFR28,MZB 22122138100 51_,0 B,0 I,_ 0,0 85,B
EGF_28,MO_ 22122:30,00 510,0 0,0 t,a _,_ 85,0
EGFR281M10 22122130,00 510,0 0,0 1,_ 0,0 85,0
EGFR28,M11 22122130=00 510,0 0,0 1,_ 0,@ 85,0
EGFR28,M12 22122118u00 510,0 0,0 1,1 0,0 85,0
EGFRaS,M13 22:22129,00 510,0 0,0 I,_ 0,8 85,0
EGFR28,M14 2212212q,0_ 510,0 _,0 I,Q 0,0 85,_
EGFR28,MI5 22;22129,.00 510,0 _,0 1,4 0,0 85,0
EGFR28,MIb 22122129,00 510,0 0,0 1,_ 0,0 85,0
EGFR28,M17 2212212q,00 510,0 0,0 t,a 0,0 85,B
EGFR28,M18 22122135,00 510,0 B,0 1,_ 0,0 85,0
EGFR28,Mt9 22122115=00 $10=0 0=0 I,Q 0,0 85,B




Average values of weather data for each run are presented herein for the
following weather stations: all stations in the triangle area, the 4-m station
at building C-]5, the ].2-m station at van ], the ].2-m station at van 5, and
the ]0-m station at van 3. The weather profile data is presented with the
beginning and ending Greenwich mean time of each profile run.
TRIANGLE AREA WEATHER STATION
Wind speed,m/sec Temperature,°C
Average
Date Run Station wind direction, Station
no. deg
3 m 6 m 9 m ]2 m ]5 m 3 m ]5 m
]]/]/78 ] 3.8 4.0 4.] 4.] 4.7 3]4 7.4 9.4
2 3.9 4.] 4.5 4.2 4.7 3]6 7.0 9.4
3 3.9 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.7 3]5 6.8 9.5
4 3.6 3.8 4.3 4.] 4.8 3]7 6.8 9.5
5 3.7 4.4 4.2 4.4 4.5 3]4 6.8 9.4
]]/2/78 6 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.8 4.0 284 ]6.5 ]6.6
7 2.8 2.7 2.9 2.9 3.0 287 ]6.5 ]6.6
8 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.] 3.3 3]3 ]6.6 ]6.9
9 2.6 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.6 284 ]6.9 ]6.8
]0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.6 256 ]6.8 ]6.9
]] 2.4 2.6 2.9 2.8 3.2 263 ]6.9 ]6.8
]2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.3 4.3 260 ]6.7 ]6.7
]3 4.3 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.5 282 ]6.5 ]6.4
]4 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.6 4.4 282 ]6.4 ]6.3
]5 4.] 4.2 4.] 4.4 4.3 297 ]6.3 ]6.2
]6 3.9 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.5 299 ]6.2 ]6.]
]7 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.8 303 ]6.] ]6.0
]8 3.0 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 292 ]6.0 ]6.0
]9 4.2 4.3 5.0 4.7 5.2 299 ]5.9 ]5.8
20 2.9 3.2 3.7 3.9 3.8 299 ]5.7 ]5.7
2] 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.7 3.8 289 ]5.6 ]5.6
22 2.8 2.9 3.3 3.3 3.3 304 ]5.5 ]5.5
23 3.4 3.6 3.4 3.9 3.8 293 ]5.4 ]5.4
24 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.8 4.2 305 ]5.4 ]5.3
25 2.8 3.5 3.8 4.0 3.8 295 ]5.2 ]5.2
26 2.4 2.4 2.6 12.8 3.2 289 ]5.0 ]5.0





































].2-m WEATHER STATION,VAN ]
Wind Wind Relative
Temperature,
Date Run direction, speed, humidity, Ocno.
deg m/s percent
]]/]/78 ] 330 ].9 70 7.8
2 330 ].9 70 7.8
3 345 ].9 70 7.8
4 345 ].9 70 7.8
5 355 ].9 70 7.8
]]/2/78 6 270 2.2 38 ]7.4
7 285 2.5 38 ]7.9
8 3]5 2.4 38 ]7.4
9 3]5 2.4 38 ]7.4
]0 270 2.5 38 ]6.8
]] 300 2.5 38 ]6.8
]2 285 2.9 38 ]6.8
]3 290 3.] 39 ]6.2
]4 300 3.] 39 ]6.2
]5 3]5 3.4 40 ]5.7
]6 3]5 3.4 40 ]5.7
]7 3]5 3.5 40 ]5.7
]8 3]5 3.6 40 ]5.7
]9 3]5 3.6 40 ]5.7
20 3]0 2.2 40 ]5.]
2] 3]0 2.2 40 ]5.]
22 3]5 2.2 40 ]5.]
23 3]5 2.2 40 ]4.6
24 3]5 2.2 40 ]4.3
25 320 2.2 40 ]3.4
26 300 ].9 40 ]3.4
27 300 ].9 40 ]3.4
28 295 ].4 42 ]].2
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].2-m WEATHER STATION,VAN 5
Wind Wind Relative
Run Temperature,direction, speed, humidity,
no. °Cdeg m/s percent
] 320 3.2 97 6.2
2 325 3.2 96 6.7
3 325 3.2 96 6.7
4 330 2.7 96 6.7
5 330 2.7 96 6.7
6 270 2.5 82 ]6.8
7 290 2.5 82 ]6.2
8 270 2.5 82 ]6.2
9 240 2.5 82 ]5.7\]0 240 2.5 82 ]5.7
]] 250 2.5 82 ]5.7
]2 260 2.5 82 ]5.7
]3 270 2.7 82 ]4.6
]4 280 2.7 82 ]4.6
]5 285 2.5 82 ]4.0
]6 285 2.5 82 ]3.4
]7 285 2.3 82 ]3.4
]8 275 2.3 82 ]3.4
]9 275 2.3 82 ]3.4
20 270 2.3 82 ]3.4
2] 300 ].4 82 ]3.4
22 285 ].4 82 ]3.4
23 255 ].4 82 ]2.9
24 265 ].4 82 ]2.3i
25 270 ].4 I 82 ]].8
26 255 ] 4 I 82 ]].2
" I
27 255 ].4 i 82 ]].2




Wind Wind Barometric RelativeTemperature,
Date Run direction, speed, pressure, humidity,no. oC
deg m/s kPa percent
J]]/]/79 ] ]9.0 ! 3.2 ]0].62 8.3 ]00.0
2 25.0 !I 2.7 ]0].62 8.3 99.0
3 23.0 i 3.6 ]0].62 8.9 98.0
4 3].0 ! 3.6 ]0].62 9.4 95.0
5 22.0 I 2.7 ]0].62 9.4 95.0
! 3.2 ]0].62 ]7.8 35.0I]/2/79 6 330.0 I
7 344.0 i ].4 101.90 ]7.8 35.0
8 354.0 _j2.2 ]0].90 ]7.2 35.0
9 4.0 t 1.4 ]01.90 17.2 35.0
]0 333.0 3.2 ]0].90 ]7.2 34.0
]] 359.0 _ ].8 ]01.90 ]7.2 34.0
12 340.0 J 2.2 ]0].62 17.2 34.0
]3 342.0 i!2.7 ]0].79 ]6.7 36.0
14 335.0 ! 2.7 10].83 ]6.7 36.0
]5 360.0 i 2.7 ]0].83 ]6.] 37.0
]6 358.0 ! 2.7 ]0].83 ]6.] 37.0
]7 356.0 2.2 ]0].83 ]6.] 38.0
18 2.0 2.7 ]01.83 ]6.1 38.0
]9 6.0 2.7 ]01.79 ]5.6 39.0
20 6.0 2.7 ]0].79 ]5.6 39.0
2] 2.0 2.2 ]0].83 ]5.6 39.0
22 6.0 2.7 ]0].83 ]5.6 39.0
23 2.0 2.2 ]0].79 ]5.6 39.0
24 6.0 ].8 ]0].83 ]5.6 39.0
25 6.0 2.2 ]0].79 ]5.0 39.0
26 4.0 ].8 ]0].79 ]5.0 39.0
27 359.0 ].4 ]0].79 ]4.4 39.0





Date Runno. pressure, speed, direction, Temperature,°C Dewpoint,°C
kPa m/s deg
]]/]/78 ] ]0].9 2.2 325 9.0 6.0
2 ]02.] 2.2 325 9.0 6.]
3 ]02.2 2.2 325 9.0 6.2
4 ]02.2 2.2 325 9.5 6.2
5 ]02.2 2.2 325 9.5 6.2
]]/2/78 6 ]02.0 ].8 340 ]8.5 -]5.5
7 ]0].9 2.2 330 ]8.5 -]5.4
8 ]0].9 ].8 340 ]8.5 -]5.2
9 ]0].9 2.7 345 ]8.5 -]5.]
]0 ]0].9 ].8 340 ]8.2 -]5.]
]] ]0].9 4.0 ]5 ]8.2 -]57]
]2 ]0].9 2.2 0 ]8.2 -]5.]
]3 ]0].9 2.2 350 ]7.6 -]5.0
]4 ]0].9 2.2 340 ]7.6 -]5.]
]5 ]0].9 2.2 345 ]7.4 -]5.]
]6 ]0].9 2.2 335 ]7.4 -]5.]
]7 ]0].9 ].8 330 ]6.8 -]5.]
]8 ]0].9 2.2 340 ]6.8 -]5.]
]9 ]0].9 2.7 340 ]6.5 -]5.]
20 ]0].9 3.6 320 ]6.5 -]5.2
2] ]0].9 2.7 340 ]6.2 -]5.2
22 ]0].9 ].4 5 ]6.2 -]5.2
23 ]0].9 ].8 340 ]6.0 -]5.3
24 ]0].9 ].8 335 ]6.0 -]5.4
25 ]0].9 ] .9 350 ]5.7 -]5.5
26 ]0].9 i .9 5 ]5.7 -]5.5
27 ]0].9 ].4 350 ]5.4 -]5.6
i28 ]0].9 ].8 345 ]5.4 -]5.6
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7.3 12.9 18.5 24.1 55 65 75 85 95 2.2 6.8 11.2
Temperature, °C Humidity, percent Wind speed, m/s
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7.3 i2.9 18.5 24.1 55 65 75 85 95 2.2 6.8 11.2
Temperature, °C Humidity, percent Wind speed, m/s
Date - 11/1/78; Descent - #i; G.m.t. - Start - 12:12, End - 12:33








11.2 15.7 20.2 24.6 55 65 75 85 95 .9 2.7 4.5
Temperature, °C Humidity, percent Wind speed, m/s
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11.2 15.7 20.2 24.6 55 65 75 85 95 .9 2.7 4.5
Temperature, °C Humidity, percent Wind speed, m/s












11.2 15.7 20.2 24.6 55 65 75; 85 95 .9 2.7 4.5
Temperature, °C Humidity, percent Wind speed, m/s

















11.2 15.7 20.2 24.6 55 65 75 85 95 .9 2.7 4.5 6.3 8.1
Temperature, °C Humidity, percent Wind speed, m/s
Date - 11/2/78; Descent - #2; G.m.t. - Start-21:36, End-21:50




A ]/3-octavespectrumis tabulatedin this sectionfor each microphonefor
each run. The spectralisted are averagesof the two ]/3-octaveband spectra
locatedon either side of the receptiontime, calculatedusing the ]22.5°
directivityangle criteria. The ]/3-octavebands from ]0 Hz to 2 kHz are
includedalong with the receptiontime, the elevationangle 8, and the slant
range of the overall sound pressure level (OSPL)associatedwith each spectrum.
The data for a particularrun and microphoneare identifiedwith the following
nomenclatureEGFR ##.M**,where ## is the run number and ** is the microphone
number.
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DIRECTIVITY ANGLE • 122,5 deg
1/] OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAHE RECEZVE BETA SR OSPL 0,1_ 0,13 3,16 0,20 €.2_ _,32 0,_0 0.50 0,63 0.79 1,0 1.3 1,6 2,0
TIHE (Beg] (el
mmgmm_mm_mmm_mmBmmm_m_mmug_mmmmmmmet_mmImmmmmmmmmmmmmmm_m_muImm_m_mmg_mo_m_mmmmmmmm_m_mmqmmmmmmm_mmmmmmmm_mmmmm_m_mm_mm
EGFROI,H01 111_611Be69 3,2 212.9 100,_ 76.9 B2,_ 87,6 91,7 q_._ 9].5 9_.2 91,8 85.2 79.9 78,0 76,5 76,8 7_,6
EGFROIIH02 11146138i70 2,8 215,9 99.5 7_.2 82._ 85,_ 8B._ 90,7 89,6 90,0 8q,3 B_,7 87.7 87,_ 88,8 _6,5 8_m5
EGFROIjHO] lll_61]BiTl 0i7 218.6 102._ 7SIR 8_.2 88.8 9_i0 _5,_ 88.6 B8._ 95.1 88.7 q! ] 90_T 9_,1 88.7 BBo_
EGF_OI.H_ 111_6139e3B 1,_ _3_0 89.2 70,6 68._ 68,5 68,3 6_._ 69,q 76._ 79.q 80,5 81 8 81._ 80.2 7_.9 75.1
EGFRoIeM05 111Q6140010 0m8 72_.! 85.5 76,2 7].2 71.5 6_.6 66_k 66.7 7_ ! 7_,5 77°0 7_ 8 72,6 68._ 67°6 6_.7
EOFROt_H06 111_61_0m_6 0.7 885.1 86.0 65.7 6_,_ 6_._ 68.5 68,? 7_R 71 b 7_,8 75._ 78 9 79.2 75°5 71.5 7_.6
E_FR01 M07 ]11_61_1.16 0,6 1110.7 88,0 7]°2 80,0 80,6 78.1 6_7 65.8 7_ 6 78,5 77._ 78 5 71,_ 72,7 70.6 68_q
EGFR01 H08 111_61_1m_2 0,5 1352.3 82,3 65,_ 68,1 68._ 66,0 62,1 6q.2 70 2 7_,_ 76_0 72,9 70.6 66.3 6_,5 63.3
EGFROi H09 111_61_2m61 0._ 1572,2 8_ 6 6_.3 6_,9 70,3 66.1 61,7 66.0 73.6 76._ 8_.5 77,0 73.0 69.5 65.8 63,0
EGFRoI, H10 111_6i_]m]8 Om_ 1816,5 79 _ 6B,6 62,2 67.6 6],5 6B,_ 7_,2 720 69.1 67,1 6_05 60,8 57°1 55,6 5],0
EGFRoI,M11 111_61_],3B 0°3 181_.6 77 3 65m6 56.5 62m0 59._ 58._ 63m5 67.1 68m8 70,3 70,_ 65,3 60.2 58.2 56._
EGVRoIIH12 111_61_,39 0,1 1822,6 8_ 0 65°_ 60._ 6_,6 67,9 70,% 7_,6 75,6 76,2 7_,t 75,_ 73,] 71,8 67,6 62,1 H
EGFROI, MIB 111_61_]mll 0._ 1_01m6 86,_ 68m0 6_.0 72._ 7U_0 82,€ 77.5 7n.1 68.5 68,7 71,2 68.8 6_m2 66°6 65._
EGFROI, M19 111_61_3,B0 B._ 1621,5 82,] 66,6 67.7 72.3 71,_ 75,_ 72.1 66,6 66,] 66,B 71.1 68,5 66.8 6_,5 61,8
EGFROlmH_O 111_61_m58 0.3 1868m9 81.8 63m_ 60m7 70,6 71._ 76,1 7a.8 68m1 68,3 67._ 6_,5 66.1 6_9 6063 56.3
L,n OIRECTIVI?Y ANGLE • 12_,5 degO_
113 OCTAVE BiND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA BR OSPL 0,10 0.13 0.16 0.E0 0,2_ 0,32 0.40 0.50 0o63 0,79 1,0 1,3 1,6 2.0
TIME (OoR) (m)
gI_w9m_Ieemime_u_e_s_Pi_e_ww_ge_we_uw_mmneqm_gmmmnIm_in1e_em_w_uDI_wm_u_mm_e_awmII_m_m_eeeB_w_w
EGFRoE,MO! 1115_1_8e21 ],! 216.? 99.4 79.0 77.8 8_.$ 91.7 9|cA 93.1 ]3.3 89.7 84,3 79,5 75,6 75o| 75,1 73.9
EOFROBoM02 1115_128o21 2.8 2_9o7 98,} 79._ 81.U 80,5 82.1 89.9 89,1 90.7 89,3 88.7 87.7 8_.6 84ol 85.9 8_,e
EGFROEoM03 1115_i28o22 0.7 222._ 103.2 75.2 77.9 88,5 92,9 95._ 90.8 90.8 97,5 9_.9 93.U 9_._ 91.9 89.7 86.7
EGFROB.MO_ 11154128o90 1,_ _37o8 93,3 80.8 77,_ 71.8 73._ 7_._ 73.6 80._ 81,8 81.0 8_,_ 85,2 79.9 78.2 79,0
EGFROB.H05 1115_129.82 0e8 732.9 87e5 74.5 79,5 73.8 73,0 6%t 69.7 72.1 75.0 78.5 81.1 76.3 75.1 70.6 71.3
EGFROBoH06 11154129.97 0o7 888.9 85.1 70.7 67.3 6Q._ 65.8 70,? 69.8 70.6 73.1 79,4 77°0 75.2 70.7 70,4 69.6
EGFROBoH07 1115QI30o67 0.5 111_.5 89.0 78.6 79.5 79,5 72.5 65._ 66._ 7_.4 77.2 77.6 80.1 79.6 75.7 75.0 70,9
EGFR02,_08 1115_i31._3 a,_ 1356.1 8_.0 65.6 65,1 66.6 64,q 66,? 68.8 73,2 76.6 81.1 76,_ 71,9 69,5 67.4 66.0
EGFROBoM09 1115_132.12 0._ 1575.9 8_.9 6_.1 68.0 67.7 6_.3 63,_ 66.9 70,6 73.0 7_.9 69,4 68.7 68.1 64,5 62.0
EGFR02._10 111B4i]2189 0._ 18_0,3 76.5 60._ 66.2 6_.0 66.6 6_.1 66,3 65.6 $9,9 61.1 6_.5 59.4 60.6 59.5 5_,4
EGFRO2_M$1 1115_130a90 0,3 1823,_ 75,8 60,3 58o6 60,8 59,7 62o_ 59,9 63,2 6_o4 b6.9 68,9 63,0 6_,3 60,7 56,6 _.
EGFRo2oH12 11_5_132,91 0,1 1826o_ 87,3 65,3 65,8 66,0 70,3 73,_ 69,1 75,1 66,5 67,9 66,8 66,8 63,5 61,8 59ol H
E_FRoB,H13 1115_129.02 2,7 2_9,8 97.5 78,_ 74.2 77,3 81._ 89._ 91,2 89.0 84,0 86.2 86.8 87,E 83.9 82.6 80.9
E_FR02._l_ _115_ 29.03 2o_ 252.8 |00.2 8_.4 89el 91,0 92,3 93._ 92.0 91.3 87._ 84,4 80,1 7_.8 80,6 79,9 79.0
E_FReB,H15 1115_ _9.03 0.6 255.6 105._ 81.0 8_.5 91.2 9_.8 9_. I 98.5 _6.5 94.1 92.6 9_,0 91,1 89,0 9_.4 9_o5
EGFR02._16 1115_ 28.33 5_,8 13,1 100,6 90.3 91,_ 91,_ 89.7 8q,_ 90.5 87,7 86,9 87,5 82.0 83.3 83.8 84,4 81.8
EGFRoBeM17 1115G 28.33 5_.5 13.1 111.3 100,5 101.0 1_3.1 99,7 94,9 96.2 101,2 105._ 10_,9 98,_ 96,1 98,7 98,3 97.2
EGFRO_eM18 1115_ 3_.64 0.4 1405._ 91,6 73.0 76,8 81o5 8_.3 86,e 86,1 76,3 73.3 76._ 7_,3 71.2 70,9 66,4 61,6
E_FRO_._19 1115_ 33,33 _,4 1625,3 8_,3 70,4 67.8 68.0 74.6 74._ 72,7 69.2 70.2 77.! 7"._ 72,_ 67.5 63._ 61,1
EGFRO2oH20 11154i3_,10 0,3 1872,7 82.3 68,3 67,8 62.1 66._ 75,3 74,9 75._ 7_.2 67.2 68,2 67,2 64,3 6_,1 57,3
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE • 122,5 deq
I/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FZLENAME RECEZVE BET& SR OSPL 0,10 0,13 0,16 0,2g 0.2_ 0,32 0,_0 0,50 0,63 0,79 1,0 1,3 1,6 2.0
TZME (deg) (m)
Imlmmimmei_mlm Q I • mmm_mmlmmmiilmlmiillmlmmmm_immim me I_mi_immmwiimlmilmlmmlimiiinmmlmimmmii_mmmmmmllmmiimm_mmmmlmmmm_mm_immim_m i mml
EGFRo3,M01 11158155,15 3,2 210,2 100,6 78.6 77,2 85,2 Q1 g g_.Q q_,Q g2.q 80,_ 83,8 78.2 75.q 71.2 7_,7 7Q,g
EGFRg3.M02 1115BI55,16 2,8 @17,2 78,_ 62,3 63.0 61.1 61 2 62,_ 61.3 62.5 62,7 63,3 61,9 62,0 63.2 62.8 61,2
EOFRO3,H03 11158155,16 0.7 219.9 103,9 78.1 83.1 88.g g_ I 06,1 87.0 03.8 95.7 88.8 g3.2 Q2,9 01.2 gl.Q 88.6
EGFRO3,MO_ 11158155,85 1,Q _3507 01,5 75,1 68,6 66.8 .60 3 70.1 72,1 8_,9 81,0 81,8 7q.g 85.] 81.0 78.9 79.3
EGFRo3,M05 11158156,Tg 0,8 731._ 81.6 62.9 67.6 70,6 70,2 71,0 67.5 69,8 70,6 68.6 69.8 71 9 70.3 71.2 60.8
EGFRo3,H_6 11158156,05 0,7 887,8 87.2 71,1 72,1 69,9 67,5 68._ 72.3 77,3 75,6 78,3 79.9 78 0 73.7 71.7 70.6
EGFRO3,M07 11158157,66 0.6 1113.9 87.5 75,1 75,_ 72,5 b_,_ 67._ 72.6 75,g 7662 77.6 79.5 76 8 75,0 72,5 70,9
EGFRO3,M08 11158158,_3 0.5 1355.9 86.7 65,1 65.2 66.8 62.5 66,_ 68.0 76.5 81.7 81._ 76.7 76,3 68,3 69.3 68,_
EGFRo3,M09 11158159,1_ 0,Q 1576.2 86,8 68,5 67.2 6_ 8 59,Q 60,k 66,5 70.3 69,Q 68.3 71.2 72,1 66,2 6_,1 62,5
EGFRO3.MIg 11158159.91 0._ 1821,0 81,9 66,_ 65.7 67,9 64,6 65.7 69._ 67.3 67.7 66,1 62,_ 61,3 58,3 5_.8 58,2
EGFRO3.M11 11158159,01 0,3 182_,1 78.9 62,7 63.6 61,7 57,5 60._ 62.7 6_,9 68.1 68,3 67.5 bS,G 63,0 62.3 58.3
EGFRo3,M12 11158159,93 0.1 1827.I 85,Q 66,3 67.1 67 1 72.0 75.1 75,_ 72.8 69,9 70,7 69._ 70.0 67.0 65,0 62,5
X
EGFR03 M13 11158155,q5 2,8 2G7,2"1520,9 60,9 _21.0 G85, 1-_,0 313,Q'108,1 399.1 "21,7 I_7.1 1_5.8 62,2 820.2 _83.3 "2_,1
EGFR03 MI_ 11158155.9_ 2._ 250.2 -91,_ "27,1"110,7 57.2 Q76.7o70g.5-G_8,9 309.9 58,3 563,8 220.2"277.6 900.5"530 5 307,8
EGFR03 M15 11158155,R7 0,6 _53,0 160.5 62,7 229,8-526.7 398,6-18g,k _16.0 001,6 _01.3 9R0,7 653.5 o20.1 821,8-189 1=t07.g
E_FR03 M16 11158155,28 57,5 12.7 686,1 166,1 _51.7 166°9=688,6 -91,m-_7,Q 166,0 8_._ 167,1 =5,9 O5o7 81,0 165,8 -5.8
EGFR03 M17 11158155,28 57,Q 12.7 -251,5 -86,6 o86.1 80,0 770,5-257._°757,9 -0,_°Q28,7 °0,5 8_.7 =86.R 85._ °86, !-173,0
EGFR03 M18 11158159,63 0._ 1_05,0 8_.3 70,6 70.8 65,3 72,5 75._ 72.1 71,0 69,0 70,5 71.8 67,0 71.3 68,_ 65,1
EGFR03 M19 111591 0.32 0,_ 1625,5 83,_ 69,0 70,7 71,3 72,_ 76,_ 70,7 66,5 69.1 68,0 68,_ 70,0 72,3 68,7 6_.0
EGFRO3,M20 11159i 1.11 0,3 1873,6 80.6 67,R 69.7 71.9 69,6 72,€ 72,1 68,2 66.6 66,1 63._ 62,9 63,9 62,3 59,Q
Ul
-.4
u1(Do OIRECTIVlTY ANGLE w 122,5 doQ
1/] OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
@ZLENAME RECEIVE BETA 50 OBPL OmlB P,S] _m16 0,28 Bm2q 0m]2 0,_0 0,50 ¢,6] Ro79 1o0 lm] Im6 2,0
TIME (deg) (m)
m • mm m • • w m
EGFRO_,Mo! 121 21Q8o28 3,6 203,6 99,3 82,6 81,7 81,9 8q,7 89,_ 9_,1 q]oO 91,5 84,€ 79,6 75,! 75._ 73.2 TOm6
EGFRB_,H_2 121 28_8o29 ].5 206m6 q9,€ 75,1 81,0 8],] 85o5 B7,q g!,! 90,_ 89,7 86oq 8_m? 8_,] 87o6 9_,_ 87,2
EGFRo_,H¢] 128 21_8o30 1.0 209,3 !¢2o3 71,] 83,¢ 87,0 91,7 92,7 q0.7 89o¢ 95.5 88o_ q¢,8 90,_ q¢,! 8q,] 8_o5
EGFR¢_mH_ 128 21_q,05 1,6 _26oq 90._ 70,7 6q.9 67,9 68.1 66,_ 6q,¢ 75,6 81,2 82.8 81,6 B],¢ 82,_ 7608 73,0
EGFRO_,H¢5 !28 2150,0_ ¢,q 725,2 87o5 71,2 8_,¢ 77,3 76,8 ?Y,Q 72,6 7_,7 7_o0 78,3 78,_ 75,2 72,8 71,6 69,6
EGFRo_oH¢6 121 2150m2_ €.8 88]o5 82.3 59.1 6]m7 6!.1 6].6 66.? 68o1 70.7 75ml 7669 7].1 70.8 72.7 bq.7 66._
EGF_O_.H¢7 128 2i50.99 €.6 1111.6 89.m 75._ 81.] 76m_ 7_o_ 72.e 75._ 7_.6 78._ 78.1 80._ 7].2 7].1 70._ 68.5
EGF_m_¢8 121 2851.82 _.5 1155.8 85.8 6qo_ 62.0 68.6 70.] 67.7 71.8 7_._ 79.1 76m0 7_m6 72_6 72.q 68._ 6_.7
EGFR_mH¢9 121 2i52.56 Cm_ 1578.€ 8_m2 67o7 66.1 69.2 6_.6 bG._ 71.€ 7].0 78.] 7qoq 76.0 71.€ 6_.2 68.2 65._
EGFR_,MIO 121 2153,39 ¢,_ 1825.¢ 79.8 6_,8 66,6 72,0 66,5 6q,_ 69,_ 69.6 61,] 61,1 62,5 6_ 6 6_.3 60,! 57.3
EGFR_.HXX 128 215]._0 ¢o_ 1828.€ 77.9 62.2 62.7 65.7 59,1 63.1 67._ 6q.2 66.6 67.3 68.5 68 _ 61o9 6_.0 56.5
EGFR_.H12 128 215]oUl €,1 1831.1 90,5 67.8 69,1 72.7 7_,2 75.m 76.q 76,6 72,_ 7_.5 72.8 71 5 68,9 66,_ 63,5
EGFR¢_oH1] 121 21_9o€7 5,¢ 235.5 !0!,8 82._ 81.! 7_.1 8_,_ 9_,q 9],6 96.8 89,5 90,8 89,9 9! € 88.5 88,3 83o_
EGFRO_mHI_ 121 21_9,08 2.7 2]8,6 !¢1,2 85,7 80,1 98.5 92,9 9]._ 90,5 9Go7 91.9 86,5 8_o6 77 8 81.b 85,] 88.5
EGFR¢_,H15 !28 28qqo¢9 ¢.8 2_1,3 _5,8 81,6 81,2 83.2 86,7 85._ 8_.8 83,9 8_,3 85,3 81.8 8] 8 8_6 85,5 8_,1
EGFR¢_,H16 12! 21_8_52 35.5 19.2 97,3 _0,5 Bq,O 86.7 8_,1 q_.A 8_,5 83.2 82.1 82.7 82,] 81._ 81ol 81.1 8_,_
EGFR_QmMI7 128 21_8o53 35.8 l_,Z 95,6 86,9 87.1 88o3 88m8 8Bop 88,_ B6m_ 86.2 86,_ 85.q 8G,q 8_.9 85.1 8_.]
EGFRB_.M!B 128 2853.11 _._ !_¢B,] 8_,8 71o5 70,6 7_,9 7¢,2 76,¢ 76.U 72,9 6_,] 72,2 7_,2 73,7 72,_ 67,1 66,_
EGFRO_oHI_ !28 2153.87 0._ 1631.2 8_oG 69.7 71.3 7_.0 78.6 75.k 69.8 70.2 67o0 68.2 67._ b8.2 68.5 66.I 65.9
EGFRO_.H2_ 121 215_.7] ¢.] 1882.1 82.1 6?o2 71.8 65.5 72._ 76._ 71.6 68.2 68._ 67.] 66._ 65.5 66.8 60.6 5q.]
DIRECTIVITY A4GLE = 122,5 deg
I/3 OCTAVE B^NO CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz}
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0,10 B.13 B,16 ¢,23 _,25 ¢,32 _,_@ _,5_ _,63 @,?g I,_ 1,3 1,6 2,0
TIME (_eg] (m)
o_lqm_m_l_l_m_l_m_m__m_o_l_m_-ml_l-_-_m_ml_m-_l_l_m_m_-_l_-_f_m_m_l_l_m_-_l_-_m_l_ll_ml
EGFR¢5,40! 121 685g,82 3,2 223,] 106,1 7_,5 80,8 8_.7 85,8 q],q 96,1 gQ,2 89,7 8Q,3 7Q,I 75,_ 7_,3 75,6 7],I
EGFR05,M02 121 6|5q,63 2,9 223.2 gg,5 8_,0 8_,8 83,7 83,4 96,_ gI,g _3,Q 91,2 89,q 85,q _e,b 63,8 83o8 82,3
EGFR_5,M03 121 615g,BQ 3,8 225,q 1_3,3 7_,2 _5,8 gB.8 q_,5 gS,_ Q1,8 q3,2 97,3 90,7 q3,6 91,0 q2,6 Bq,5 _Q,6
EGFRO5,MoQ 128 71 0150 1,5 QQB,6 q2,5 73,_ 70o8 65,3 66,4 66,_ 73,_ 80,7 80,_ 82,1 82,1 85,_ 85,6 82,1 75,6
EGFR05,M¢5 121 71 leQ¢ B,9 735, t 83,0 70,2 70,3 73,3 70,3 7_,_ 69,8 70,_ 73,1 72,Q 7_,5 75,_ 71,7 6q,7 68,9
EGFRoSmM06 128 71 1,55 B,7 89_,6 88o8 66,2 7@,Q 72,8 7Boa 73,_ 76,8 82,2 79,7 78,! 82,0 79,7 78,8 76,q 71,_
EGFROS,M07 121 78 2,2Q 0,6 1115,7 8_,7 73,g 8q,7 7q,B 7Q,2 73,_ 67,1 68,8 68,q 73,6 7Q,2 75,2 7Q,3 71,8 88,7
EGFRBS,MBB 128 78 2o98 3o5 1556,6 83,3 65,_ 6_,q 67,1 67,_ 62,7 6_,2 75,3 78,6 77,7 72,6 71,3 68,_ 67,2 66,6
EGFROSoM09 121 78 3,66 O,Q _575,g 85,2 b7,B 69,9 76,0 63,8 blo_ 67,B 73,6 73,q 75,_ 73,9 71o5 70,8 66,q 66,3
EGFR05.Mi8 128 7i Qo{I B,Q 181R,7 7_,3 62,6 6_,3 66,_ 6q,3 70,_ 76,6 7_,2 66,1 65,6 62,B 62,q 62,5 61,I 5g,l
EGFR05,M11 121 71 _,_1 _,_ 1822,7 77,_ 61,8 57.8 5g,6 62,q 5_,_ 61,7 66,1 6q.3 6R,_ 67,_ 66,5 63,q 63,7 62,q
EGFR05,M12 121 71 _o_3 P,I 1825,8 82,5 62,_ 67,2 68,6 7_,3 70,_ 72,5 72,7 7_,1 7_,6 68,7 68,1 _5,3 63,Q 62,_ M
:>4
EGFR05,M13 128 71 0.61 2,8 253,6 qT,Q 77,5 75,5 8_,2 6_,5 86,_ B_,q 91,1 "Bq,3 88,1 87,1 86,7 B7,7 82,8 80o_
E_FR05,MI_ 121 78 _.62 2,5 256,6 103.Q 83.7 93,3 8_,8 95o7 RB,q gS,_ 96.1 gO._ 87o_ 85,1 7_o5 B_,_ 87.3 8_.5
EGFR05,M15 121 71 0,62 0,7 259,3 166.5 85.0 68,! 95,2 97,6 93,7 97,0 98,Q _8,2 9_,6 9Q,_ 93,2 9_.2 90.3 Bq,3
EGFR05,M!6 121 615Roql _7,0 15._ 107,Q 10_,5 g8,6 _¢0,0 97,6 gB,_ g_._ 88 6 88,6 g1,5 92,6 gl,q q2.I q!,O 89o_
EGFR05oM17 121 615_,R2 _6,6 15,5 R6,5 87,2 BT.B 88,8 88,3 88,_ BB,7 87,2 86,8 B8,B 86,2 85.6 86,6 85,8 BQ,3
EGFR05oM18 121 ?l _,15 B,5 1_06,3 g_,5 75,Q 78,8 81,7 7q.3 65._ 82,7 76.6 6BoQ 72,1 73.5 7_,0 70,_ 68,5 67,1
EGFR05,M19 121 78 Qo8_ Bo_ 16_5,6 87,_ 73,B 77,3 BB,3 76,5 7_,_ 72.2 67, Q 72,g 7Q,B 75,2 7Q,2 72.8 72,_ 66,5
EGFROY,M20 121 71 5,5R 0,3 1872,_ 79,2 66,0 71,0 72,1 66,2 6B,e 7_,1 6_,3 65,7 63,_ 6Q,7 61,3 61,_ 56,_ 56,3
U1
_O
DIRECTZVITY ANGLE • 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOuENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA 8R OBPL 0.10 0.13 0.16 _.20 0.2q 0.32 ¢._ 0.50 P.63 0.79 I.B 1.3 1.6 2.0
TIME (deg) (m)
e e_m Bo_nealel_m_m-- • eemmeem_lelmmlela_--eemle_e_ O_e_ mil_wmmmm.--m_umm_ • mlmm_i_nmom_l_lm_lmmlo_lmumm_in_'mm_lmi_lmmm_m_
EGFRg6oMgl 1911TI38._ 3._ 219.6 93.6 80.5 80.3 8].2 8RI2 8_.q 86.] 87.] 82.] 77.6 7,.8 68.3 67.8 66o5 6,.9
EGFRo6.MB2 19137138._5 5.1 2Z2.6 93.6 80.6 8¢,9 82.5 82.0 8,._ 8,.5 8".3 83.8 80.0 7q.] 77.9 7"o3 7,._ 69_3
EGFRob,Mo] 19837138,_5 1,0 225,2 103,1 78,6 76,5 82,1 87,3 9_,_ 96,_ g_,0 9_,6 87,5 9_,7 85,6 87,0 86,8 85,1
EGFRob. M_ 191371]9.09 1.6 ,]9._ 86.8 75.t 76." 77.] 71.2 T2.q bq.9 70.8 76.5 7_.9 76,8 76.7 70.2 67.2 65.1
EGF_6.M05 19137139.98 0.9 732.9 72.3 61.3 61.5 61.9 55.7 52.7 51.6 55.2 53.5 56.8 56.2 5_.2 5_.9 5".2 50.3
EGFR06 M06 191171"0.11 0.8 887.7 7".0 59.5 6]._ 5_._ 58.5 5_._ 5].g 55.1 5].1 53.] 55.6 5_.9 5_.6 52.5 _8.5
EGFR08. M07 191371_0m78 0,6 1112.1 68.5 60,1 bl.B 55._ 50ol 5_._ 5_.8 51.0 52.6 58._ 5".8 5]._ 52.g 51._ _T.2
EGFRg6, M08 1913T1_1.51 0.5 1152.3 66._ 5_.8 53.2 58.0 51.9 53.7 53.0 51.5 52." 52.1 55.6 5_.2 5_.5 50.3 _9.6
EGFq06 M09 191171_2.17 0._ 1571.0 65,8 55.0 5_.q 55.5 52._ 51o_ "9.5 50.5 51.6 52." 51.8 51.7 5_.9 ,9.] ,8."
EGFR¢b _10 _l_Tl_.8_ 0.5 1835.6 _1.q ,9., 50.3 55.5 _9.6 5_.3 .8,6 _9.1 _8.5 "7.2 ,5.8 _5._ _5.6 "].2 ,2.5
EGFRg6 Xl! 191171_2.86 0.5 1838 6 61.2 "7.3 "7.7 5".5 .9,9 "R._ "5.5 "6.0 _9.6 52.2 50.] _q.3 _7." "".5 ,2.5
EGFR¢6.M12 191171_2.87 0.2 18_1 6 88.1 "7.1 ,9.] 58.6 52.2 52._ 57.6 56._ 55.5 51.8 52.9 50.8 51o2 _5.8 "3.2 H
EGFRgboM1] 19117139.23 ].0 253 2 98.9 80._ 8].9 87.7 87.9 82._ 78._ 85.3 92.7 92.6 88.] 87.5 87.1 85.2 78.3
EGFROb. MI_ 19117119o2] 2.7 256 2 99.1 76.6 82.1 80.6 8_.3 77.q 76.5 78.3 73.6 71.3 67.3 67.9 6q,2 67.9 65.3
EGFRo6.M15 19117139.2_ 0.9 258 9 96,7 80.2 80.8 8].6 88." 06.? 87.7 8T.3 86._ 65._ 8,." 82.6 78.6 76._ 7_.8
EGFR_b,M16 19837138,55 _7,_ 16 ] 123,1 102,3 102,9 99,8 102,8 11_,I 11".2 112,_ 113,7 113.1 115,3 111,8 111,1 1_8o7 105,6
EGFRoT,M17 191_7118.56 _7,1 16 " 12],0 1_2,0 102,0 1_3,5 1_2,1 110._ 11],q 112,7 115,_ 11],] 115,7 111,8 111.0 1_8,6 1_7,1
EGFR_8.M18 $qt]71_2.69 0_5 1_02." 7_.3 53.1 52.8 53.1 52.5 5.._ 57.1 56.2 55.5 55._ 5].I 51.5 _q.6 _q.1 _7.]
EGFRo6.M19 19_571_3.35 B._ 1621.0 85.3 5_.6 50.8 57.I 56.6 53._ 5,.6 5".I 52.1 53.I 52._ 5_.9 ,9.0 _8.3 ,7.2
EGFqOB.M2_ 19:]71_8.09 O.Q 1867.1 6_._ 50,0 ,7.8 5T.g 51,2 5Q._ 53.3 5_., 51.5 Q8,_ _7.2 _6._ ,U.7 "3.1 ,2.3
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deQ
I/3 OCTAVE B_JD CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME _ECEIVE BETA S_ OSPL _,10 0,13 _.Ib 0,2_ 0.2_ _,32 0,_0 Po50 _,h3 0.79 1,0 1,3 1,6 2,0
TIWE (deg) (m)
mmmmmmmmmmmmmm--mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm_mmmmmmmmOmmmmm-mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm_mmmmmmmmmmmm_mmmmmmim-mmm-mmmmmm_mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm_mmmmmm
EGFRoT,M01 glQEIQB,SQ 1,8 215,1 g3,5 82,2 85,Q 88,5 8_,I 82,7 7g,_ 79,2 75,5 71,1 65,b b2,1 bB,7 60,3 5g,_
EGFRoT,M02 QIQ21Q8,5Q 1,5 218,1 g2,8 82.7 88,3 8b,Q 80,7 B1,k 7M,6 78,5 75,7 72,2 70,5 71,6 73,2 6g,2 70,2
EGFq@T,MB_ gI_2|_8,68 -_,b 221o_ I_,0 B_,_ 87,3 Bb,Q 83,2 g0,1 gi,6 RS,_ g5,3 QB,Q q2,g g_,1 g_,6 g2,_ 8g,g
EGF_oT,M30 9|0210q,27 B,7 Q]5,g 83,8 7Q,g 79.2 77,7 6q,3 b_,1 5q,I 5q,3 57,1 62,7 bI,Q 5q,7 60,8 58,Q 57,6
EGFRB7,M05 g102|50,17 _,_ 730,_ 72,7 63,1 67,7 bi,6 5_,I 51,_ 52,3 53,7 57,0 58,8 50,I 5g I 5b,7 5_,g 51,_
EGFRoT,M@B glQ2 50,32 0,Q BBb,O 71,b bU,7 b5,0 bB,2 52,5 53,k 53.7 50,5 5_,8 5b,7 5B,Q 56 0 5b,5 5a,b 51,5
EGF_07 M_? glQ2 51,_2 _,3 1111,2 7_,g b0,3 63,g SS g 53°0 50,_ 52,5 50,I 53,2 57,5 55,7 50 b 50,0 51,7 _7,5
EGFRO7,MQQ 9|02 51,76 _,2 1352,2 b7,7 5_,2 50,5 QS 3 _8,7 qb,t _7,q 50,7 5S,Q 5b,q 57,6 58 5 Sb,5 52,2 _9,g
EGF_RT,MOg _l_2 52,_ a,2 1S71,b bB,8 5_,2 52,3 53 8 _q,b _q,q 52,1 53,5 55 I 50,2 55,8 5_ 2 52,0 50,8 _5,g
EGFR07 MIQ lglQ2 53,19 0,2 1815,5 76,8 55,6 53,2 53 Q 51,8 ag,_ 56,1 55,Q 52 Q 50,1 OR,7 _8 0 Qb,Q Q3,g _0,0 _:_
EGFR07 M11 Igl_2 53,2_ 0,2 1818,b 67,6 51,1 07,6 _ 7 QB,g _6,k 50,0 51,3 52 Q 56,1 56,S 50 8 52,g _g,8 _5,_
EGF_P? M12 Igl_2 5],20 "_,I 1821,6 7g,I 51,2 Qg,1 50 8 58,1 S6,Q bl,Q 63,€ bO _ 5g,5 55,2 5Q 3 53,Q 50,2 _5,6
PC
EGF_o7,M13 1g|Q2 _g,3b 1,6 208,Q 100,g 7q,I 86,8 8q Q BT,S g0,1 q2,F gQ,l qQ Q 8g,I 8Q,Q 87,0 8g,2 85,8 80,7
EGFR07 M1_ lqlQ2 _q,3B 1,3 251,5 gl,g 77,8 8_,8 82,9 81,7 82,_ 80,3 81,0 80 5 7g,6 71,5 70,I b_,Q 65,Q 60,0
EGFRQ7 M15 lqlq2 Qg,38 -0,5 25q,5 g5,2 82,9 B3,q 83,8 82,6 BQ,q qQ,Q 88,7 80,8 78,2 77,Q 78,7 75,5 71,2 68,1
EBFR_7,_Ib 1g:_3 g,_ **** 1930,2 8q,0 80,2 BI,Q 81,0 82,1 80,_ ei,8 81,Q 80,b 81,_ 81,1 83,_ 81,_ 80 b 79,5
EGFRB7,M17 I_$Q3 q,3_ **** lg2g,g qQ,_ 8_,q 85,1 85,2 87,_ 85,_ 86,0 85,5 BS,q 86,3 _Q,8 80,_ 8b,2 85 _ 8_,q
EGFq_7 M18 19|02152,91 0,2 1_01_8 7_,8 5q,g 65,8 Sg,O 58_6 61,7 60_Q 58,5 57,9 56,5 55,9 52,7 53,1 5_,6 _5,"
EGFRo? M1_ _q1_2153,Sg _,2 1621,2 6g,_ 58_ 56,2 50,8 53,_ 58,_ 5g,7 57,_ 55,5 S3,3 53,1 51,6 50,6 _7 Q q6,2
EGFRoT,M20 19102150,3b _,2 1868,1 73,5 58,Q 6B,0 55,_ _8,3 8_,Q 56,5 b0,8 58,8 58,_ 5508 50,6 52,5 50 I 05,2
o'=
1o DIRECTIVITY ANGLE • 122.5 deg
t/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME _ECEIVE BETA BR OSPL 0,10 ?,t3 0,16 0,20 0.2_ _.32 0,40 _,5B 0,63 _,7g 1.0 1,3 1,6 2,0
TIME (deg) €_)
i w
EGFRRB.M01 tgll81_b,12 2.2 213,g 9_o7 81,_ 8_.5 7&ol 81,9 F6=1 88.2 8&,7 86.1 82,2 78=_ 7_=_ 71.2 b9.5 &5m2
\
EGFReB.M02 91q8 g6._ tmg 216.q q6.6 82m0 80=5 75.2 80.8 8_._ 8_.@ 85.8 87.1 86.1 85.8 86.2 85.3 86._ 85.0
EGFRoB,M03 _1_8 _bm_4 =_.2 219.8 I_R,] 82.0 81._ 7515 85ag 8q=k g5.1 95.1 q2,5 83,0 86,7 8_.3 8_,1 83.0 78,8
EGFR08,_O_ 91a8 a7,11 3,9 _34,8 83,5 76,1 77,0 70,8 70,1 _,_ 60,7 $2,9 67.1 66,7 81,3 62,8 81._ 58.8 58.7
EGFRoB.H05 91_8 _8 _2 _.6 729.6 80.6 52o7 58.9 58.5 55=6 47.P 5_._ 53.3 57=0 5go8 59.b 5q.5 5_.5 55.1 51o8
EGFR¢8.H06 ql_8 _8 18 0.5 885.3 77.8 56._ &R.O 57.0 5g.5 5_*._ 5g.3 5&._ 56.1 62.3 53._ 8].& 81.& 5R.2 5&o7
EGFRo8.M_7 91q8 _8 88 0._ 1113.7 70.9 59.7 &7._ 60.9 58.0 50.¢ 51.0 53_5 5_2 58.8 55.0 56.9 5_.8 5_.3 _9.7
EGFROB.HB8 tql_81_q 6] _.3 1352.? 67.6 53.2 53.6 51.2 _9og 53o_ 5_.5 5]._ 57=9 57._ 59.¢ 5_ q 5_.5 51.7 _7.6
EGFROBmMOq 1_1Q8150 30 0.3 1571.& 71,_ 56.5 56.7 52.7 5e.q 5_.k 50._ 55.5 52.1 5q.8 5q.b 56 2 55.7 5_.3 G6.5
EGFRoB,M10 191_8151 05 3,3 1815,7 63,5 _?,7 gB,5 G6o7 _7,0 _,_ _7,_ U7=5 ,7,8 _g,6 G1,8 aO 8 3_.3 36,_ 3_,5
EGFq_8,M11 191_8151 07 0o2 1818.8 59.7 g_oq "1.6 q5._ "0,_ _1=_ _,3 _8o0 _8,7 _q.3 _Biq Gb 8 _.8 _3.6 _0,1
EQF_8.M12 191_8151 08 -0.0 1821.8 73.5 55.& 53.8 51.3 55.3 6P.e _5.7 &7.¢ 82.2 62.0 61.7 56 5 53.8 _o_ a6.5 H
EGF_B,H13 191_81_7=2_ 1,9 2_7,1 9q,6 .77,_ 81,7 85,3 87,6 88._ 88.8 86m6 83,2 8q,3 93.5 qe.5 85.7 89._ 83,6 ('3
EGFRRB,_I_ 19=_81_7,20 1.b 25_,1 92.8 7q.b 77,6 78,6 77,1 77°, 78,5 80,1 82.2 82.5 77,q 7&,8 7_.9 7_.1 72,0
EGF_O8.Ht5 191_81_7.21 =_.2 253.] 9q.1 85._ 8_.1 85.2 8_.3 8,.k 87.3 8_.3 83.5 78.3 77.5 72.7 72.5 71._ 67.&
EGFRoB,M16 lgl_81_&,_ 56,8 8o5 121,9 102ol gq,_ _8=8 q8,0 102,_ 11_,2 115,6 117°q 11_.0 1_U.8 IPS.& 1_°3 106.8 1RB.P
EGF_o8,H17 191981_6._9 56,5 Sob 121,8 1_3=2 101,1 99,7 98,1 1PS.P 110.7 115,_ 11_,1 112.0 leS,q 105,6 1RG.U 1P6._ 107,2
EGF_08._18 191=815_.77 _.3 1_01.5 72.8 60.0 63.1 57.1 59.3 6_.1 68.1 53.2 58.5 56.2 57.8 53.7 q9.3 _7._ _3.8
EGF_oB.HI_ 191G8i51.;5 0.3 1_21.1 66=_ 5a.1 55.8 52.8 55._ 55.p 5q.5 56.1 5_.8 53.5 52.2 50.8 _8.0 a_.7 u_.9
EGFROB_M2_ 1_1_8152.22 _.2 1868.2 67._ 51.5 57°3 52.0 50.7 53.P 5u._ 53._ 51.3 52.3 51.1 _7ol _5.6 _2°1 39._
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deq
I/3 OCTAVE BiND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA 5_ OSPL 0.10 _,13 0,16 _,2_ 3.2q Q.32 2,_€ ¢,5B _.63 0,7q I.Q t.] 1,6 2,@
TI_E (deg) (m]
EGFR09 M01 Ig1521]gi_] 1,5 212,Q q_,6 82,0 82.5 82,1 82,9 81,_ 82,8 BB,8 8b.3 80,] 73,5 bg,g 66,q 62.3 61,_
EGFR09 M32 19Z521]q,QQ 1,2 217,9 gQ,6 83,2 82.1 8q,0 B2,Q B1.? 80,8 62,_ 85,5 83.0 78,8 7g g 7Q.b 78,2 7_,8
EGFRog MR] 191521]9,05 m2.g 22_,g 101,Q 8],g 82,_ 82,5 82,6 BQ,Q QI.Q gQ,Q gb,1 gQ,7 85,_ 82 q 88,8 87.7 83,1
EGF_og M]Q 1915213g,72 _.6 _]b I 82,g 75,6 7_.9 7_,6 72,3 6_,_ 5q.8 5q,3 62,3 62,2 8_.6 65 6 62,2 5g.7 61,2
EGFROg M_5 lg1521Qe,b_ 0,_ 711 ] 7_ 1 80,6 60,6 50,_ 51,3 _9,t QQ,8 58,_ 55,5 56,_ 61,5 57 8 57,0 50,_ 50,3
EGFRQQ MOb 191521_8,B0 _,] 887 ] 7_ 4 b5,0 b5.9 56,q 51,] 52,_ 5_,5 5Q,g 5615 57,6 5@,3 57 5 55,2 52,_ _g,7
EGFR09. M07 lq152101,51 0,2 111] 2 76 7 57,_ _Q,2 53,5 56,_ 53,? 53,8 56,Q 55,3 53,5 5R,q 52 _ 52,3 5_,_ _7,_
EGF_Og. MOB 191521_2,26 0,2 135_ 5 _9 6 53,8 _7,_ _q,7 _8,0 Qq,k _,2 _g,8 50,8 53,7 52,1 51. P _8,2 _7,7 _3,3
EGF_Og. MOQ Ig1521_2,g5 _,2 157_ _ 81 5 53,1 _,g _,I _8,3 _5 _ a8,2 _8,_ _7,_ _g,8 _,3 _6.0 _.2 _3,2 3_.8
EGF_09 M10 191521_3,71 Q,2 1818 7 72. 3 08,2 _0,6 QS,g _7,9 08 X 5Q,3 08,1 QQ,i _5,6 _2,3 _Q,3 3q,5 .35,6 ]Q,Q
EGF_09 MI! I_1521_3,72 €,I 1821 8 _2. 0 _g,1 _2,2 3g,2 36.8 a2 X _Q,2 _6,9 _g,1 _7.3 _8.5 _.6 _2.6 ]q,g 36,1 _.
EGFRoQ M12 19852123,73 "_,I 1822 8 75,1 27,6 Qg°6 _Q,7 28,3 51 _ 5P,3 5_,I 52,6 53,_ _8°3 27,3 _5.g _3,6 _I.2
EGFRog Mt] 19152139 8_ 1,3 228,I 98,5 82°I 75,8 78.3 75°_ BP k B6,¢ 89,2 gQ.] gQ,Q 88,7 88,q 88°8 87,P 85,Q
EGF_O? M1_ Ig152139 81 I,0 251,1 Q2,Q 7g,0 82,1 _3,2 _I,1 78 _ 80,8 77,0 7g,Q 7_,7 75,3 7Q,2 7_.7 68,_ 66,q
EGFRQ9 M15 Ig152i]g_] -Q,8 252,I 9],3 81,7 8_,g 83,7 82.9 81,q 83,7 83,Q 80.g 7g,7 80°2 76.Q 7_,Q 72,Q 71,g
EGFROQ N16 Ig15213g Ob 52,6 5,5 111,Q 103,_ 103,I I03,3 103,8 101,_ gg°7 gQ,5 q7,6 gB,Q g6.3 q5,8 g5,l g5.7 g6,6
EGFROg H17 _91521]g eb 51,7 5,6 112,e 105.0 103,q 103,5 102,8 102°_ g7,8 9_,8 98,8 g7°0 gB.? 9b,b g_.1 g6,2 q6,g
EGVROR M18 _g152iQ2 60 O,Q I]B8,1 bg,5 56,5 SQ,I 5_,_ 5],5 55,¢ 52,] 52,g B5,7 52,6 5_,5 51,1 qg.2 _7,6 23,2
EGF_09 Mlg 1g1521qQ,10 _,2 1623,1 b_,g 52,1 G5,7 _5,2 _8,_ 50,_ _g,5 50,8 51°0 50,0 08,5 _5,8 03,9 _1,1 38,8
EGFR09 M22 I_15212_,_B Q,I 1871,! 6_,5 52, I 26,5 _B,2 52,_ 53,k 56,I 52,9 53,0 _8,3 _g,6 26,5 _b°8 QQ,8 ]g,g
Oh
_:_ DXRECTZVZT¥ ANGLE • 122m5 de_
1/30CT&vE B_ND CENTE_ FREOUENCZES (kH=)
FILENkME RECEIVE BETA $R OSPL 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.20 _.25 0.32 Z.4P 0.5_ _.63 0.79 I.Z 1.3 1.6 2.0
TZHE (deg) (_)
EGFRIo. H01 1915&12_m78 _m9 217.3 100.8 79o6 82.3 87.8 88.q 92.7 95._ 95a0 89.9 88.9 83.6 79.9 76.9 76.3 75.1
EGF_lO.M02 1915612_m79 _=5 22a.2 99.6 81.5 8_.9 85.9 87.6 91._ 90._ 90a8 90.2 89.2 89.2 87.8 87.8 86.3 8a.0
EGFRlO.H03 19156129.79 2.g 222.6 %01.6 71.7 81.3 88.6 91.1 9g.u 9Z.2 92.= 9_.2 89.? 90.6 88.7 88.9 87 3 8a.9
EGFRIO.HO_ 19156 25oG5 2.3 4_7._ 8].2 7_.5 72.9 7_.5 71._ ?lmm 68.6 66._ 68=_ 71._ 69.1 66.7 65.0 b] 7 62.n
EGFRIOmH05 19156 26.35 1.4 731.5 ?G.? 62.6 61.7 57.g 55.0 52.m 5_,7 5_.1 56.1 55._ 57.2 56.9 55.7 52, a 5_.P
EGFRIOmH86 19156 26.5_ 1.1 886.9 72.3 b2.a 65.9 52._ _9.8 51.? 51.n _9._ 55.7 56.1 58.0 52.3 53.6 52 9 a8.3
EGFRI_.HZ? 19556 27.19 0.9 1111._ 72.5 62.3 6_._ 55.8 50.3 52.4 _.5 5_.8 52.0 55._ 53.3 5_.6 52.8 5_ 3 _6.7
EGFRI_._08 19:56 27.93 0.7 1_52.7 67.] 5_ 7 5_.8 5]._ _6.5 _7._ _7.8 52._ 52.6 53.9 5_.2 5_.1 52.3 5_, 2 _6.5
EGFRIomH_9 19156 28.60 0.6 1571.9 69.7 5_ 7 _9.9 51.1 a9.5 98.¢ _6.9 98.7 _9o5 _7.8 50.7 _7.8 _5.5 _3." _9=9
EGFRIo. H10 19156 29.35 _.6 1815.6 6_.3 a2 3 _2.8 _6.2 U8.7 _7._ a8.7 _7.1 _.5 _.6 _.b 39.1 36.3 35.5 33.0
EGFRIO.Hlt 19155 29.36 0.5 1818ob 59.8 _8.6 ,0.6 _3.9 _1.7 a5.t a3.6 _7,0 _6._ _6.9 a9.1 a8.2 a5.9 "1.6 37.5
E_FR10.Ht2 19156 29.37 _.3 1821.6 72._ 5t 2 _9.0 52.0 50.3 57._ 52.8 59.2 6_.6 55.5 53.3 56.5 52.6 _8.5 _.6 H
EGFRIo. Nt] 19156 25o55 _,_ 25_m6 99.9 79 ] 81._ 80.3 80.6 89._ 92.5 9_.2 85.8 91.1 87.2 8_.9 87.6 86.7 _1.5
EGFRlZ.HI= 19156125m56 3.9 253.5 102._ 815 86.8 91.9 9=.7 g].? 9_.2 93.5 93.0 9] , 88.7 86.2 89.6 82._ 73.9
EGFRIO.H15 19156125 56 2.1 256.0 99.1 81,2 82.7 8a._ 86.2 87.7 9_.6 92.0 93,_ 89 8 87.5 85._ 86.3 8_.6 81.5
EGFRI_,HI& 1915612_ 9_ 55,8 21.0 11_,Z 99,7 1_1,5 1_1,2 102,9 93,m 9_,5 97,6 1_7,5 1F5 7 1_],9 95,5 96.0 97,9 97,_
EGFR10._17 19=5&12_99 55.6 21.1 113.3 1_.g 10_.9 1_2,2 102.6 91., 92,8 99._ 1_9.6 |_55 99o7 96._ q5.q 98.8 97.8
EGFRIO,H18 19156129,09 0,7 I_2,_ 72,_ 59,6 56,_ 5a,_ 53,8 58,7 58o2 5_,7 53,2 51,8 5a,5 5_,2 _8,8 95,9 _3,0
EGFRIO.H19 19156129, 75 0.6 1621.6 70.8 50.5 51.2 _5.g =7.9 52.a 58.8 5G.5 51.3 _8,9 _8.0 _5.3 _3.3 _¢.2 37.9
[GFRtO,H2_ 1915613_ 51 0o5 1_68,3 62,2 5_,b _8,1 _9,1 _7,_ 50,_ 51,& _9,2 _9,¢ aS,q _7,3 _5,8 G3,3 _|,8 3_,9
DIRECTIVITy ANGLE = 122.5 de.
1/3 OCTAVE BA_O CENTER FREOUENCIES (kHz]
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL @.10 0.13 8.16 0.20 0.2_ 0.32 Om_B _.50 0m63 0.79 too 1.3 lm6 2.R
TIME (Oe_) (_]
==================================================================================================================================
EGF911.H31 28l 01 2.7_ 5.8 211.0 99.3 79., 80.7 85.6 89.7 9B.q q3.q 03.2 89.3 8,.5 80.7 77,0 7_.q 73.1 70.6
EGF_11._02 201 01 2.71 5." 213 9 96.9 8_.6 8]._ 8..8 85,8 85.t 8&.B 88.2 88.8 86.q 85.3 8..6 8_.7 83.5 81.q
EGFRIt.q03 201 01 2.72 ].2 216 I 08.8 71.7 79.8 81.8 85.q ql.k 88.1 91.1 91._ 88.3 87._ 86 2 85.1 85.¢ 82.5
EGF91t.HO, 201 01 3."t 2.b 432 ! 83.5 7..9 73._ 71.2 bq.t 65._ b_.q _9,6 70." 70.3 69.1 70 0 78." 69,6 65.1
EGF_lz.H05 201 01 ,.35 1.B 728 0 75.1 62." 6",1 54,9 5".6 51._ 50.5 55.2 5_.3 58.0 5_.6 5_ 0 53.2 51.7 52.0
EGFRII.HB6 20: 3: ..52 1.3 88" 6 71.2 53_q 61.1 60.3 57.9 51.P 5P._ 55.8 5U.1 55.8 57.2 5" 0 52.8 5_.1 .7.8
EGFRII.Mo7 201 _1 5625 t.B 1111 0 66,g 53.7 62.0 53.9 5_.8 51._ "9.0 5_.5 ,9.7 51.8 52.2 50 q U8.8 ,7.3 "2.9
EGF_II.M¢8 201 81 6.02 0.8 1353 3 66.6 56.9 55.7 51." ,8.8 _.5 "8.3 53.1 5_.3 51_ 51.5 52 0 50._ .9.1 _6.5
EGFqll.MOg 201 01 6.72 R.7 1573.8 69.5 _q.! 53.1 _3.7 "6.6 _6._ "6._ "6.6 50." 50.6 "_.2 "6.5 ,5.3 "2.3 39.6 _:_
E_FRII.H10 201 _1 7.53 0.7 1818.9 7]._ _." "3.3 _.7 _6.6 "3.8 "g._ _6.7 _6., _6.2 _0., 38 3 36." ]5.6 32.g
i.,rl
EGFgI1.Hll 2_1 _1 7.51 0.6 1822 B 65.6 ,7.0 50.2 _5., "1.3 39._ _3.5 _.3 ,5.9 "8." ,g.8 _8 6 _.8 "2.6 37._
I--I
EGFRlI.HI_ 20: 31 7.52 _._ 18_5.0 69.7 _6.5 ,5.2 52." .7.6 5_._ 52.6 57.1 55.7 52.6 53._ 51:5 50.g "6.3 _2.9 :><
EGFRII.H13 201 01 3.,8 5.0 2"3 7 81.0 57.6 57.9 57.3 58.1 57.! 5_.3 58.9 56_8 56.6 56.2 56 2 56.8 56._ 5,.9
EGFRII.HI, 2_1 _1 3._8 ..6 2"6 6 87.2 5,_6 5,._ 52.0 53." 53.? 53.6 52.6 5_.2 5,.7 52.9 51 6 53._ 50.B _9.5
EGFRII.H15 201 01 3..R 2.8 2_8 q 67.8 61.1 57.5 56.3 56.8 57_ 57._ 58., 58.7 58._ 57.1 56 3 57.3 56.3 5_.8
EGF_I1.H16 201 01 2.92 55.9 _,.0 88.2 80.2 80.6 8_.2 82.8 80.9 80.3 8_.9 8_.3 81_2 81.2 80.3 81.1 81.1 79.q
EGFRIl.M17 201 0l 2.92 56.0 2_.0 90.1 80." 80.3 81.7 8".8 80._ 82.7 81.3 81.0 81.8 80.7 80.1 80_8 80.7 7_.8
EGFRII.H18 201 01 7_16 0.8 1"02.2 70.6 5_.7 59.2 55.1 56.5 60._ 55.. 5,.8 5_.7 53.7 52.1 _g_8 _7.8 _"_2 _2._
EGFgtI.H19 201 _l 7.86 0.7 16_2.7 69,0 _7.5 52.8 "8.9 52." 53.1 5_.5 56.3 5".1 53.2 _9.6 _8.8 _6._ "3.3 39.5




c_ DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOUENCIE8 (kHz)
EGFRI2,MBt 2@! 315g,73 5,9 215,7 q7,7 79,1 83,@ 81,5 BU,q 8q,_ 91,1 g1,6 qB,@ 85,. 77,U 74,_ 71,7 6q,@ 63,5
EGF_I2,M@2 2@1 315_,73 5,5 218.5 97,5 78,5 77,0 7g,2 B@,_ 87,_ BT,e 87,6 g@,5 86,6 8U,7 85,3 85,7 83,9 81,3
EGFRI2,M33 201 3159,7U 3,4 228,7 95,2 8@,q 83,6 8_,5 82,7 83,# 87,3 88,2 87,8 82,6 77,U 8_,_ 7q,6 75,_ 77,8
EGFRI2,M_" 281 41 fl,Ul 2,8 435,7 82,9 7U,9 74,@ 75,6 71,7 6q,Q 65,1 67,5 69,6 68.6 7@,5 67.q 65,9 62,8 6@,5
EGF_I2,MB5 2@I 41 1,31 1,7 730,1 73,7 62,2 61,3 58,2 58,0 52,_ 58,7 5_,7 58,U 59,3 58,_ 57,2 57,3 5U,I 5@,3
EGFRI2,M_6 2@1 Ul 1,U7 1,4 885,7 72,5 62,1 62,6 61,3 55,7 U8,k 51._ 5@,8 53,7 56,6 58,6 6@.7 56,6 55." U9,7
EGFRt2.M_7 2_l 4l 2.15 1.1 111B.9 72.3 66.3 67.5 58.7 55.9 53._ Uq.q 52.q 53.8 52 2 5_.7 55.8 53.3 50.1 U8.@
EGFRI2.M_B 201 Ul 2.91 _.9 1352.0 67.1 60.U 56.7 52.9 51.8 5@._ U8.2 51.2 53.q 53 9 55.5 5_.0 5_.5 U7.8 44.2
EGFRt2,M_q 28 _1 3,59 _,8 1571,5 66,2 55,3 53,1 U9,1 51,8 5@,F U5,3 _7,1 UB,I 53.5 52.U 51,4 U8,6 _5,8 UI,B
EGFR12,M10 2Z 41 _,BU 0.7 $815,U 70,q 5",7 53,0 57,6 51,8 5!=_ U8eq 5@,5 46,2 U8,6 42,R _1,8 39.2 35,4 33,5
EGFRI2.Mtt 20 Ul 4.35 _.7 1818.a 66.2 .8.7 U3.4 U6.5 46.8 51.p U5.@ _7.5 49.2 aq, l 5@.a 5B.B _5.q Q2.0 36.6
EGFR12.M12 2_ 41 4.36 0.4 1821.4 76.8 52.2 ,8.q 5g.2 5g.@ 56.¢ 68.9 6@.7 62.@ 55._ 56.8 53 9 5_.q 47.2 u3.@ H
'
EGFRt2,Ht3 2@ _! B,Ug 5,2 2_8,8 97,8 76,2 76,6 85,7 88,3 87,I 98,9 86,5 88,3 88,U 8U,7 87,4 85,9 86,7 8],7
EGF_12,MIQ 2@: Ul B,BB _.B 251,7 101,4 82,8 8U,3 88,7 8q,2 8_,p gl,8 q2,@ g3,3 qB.l 8q.8 85,6 81.8 77,9 78,5
EGFRI2,M15 2@l U! Z,5@ 3,_ 25U,@ 1@5,3 8Z,7 82,5 8g,5 86,a g3,a 96.1 g5,7 g5,B g6,2 95,9 q3,8 q5,3 9",6 gB,2
EGFRt_.M16 _0! 315Q.gl 57.4 _5.1 12U.6 8q. q 1@B.1 1_6.9 tlt._ 115._ 11_.8 11Q.6 ll_.Q 116.] 114 5 113.1 111.6 11@.6 lOq.2
EGFRt2.MI7 2m. 3.5q.'1 57.3 25.2 124o7 '1.5 1'm.3 1_5.5 110.' 116.T _l,.q 11_.3 115.3 115.5 11".6 113.0 111.6 111.3 1_.1
EGFR12.MIB 281 US _.@U _.9 14_1.5 6q.7 58.7 5q.2 57.m 5q.7 58.k 5U.2 56._ 53.3 55.2 52.7 51.R UT._ ,3.m "_.6
EGFRI_.Mt@ 2_ U| 4.72 @.7 1621._ 68.3 55.7 U8.5 55.3 5U.5 55.? 55._ 57.2 56.5 51.U 52.3 UB._ _8.1 _a.. U_.U
EGFR12,M23 2_I Ul 5,U8 8.b 1868,0 66,3 .9,9 52,3 53,6 53,2 55,1 5q,_ 56,6 52,6 52,2 U9,6 U9,_ Q_,5 _2,q U@,5
DXRECTIVXTY ANGLE g 122.5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE 8ANO CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0.1_ _.13 3.16 B.2_ ¢o2_ €.32 0.,0 _.5e _.63 0.7q I.@ 1.3 1.6 2.0
TIME (_e_) Cm)
EGFR13.H_! 211 2130o68 5.5 20_.q 97.0 8_.7 81.. 83.7 87.3 8_.¢ 88.6 q0.8 88.3 8..2 81.6 7_.3 73.2 72.7 71.@
EGFR13.H_2 211 2130.65 5.1 2_7.8 1_1.1 82 3 88.1 83._ 85.5 88._ 88._ 88.8 9_.g 8q._ 9_., 91.! 89.3 90._ 89.5
EGF_13.M03 211 2138.66 2.9 210.1 I83.3 TS.q 78.1 87.6 90.5 02._ 9..5 ql.3 95.7 93.2 92.7 q0.8 00.9 89.5 87.0
EGF_13.Ma, 211 2131.]8 2.5 .28.0 87.6 75." _?.2 72.6 68.5 66.e 63.1 6q.7 72.R 7U.@ 72._ 73.0 71.8 75._ 76.1
EGFRI3.H35 211 2132.37 1.5 726.3 75.6 62.3 65.1 57.7 58._ 62._ 5¢.7 63._ 65.. 68.g 68.1 66.2 61.5 6..7 63._
EGFRI3.H_6 218 2132 6¢ 1.2 88,.7 St.! 66.7 59._ 57.8 62.5 6,._ 51.2 6,.9 69.6 72.3 72.g 73.6 71.7 65.9 62.7
EGF_IY.M07 211 2133 36 _.q 1112.q 73.6 58.8 63.9 55.9 52.6 56.. 5..9 55.q 60.! 65.3 6".! 6"._ 58o0 56.7 55.,
EGF_I3.H08 211 213_ 17 _o8 135763 72.2 55.6 52_8 5,.2 52.6 55._ 56.5 58.6 61.6 61. 7 62.2 62.q 6_.7 60.8 55.3
EGFR13.H_ 211 213_ _! 0.7 1579o6 70.1 _9.1 .7.2 5_.3 ,8._ 53.q 56.! 56.9 61.5 63. 2 6_.3 57.8 5_.3 57o7 52.3
EGFRI3.H10 211 2135 73 ¢.6 1826.8 68_0 51.5 "6.6 _6.6 _9.7 .q._ "5.6 "5.7 .8.5 "q. 2 _3.6 _3.2 "1_8 3_._ 38.8
EGFRI3.HIl 211 2115 7] _o6 182_o_ 67.0 ,8.0 _5." ,8.2 _3.7 "_.k 5¢.8 52o" 57.! 56.8 55._ '58._ 58o3 52.6 _7.3
EGFRI].HI_ _11 _115.7, _.3 183_9 73 5 _5.3 _7.6 _8._ 53._ 5_.k 55o_ 56.0 53.7 57.] 55.8 53 I "q,l "6.! _1 6 H
EGF_13.H13 211 2131.]5 ,.8 236._ _7 _ 76.? 78.6 83.5 85.6 8_._ _1.5 85.8 87._ 88.5 87.3 89._ 88.0 86.0 7q._ ('_
EGF_I3.HI_ 211 2131.36 _._ 239.8 9_ 8 82.3 83.8 88._ 90.8 02._ 9_.7 90.0 90.3 89.3 88.8 85o" 8_.6 79.8 75.1
E_F_I3.H15 211 2131_]7 2o5 2"2o3 100 _ 80._ 8,.6 8_.7 02._ _3.6 _2.3 _1.2 8_1 89._ g0.! 88._ 85o_ 8".1 80.8
EGFRI3.HI6 211 2130o8" _b_3 25.6 107. 1 9_.6 98.2 95.1 q7_9 9t.7 89.7 8_.0 _1 10_.0 1€0.b g2.q 88.! 91.0 89.1
EGFRI3.MI7 211 2110_8_ ,b.6 25.5 105. 0 97.8 96.9 _6o5 q6.9 9... 91.1 8_.q 88.1 9_.2 q5.7 q2.3 88.2 86.3 88.6
EGF_I3nHI8 Zll _135_2_ 0.8 1"_5.1 81.1 55._ 5_.6 67o1 67.8 65_ 6_.7 70.7 69.7 66._ b_8 6_.6 55.1 5_.9 _8.3
EGFRI3oHI9 211 2135_96 0o7 1627." 76.2 53._ 50.6 57.9 63._ 6,.q 656" 6,.6 63.3 57.8 55.7 56.2 51.5 _9.6 _].3
EGFRI3|M20 211 2136.8_ 0o6 1877.7 77.8 53o_ 53.0 58.3 67.2 68.1 7_.2 69.2 6_66 68.8 70._ 66.6 59.8 5_.8 _8.6
.,,j
o_
CO DZRECTZVITY ANGLE • 122m5 deg
t/3 OCTAVE B_ND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kH=)
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETk $R _SPL 0.10 0. t3 0.16 0.20 a.2_ 0.32 0.40 0.50 _.63 0.79 1.0 t.3 1.6 2.0
TIHE (deg) (m)
memlQ_I_mm_l_e_muQImtm_um_lm_lmlml_m_u_le_m_l_l_um_alwl_alwall_u_mo_eD_e_mlm_emlllnlB_ull_lw_lla_mla_ulDm_m
EGFRI_.HO! 21 6119.69 5.5 217.1 192.6 87.3 87._ 86.? 93.6 9a.p 95.6 96m9 93.2 89.2 83.8 8_.3 77.? 73.5 71.1
EGFR|,.H02 21 6119.70 5.1 22¢.¢ 192.7 87.0 86.9 86.2 90.5 92.7 93.5 q_._ 92." 92.9 92.1 90.6 89.6 89.2 88.7
EGVRI_.H¢3 21 6119.79 3m0 222.] 10".1 86.6 91.3 89m5 86_5 87._ 93.0 97.0 9?.7 91.6 93.7 90.0 93.9 91.2 87._
EGFRI_.HO_ 21 6i20.36 2.6 _37.! 89.0 83.0 8_.5 77._ 76.3 72.X 68._ 71.8 7,.9 71.9 71.5 7_.8 7".3 72.5 ?".5
EGFRI4.NB5 21 6121.27 1.5 731.3 78.8 66.8 66m7 64.9 60._ 63._ 56.9 63.2 63.6 6_.7 63.2 6_.9 66.5 65.1 62.3
EGFRI_.H06 21 6121._1 1.3 886.7 77.6 66.8 64.6 61.5 55.8 57._ 57.2 66.3 61.0 62.2 6".8 b".6 b_.3 63." 61.3
EGFRI_.H¢7 21 bl22.19 1.0 1111.7 76,9 65.3 59._ 61.6 55.1 56.7 59.b 55.3 60.3 65.3 63.1 b".2 63.7 6_.0 55.,
EGFRI_.HO¢ 21 6122.84 0.8 1352.7 80._ 66m" 6_.8 52.8 5,.9 59.k 61.6 66.2 68.3 65.0 71.3 65.8 7_._ 65e5 62._
EGFRI_.H09 21 6123.52 0.? 1572.€ 75.¢ 58.6 58.0 55.5 _9.2 51.P 56=7 59.8 61.7 62.1 59.9 _9.0 59., 58.0 56.6
EGFRI_.M10 21 6i2_.27 €.7 1815.7 6_.6 52.3 50._ 51.1 5".0 59._ 52.5 53." 52.0 5_ 1 "6.1 ,2.5 _.7 _1.6 38.6
EGFRIGmMI! 21 612,.27 0.6 $818.7 _?.1 50.7 _8.3 5¢.2 ,9.7 52._ 53.1 51.7 58.5 59 ! 58.0 58." 5_.8 52.8 _9.8
EGFRI_._12 21 612"m28 0." 1821.7 75.7 ,8.6 _7.6 57., 57.1 59.1 55.5 60." 65.6 65 1 62.9 61.7 57.8 53.8 .8._
EGFRI_.H13 21 6120._7 ,.7 259m3 10_.9 81._ 72._ 85.3 _2.1 96.p 98.6 90.1 95.2 92 6 97.7 9,.8 92.2 _1.9 87." ('_
EGFRI".HI_ 21 6129."8 _._ 253.3 105.9 87.0 90.9 93_2 91.9 95m/* 96.2 97.5 99.2 95 ? 93.3 _6.6 89.8 91.6 90.5
EGFRI_.MIS 21 6120._8 2.b 255.6 199.7 88.5 91.t 9",0 93.6 95._ 96.9 9_.3 101._ 100 2 101._ _q.3 _7.9 96.9 95.3
EGFRI_.H16 21 6119m88 56." 23." 117.5 191.7 10".5 98.5 91.8 192._ j_9.? 111.2 1_9.3 102 " 1_7._ 10".5 106.9 102.6 100=_
EGFRI_.H17 21 6119.88 56.3 23.5 193.6 95.€ 98.0 9_.R 9,.5 9_.7 89._ 89., 88.6 88.0 90.2 93._ 92.6 90.3 86.3
EGFRI_.H18 21 612_.01 a.8 1"02.3 78.1 62.3 61.b bS.S 63.3 65.4 7F.8 69._ 6_.5 _5.€ 6P.7 59._ 59._ 57.7 55."
EGFRI_.H19 21 612".68 €_7 1621.6 71.8 _2.0 58._ 5_8 57.7 eO.X 61._ 62.8 59.9 5q.e 56.1 56.2 53.b 50.7 _8.b
EGFRI_.M20 21 81256Q5 0m6 1868." 71.9 6_m! 61.0 57.8 $9m5 57.¢ 62.7 6¢.9 57.6 STeq 55.9 5".3 52.1 51.3 _5.8
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE • 122,5 de=
1/3 OCTAVE BiND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz]
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0,10 0,13 0,16 0,20 0.2_ 0,32 0,40 R,5O o,63 o.79 1,0 1.3 1,6 2,0
TIME (de=] (_]
w
EGFR15,M@l 211 9153oQq 5,2 205,3 100.8 81,1 82,2 88,2 01,3 gte7 03,8 93,8 q2.0 _7,_ 8B,Q 77,_ 76.7 73,4 7to7
EGFR15,M02 211 915_,00 _,B 208,3 102,2 83,5 83,9 85,7 88,2 _R,Q 89.0 _,0 92,7 90,0 gO,! q2,0 9_,6 q0.0 88,5
EGFRtS,MB] 211 9154,_1 2,6 210,6 10_,7 73,8 85,3 _0,8 qS," q6,_ q2ol 91,5 q7,0 95,_ q3,I 90,6 93,6 9_,3 88,9
EGF_tS,H04 211 9154,71 2,3 _27,2 88,5 75,2 76,7 77,0 67,5 66.1 64,q 6q,9 74,q 76 % 74,g 79,2 8!,7 7q,5 72,1
EGFRISoMOY 211 g155,06 1,_ 723,7 78,9 671] 65.6 57,1 60,6 56,_ 55,! $1,q 66,1 71 4 68,3 65,8 .67,5 86,4 64,@
EGFR!5,H06 2!1 9155,85 1,1 88Z,9 77,1 68 3 63,8 6],8 65,2 58,_ 59,_ 60,6 60,8 66 6 68,0 65,2 64,7 66°3 62,6
EGF_IS,Mz7 211 9156,59 _,q 1!07,7 76,7 62 q 6Q,0 6_=0 5B,g 58,1 6_ t 58,3 56,2 57 g 58,9 59,9 58Q6 5q,€ 57,0
EGF_IS,M08 211 ql57.37 _,7 t350,6 78,6 65 9 57,9 53,9 52,6 57oK 56 q 61,5 61,5 62 6 66,_ 66.3 66,2 63,? 59,_
EGFRt5,Mag 211 ql58,0_ In6 !57_o6 73=3 5_ 5 52o4 5!o_ 49.6 46o_ 50 5 55,0 55,6 56 2 56,9 55,6 55=6 53,0 qq,_
EGFR15,MtO 211 9158o88 B,6 1817,3 66,5 53 g 51,8 _8,7 52,_ 51.7 95 4 55,7 5Q,3 52,1 53,1 4q,8 47,5 _6,4 43_6
EGFRISoM!! 21: 9158,89 _,5 1820,3 68,8 48 8 44,1 44,q 45.5 _8,5 54 ! 5q,2 58,7 59,9 62,1 58,9 57,7 57,6 53,1
EGF_IS,M12 211 9158,_ _,3 1823,3 71°1 _3 3 48,R 5_,q 5_,2 58,_ 54 6 54,7 59 7 59,2 55,6 55 8 52,3 50,2 _6,3 H
EGFRIS,M%] 2!1 ql54_77 4_5 238,1 1_3o8 83,6 80,8 78,9 81,! 8B,k q7 5 g?,g 03.1 90,Z QQ,3 gZ,Q q3,0 93,2 88,_ ('3
EGFRXS,M14 211 9154,77 4,2 2q1,1 106,6 87,1 87,5 88,0 _5,7 97,_ gB.q q?,5 q?,3 q7,2 q6,4 _5,1 _3,5 93t3 89,7
EGFRtS,M15 211 915Q,78 2,3 243,6 1Z8,1 86,2 88,0 88,8 q6,2 98,_ qq,7 98,g 97,5 98,B 96.5 97,3 q6,6 97,0 95,2
EGFRIS,MI6 211 915q,23 48,5 23,9 112,_ q8,1 99.8 98,8 97,7 g_,_ q2,3 102,q 10_,_ 1_7,5 101,9 _ q8,6 !R0.2 q6,2 95,7
EGFR15,M!7 211 915_,2] 48,8 23,4 106,_ 9_,9 103,1 93,_ 91,8 91,A 88,4 88,9 88_0 87,5 87,3 85o8 86o7 87,0 85o5
EGF_tS,M!8 211 _158,56 B,7 1q02.1 78,8 58,2 58,8 61,0 6_,8 67,€ 66,8 68,2 66,0 62,3 61,q 56,8 57,8 5"°9 4_,1
EGFRt5,M!q 211 9159,2Q B,6 1623,6 65,8 5_.5 56.5 53,5 52,3 54,6 54,9 55,8 53,7 53,5 51_6 50,5 _8,8 47°0 43o3
EGFq15,M20 2!1101 O, tZ _,5 187_,9 71.2 50,_ 52,3 57,3 62,3 62,1 62,2 62,3 63,_ 61,0 60,0 61,4 58,_ 52,5 50,B
O DIRECTZVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCZES (kHz)
KILENAHE RECEIVE BETA 8R 08PL 0,10 _,13 0,18 0,20 P,2_ R.32 0,_0 0,50 _,83 0,79 1,0 1,3 1,8 2,0
TI_E (deg) (_)
q • m m • D a _ o
EGF_lS=X01 21113155,1] 10,6 205,0 98,3 86,3 89,5 88,7 90,3 89,¢ 90,6 87,2 85,5 82,1 83,1 83,1 81,3 81og 79,5
EGF_I6,H02 21113155,13 1Z,1 207,7 98,0 82o7 88o6 85,1 89,8 84,& 79,0 82,1 88,0 89,5 91.6 88,7 82,2 8]=g 87,.
EGFRI6.M03 21 13155.13 7.8 209.9 102.9 80.4 84.8 88.0 89.8 90._ 93.4 94.2 93.4 93.5 92.7 93.0 89.7 88.0 85.1
EGFRtb. H_4 21 13155.84 4.9 425.5 89.5 75.5 75.9 71." 7,.8 7u.o 72.t 76.3 79.4 79o8 79.] 81.7 81o9 77.8 7,.7
EGFR18.H05 2t 13158.81 2.9 722.] 81.0 83.2 65.5 8].5 82.1 8t.6 8_.8 8_.1 70=2 88.2 87.5 72.8 72.2 73.4 7_=8
EGFRIb. H_6 21 13157.01 2." 880._ 77.9 62.6 87.4 84.9 81.8 81ot 88.1 68.1 89., 66.8 67.8 65.2 69.8 82.7 61.6
EGF_Ib.M07 21 13 57o78 1.9 1107." 75.6 80.4 63.3 50.9 6".5 56.Q 51.2 58.3 82.7 59.0 58=8 80.9 82.8 83._ 59.3
EGFQ16.H_8 21113 58.55 1.5 1350.9 77o5 60.6 59.9 57.3 56.7 57.? 8_.0 8q.9 68.7 63.0 67.3 71.0 67.9 69.0 8_.2
EGFq16 H09 21113 59.29 1.3 1572.6 70.6 51._ 52.9 51=5 50.0 "8._ 52.8 59.8 62.2 6,.9 6_.1 58.7 80.0 61.1 56.3
EGF_18 H10 211lq 0.09 1.2 1819.0 8_.9 55.1 ,9.] 50.0 51.6 51._ 57.8 55.1 5].] 51.5 47.b ,4.4 _2.8 41.7 ]9.7
EGFRIb,Hlt 21114 0,10 1,1 1822,1 68,0 .8.2 50,3 .3,2 45,4 g7,A 47,5 .9,6 55,a 58,3 57,7 55,1 54e8 51,9 06,2
EGF_Ib H!2 21114 0.11 0.9 1825.0 70.5 45.7 ,5.5 48=1 58.0 59.1 53.7 81.2 83.5 57.7 51.2 52.1 50o0 51.8 ,8.7 H
X
EGFRIb.Ht3 21813 55.87 9.3 238.8 97.5 73.2 8,.0 88., 88.8 8,.k 9m.7 90.8 87.1 8,.6 8_.1 83.5 82.3 79.0 78.8 ('3
E_F_16 HI_ 21113 55.88 8.9 239.8 98.4 83.0 87._ 89._ 89.0 89._ 90,0 91,2 89.] 8..8 77.0 79.9 8_.I 85.1 82.7
EGF_tS.M15 21813 55o88 8.9 241.2 101.5 83.5 87.0 89.3 89.9 91._ 92.1 93.2 90o8 91.0 88.9 88.3 87.5 88.8 85.5
EGF_t6.Mt8 21t13 55.54 53.1 ,e.8 100.1 93,8 90.3 90.7 89.0 88.1 83., 81.8 84.9 91.8 87.1 80.8 83.9 88.! 83.2
EGF_I6.Ht7 21113155.54 53.2 4_.b 98.2 89.7 89.0 91.7 92.0 90.9 68.1 87.5 85.8 88.3 85.7 87.5 87.7 86.2 84.8
EGFqI6.H18 21113159.88 1.5 1399._ 78.0 83.7 60.8 59.9 83.7 82._ 88.7 55.1 70.0 68.4 89.1 67.5 _6.3 6_.0 56.2
EGFqlb. Ht9 2181"! 0.38 1.3 1_2_.8 _8., 59.4 57.1 57.1 5,.3 5_._ 8m.5 59.3 58.A 55.7 54°7 51.b .9.5 ,7.0 _2.7
EGF_18._20 2111"1 2.14 1.2 1912.1 78.0 57.7 58.5 55._ 58.2 58.o _3.1 59.q 59.5 5,._ 52.8 54.8 50.b 48.8 ,_.3
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE • 122.5 deQ
I/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA S_ OSPL 0.10 _.13 _.%6 0.2_ _.2_ @.32 0._ 0.5e _.63 _.79 %.e 1.3 i.b 2._
TIME (deq) (m)
EGFRI7 Mel 21117136,IB 1e,6 21_,1 9qQ 86,2 88,2 qa,t 91,6 9_,_ qlo5 qe,l 8b,_ 8_,@ 8_,8 8t,3 7q,e 79,1 Be,3
EGFRI7 Me2 21817136,|6 1e,1 21b,8 99 1 82,3 85,8 88,7 _8,3 q_,p 8_,8 81,5 87,2 90,2 9_,1 87,9 8_,3 83,7 78,5
EGFR17 Me3 21117136,15 7,g 218,$ lee 5 82,_ 85,g 91,2 B7,6 86,_ 92,6 g0,8 92,5 g1,5 91.Q 88,7 8b,5 8_,6 82,2
EGFR17 Me_ 21817136.82 5.B _33.e ge 3 7_._ 73.5 72._ 72.3 73.e 71._ 75.4 79.I 8_.3 8_.9 82.5 8_.5 77.2 71.0
EGFR17 Me5 21817137,7" 3,e 727,6 81 7 B2,8 6_.7 63,7 56.7 55,_ 5bob _2.3 b_,] 68,B b8.5 66,7 B_,B 61.2 5_.g
EGFRI? Me6 21117137._ 2.5 8B_.b 75._ bl.8 b_.e b_.5 55._ 5F._ 56._ b_.B b_.b b_.8 _Q.9 b2.b b_.7 6_.B b2.7
EGFRI7 Me7 21117138.6_ 2.e 11e_,3 77,1 b8.# 6Q.8 b5,Q a3,8 b3,k e3._ be,% 5q.q 59,1 61.6 63.2 63.2 58.5 55.0
EGFRIT,Me8 21117139o38 I,b 1351,e 78,5 bT,e 68,5 59,6 59,_ 55,o 5_,1 be,8 B_,8 61,6 60,3 b3,2 61,3 65,2 _1,_
EGF_t7.M_9 211171_eo_7 1,_ 1571.1 71.8 56._ 57.5 56,_ 52.5 51._ 52._ 57.Q 5_ ! 56.8 57.5 55.0 55.8 5_.I _.8
EGF_I7,MIB 211171_e,8_ 1,2 1815,'7 68,7 52,7 51,_ 5e,9 51,7 _q,u 52,q 52,8 AS 7 _6,1 Qb,1 _3,Q _,B _1,q 3g,7
EGF_IT,MI! 211171_B,85 1,_ 1818,7 6_,Q 53,2 _6,7 _7,_ _7,_ "5,% "Q,B 51,_ 52 5 50,B 53,Q 53,3 52,7 5e,7 _6,7
EGFRtT.M12 21117k_e. Bb ¢.9 1821.6 71.3 _B.? _7.5 51.e 55.1 57._ 53.7 6e._ 62 7 62.7 57.5 5,.2 52.1 _Q.Q _.1 _
EGFRIT,MI3 2t1171_6o_@ _,I 2_b,5 1B$,2 78,7 88,6 87,8 83,7 87,_ 9U,7 _3,! _2 Q q2,3 92,1 9B,7 88,5 85,2 8e,g
EGFqlT,MI_ 21117136,91 8,7 2_q,2 _,? 8_,5 8_,2 '87,_ 89,5 88,? qe,a 87,g 78 8 86,3 _,7 q2,_ 86,2 8_,8 8u,6
EGFqlT,M15 2t117136,_ 6,9 25e,7 leQ,_ 82o8 geoI 8g,e 92,2 91,_ qB,_ 97,9 9B,1 _5,1 q_,_ q2,3 91,6 9_,7 88,1
EGFqIT,M16 _1117136|5a 56,q _5,2 118,_ R_,2 _5,7 88,7 9b,_ teq,m 11_,B 11e,e 1_5,3 1_8,_ le_,2 le_,3 1¢3,B 1e3,9 1e1,7
EGF_IT,MI7 21117136,5_ 5b,_ _5,1 1_e,5 _1,1 _b,6 _,1 _2,6 _2,k 85,5 82,2 83,_ 87,7 B8,_ 83,3 8_,_ 86,1 82,5
EGF_IToMI8 211171_e.Se 1.5 1_ee.2 7_._ 62.3 _.8 b2.6 71.e 72.k 71.1 _.1 b3.9 62._ 58.1 57.e 5g._ 56._ 53.5
EGFRIT,M19 211171"1o19 1,3 t62B,2 75o8 6e,e 63,e b2,_ 6.,6 61,. 62,6 b7,6 68,. _7,g 61,9 58,5 5B,3 55,5 51,0




b.) DIRECTIVITY ANGLE x 122.5 deg
1/] OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES {kHz}
FILENAHE RECEIVE 8ETk $R OSPL 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.20 0.25 0.32 0._0 0.50 0.63 0.79 1.0 1.3 1.6 2.0
TIM[ (dig] (m}
llelqll ll_llllllllllllll ¢lllmll II !l II I II I • • • P • l • I II
EGFRIBoH01 21129158o28 10.1 216.1 99._ 8_.5 86.9 91.1 91o_ 92.Q 90.2 91.2 86.0 8_.2 77.8 78.7 79.0 78.5 78.0
EGFRZB.H02 21120858m29 9.6 218.9 100.5 86.0 87.7 87.7 88.8 91.7 88.6 8_.7 8,.9 91.1 90.6 90._ 88.2 86.7 81.7
EGFRIB.H03 21120158o29 7.5 220.2 105.9 80.8 85.1 89.4 90.5 86oT q6.E g_.1 97.8 9_.9 93.5 91.2 92.7 88.7 87.1
EGFRtE.NZ_ 2ti20158.qb _.8 _35.3 9_.$ 7_.7 7_.6 7_.3 73.7 7_.X 72.3 79.3 83.8 8_.3 86." 86.9 88.3 80.7 72._
EGFRIS.H05 21120i59.89 2.9 730.0 87.5 71." 67.0 65.9 62.1 b2._ 6,.1 69.9 75." 75.6 80.6 81.9 79." 75.9 70.2
EGFRLBmN_6 211211 0.06 2._ 88E.2 85.2 62.2 65.8 b6.2 61.5 65._ 65.0 72.6 72.0 76.2 77._ 7_.0 72.8 70.0 67.8
EGFRIBoH07 211211 0.77 1.9 1112.0 76.7 b2ol 6_._ b2.5 6].0 6_.¢ 62.6 b1.9 b3." 65.1 65o_ _5.6 68.7 b0.5 57.8
EGFR18.H_8 211211 1.53 1.6 1353.8 83.1 65.0 71.3 6_.5 60.8 56.1 56.2 58.8 6".3 b6,_ b5.8 _.6 66.5 65.3 5_._
EGFR18.H09 2112_1 2.23 1.3 1573.9 75.3 5Gob 56o2 56.fi 52.6 5_._ 5_.4 57.2 60.3 b1.2 60.0 61.2 57.3 5_.5 50.8
EGF_8.H10 211211 2.99 1.2 1818.6 68.3 52e6 53.8 53.5 50.9 51.k 5_.0 53.3 50.1 _5o9 "6.3 _5.9 ,5.9 _1.8 39a8
EGFRIBeHII 211211 3.0_ 1.2 1821.6 66.9 50.5 50o7 _9.6 _,.8 "3._ _6._ ,9.6 5_.b 5].8 53.0 51.7 52.6 _9.9 _5.2
EGFqlB.HI2 21121 3_01 _.9 182_.5 71.7 _.1 50.5 56.0 50.6 57._ 60.q 6_.7 hi.5 62.2 56.9 55._ 55.8 _6.7 _5.] H
EGFRISoHI_ 21120 59.02 8.7 2"8.5 101.0 78._ 82.6 89.1 91.6 85.k 9_.6 90.9 91.3 90._ 91.8 88.] 87.5 85.1 82._
EGFRIB.HI_ 21120 59.0, 8.3 251.3 100._ 85._ 89.0 87._ 92.2 92._ 9108 91.7 90.0 82._ 7b.9 8_.7 89._ 87°_ 8_1
EGFR_SoM_5 21120 59o0_ 6._ 252.8 100._ 80.8 79_8 8_.8 89.$ 88._ 91.3 90.7 90.9 91_1 91._ 89.9 89.7 87.6 89.1
EGFR18oHIb 21120 58.60 57.0 _3.0 112.1 9_., 97.5 93._ 86.9 97.% t05._ 1_6.'7 103.7 102.5 ]_.2 9q.b 99.P 97.] 96o7
EGFR18.H17 21120 58o68 57.1 _3.0 107.6 88._ 98o3 93o0 88._ 83o_ q_.q 1B0.8 102.b 100._ 91.6 qEo_ q_._ 95.2 91a7
EGFqlB.HI8 21121 2.65 1.5 1"02.8 75.7 58.8 65.6 b3.9 63._ bl._ 59.] 61.2 6".2 62.2 63.6 63.2 57.5 5_." 52.5
EGFRIS.H19 21121 ].3" 1.3 1623.0 70.6 56.] 60.7 5".I 57.0 bl.1 63._ b_.3 60.1 57._ 57.5 53.6 52._ _9.0 _6.1
EGFR18._20 21121 _.12 1.1 187_.7 73.2 _o" bl.2 58.8 _o_ 6_._ 6_._ 58.8 58.5 _1.2 59._ 5_.2 50.3 50.8 _6.6
uJ
"J DIRECTZVZTY ANGLE • 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE 8ANO CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHr]
FZLENAHE RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0,10 0,13 3,16 ¢,20 _.25 _.32 a,_O 0m50 0,63 0,7g lo0 1,3 1,6 2,0
TIHE (deg) (m]
EGFR201H01 2112_1_0,2_ 21,R 228,b 100o6 85,6 86,q 90,1 88,_ 90°? 87o_ 88o5 g0,6 92,1 90,0 86,2 86,1 85,2 86o5
EGFR20,H_2 211291_0,2_ 21,_ 238,8 99,3 8_,5 85,4 83,3 78o6 81,9 86,_ _2,6 94,0 93,8 8_,3 85,6 85,6 81,8 8_,1
EGFR20,H03 21129140=22 19,_ 229,? 102,_ 83_0 7g,_ 89,_ 88e_ 92.k _O,q q],l 96_0 93,2 ql,9 q0,6 91_1 87o3 _5,7
EGFR_o H_ _112_1_0,8_ 11,1 _38,3 8_,3 75,_ 78,9 75.3 72,8 72,_ 75,6 7Rol 83,3 82,8 80,8 76o0 73,3 ?e,9 68,5
EGF_20 H05 211291_1,73 6.6 729,5 82,1 67,6 66,1 66,8 b3,5 65,_ 69,8 _q,5 70,5 7_,_ 70,8 67,5 67,6 65,_ 59o8
EGFR20 H06 211291_1,91 5,_ 88_,7 81,7 62.7 65,5 6_,1 66,3 6_,_ 66,_ 66,_ 67,2 6q,3 69,_ 71,1 6q,5 66,0 59,1
EGF_20 H07 2112_1_2,bl _.3 t1_9,7 82o2 6_,9 b8,8 71.7 68,3 6_.? 6_,5 70.2 67,8 71,I 71.8 6_,8 72,0 68o7 6_,6
EGFR_ H_8 2112_1_3.37 3,6 135_._ 86.1 6_.5 62.5 5_,2 61.6 62.1 71.6 76.2 77.5 7_3 7_.2 77,1 75 7 69,_ 5_.0
EGFR20_M¢9 2112_1_,05 3,1 157_,7 6g,8 58 0 56,q 52,8 51,1 5_,_ 53,G 55,8 57,q 58,_ 57,8 55,5 555 53,7 _R,b
EGFR20.Hl_ 2112_I_,85 2,7 1815,2 66,_ 57 _ 56,3 58,_ 55,8 51,_ 5_ 2 _q°3 50,8 50,7 51,7 _8,2 _7,9 _5,9 _0_6
EGFR20,Mll 2112_1_,8_ 2,7 1818,2 k5._ 55 _ 5Z._ 5_,_ 50,6 _5,_ _8 3 _q.] 53,0 57,9 58,7 56,8 56,6 51,6 _5,_ 1.3:1
EGFq_O,H12 2112_1_,8q 2,_ 1820,9 7_,7 _ 0 _8°8 58,3 59,0 57,q 63 7 55,3 62,2 57,¢ 55,8 5_.2 5_,5 51,2 _2o6
EGFR20,_l] 2112q1_0,_5 19._ 258°_ 102.3 81._ 80,q 91,3 88.9 q2,_ 92 2 _3,1 93,2 93,_ 92._ 91,3 9_,0 86.b 83,1
EGFR2_,MI_ 2112q1_0,_6 18._ 251.2 102.7 8_,6 87.7 85,7 85,0 8_,k 85,_ _3,_ q7,5 g6,6 9_,0 RI._ _0,_ 87,_ 85,R
EGFR2_,H15 21X291_,9_ 17,1 260.7 95.8 75,6 79.5 8_,_ 8_,G 8_,_ 85,2 86,8 87,1 86,_ 87,8 85,6 83.9 82,1 80,7
EGFR20,_l_ 2112q1_0,9_ 57,7 I_0,5 107,1 82,2 87.1 83,2 82,9 _],_ 101,0 101,2 _7,1 _,_ q5,q 9!,q 92,1 91,7 qO,_
EGFR2_.Ht7 2112_1_,9_ 57,7 1_R,_ 1_7,0 8_.5 87.2 82=8 83,I q3,¢ 1_1,5 1_2,1 q6,6 q6,_ R?ot _],6 91°0 _1,6 9_,1
EGFR20,H18 2112q1_,_1 3,5 1399,_ 85,_ 67,5 7_,7 71,1 75,7 76,P 77,_ 77,5 75,2 75°_ 68.9 65,1 62°1 5_,7 56,_
EGFR20,HIq 2112_1_5,16 3,0 1618,8 80._ 66,2 57,7 b8°9 72,_ 7_,X 7_,7 68.5 _6,5 _,7 60.1 5_.2 58,_ 55.7 _.3
EGFR2_,_ 21129:_5,q] 2,6 1867.3 78,7 6_,7 67,2 68,2 70,0 7_,t 72,_ 55,9 b2,q bS,q 62,6 5_,_ 52._ 5P._ a7,7
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE # 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BANO CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FXLENAHE _ECEIVE BETA SR OSPL _,t¢ _.13 _,16 0,2_ ¢.2_ _.32 ¢,89 _,5_ _,63 _,79 t,P 1,3 1,8 2,_
TIME (deg) (_)
EGF921,_¢l 21133813,89 2€,8 219,5 1_,8 81,_ 85.3 q_,5 q0,9 8_._ _,2 _2,8 92,_ 92,3 qt,l 86._ _8,2 85._ 83,8
EGF921,H_2 21133113.89 19,_ 2B1,8 99,q 82,_ 8¢.8 8q,& 81,1 83._ 87,6 95.5 95,5 q2,q 8_,5 85o3 8_,2 8_.8 82,5
EGFR21,HO3 21133113,87 17,8 221,_ 103,_ 83,_ 78,9 90o_ 88,8 92,_ 92,8 98,1 93,q 98o6 95.9 92o7 qt,7 68,5 86,6
EGFR21.M_8 21133118,55 13,_ 832,8 98,5 75,8 77,1 80,9 7b,3 76,_ 81,8 87,7 91,_ 89,9 87,9 83,7 82.2 81,_ 78,8
EGF_21.M¢5 21133115,51 b,¢ 727,2 83,8 83,8 68,5 b7,_ 66,3 bS,q 63,_ 87,1 7€,3 b9.2 bb,¢ 88,_ 67,¢ 72,8 68,0
EGF921.H06 21133115,71 8,9 888,5 85,q E6.Q 65,1 bgoi b6.3 kS._ 8Q,8 71,b 76,0 79,1 78,8 79,0 7&.1 72,7 b7,1
EGF921,H_7 21133816,86 3.9 11$1,6 79,_ b6,2 b8,8 b9.8 b6,8 bT,p 59,3 62,6 65,6 68,8 69,9 69,8 b7,5 8b,_ 8_o_
EGFR2t,H_8 21133117,27 3,2 1355,€ 87,7 68,8 b5,3 bT,g b8,$ bq,k 7_,7 73.2 77,8 79,6 81.1 8_,1 78,7 7_.3 85,8
EGF921,_9 21133117,99 2,7 157_,8 71.8 58,5 56,8 56,6 52.1 55,7 57.9 6¢,3 _1,q _2_8 61,9 61,8 57,3 55_1 89,_
EGFR21,HI¢ 21133118,81 2,8 1823 8 65,3 52_8 52,5 51,9 55o3 51.R 5],8 5€,7 51,5 G9,8 _8,8 95,9 _3.8 _1.9 38_7
EGFR21oHII 21133118,82 2,_ 182_ _ 68,8 51.9 8_,8 51,2 88,5 88,_ 88,8 5€,9 58,1 56,8 57.5 5_,6 51.7 5¢,6 88o5
EGF921_Hl_ 21133118,83 2ol 1829 1 73,8 52_2 52,3 6_o6 bt,8 b3,X 59,6 61,3 83,6 8€,8 61,3 58.1 57,3 52.7 87,2 I-4
EGFRZI. H13 21133118,82 17o_ 289 3 1€2,2 78,2 79,6 89,6 85,5 9_,_ 92,3 92,5 95,1 95,6 93,7 89.8 89,_ 88_8 86,_ (-_
EGF92I.H18 21133118,62 17,5 251 7 1€€,_ 88,8 83,8 B_,8 _0.9 77.9 87,8 92.8 98,8 92.1 86 I 92,8 88,3 86,8 82,2
EGF9_|. X15 21133118,8_ 15,8 251 5 98,9 75,5 78.8 79,6 88,5 83,Q 8k,6 85.2 85,9 88,¢ 85 7 83,8 79.8 78,8 78,8
EGFR21, Hi6 Z1133118,55 5b,2 91 I 11_,_ 87_1 8_8 85,1 98.3 1¢1,_ _€8.1 98,3 1_1,8 tRS,b 99 9 97,5 98,7 98,8 98,7
EGFR2I HI7 21133118o55 56,2 91 € 98,8 9_,_ 87,¢ 86,8 88,_ 76,_ 81,_ g€,1 98,¢ 91,9 83 3 83,3 81.1 86,3 82,_
EGF921, H18 _1133118_38 3,1 18_2,9 8¢,5 88,1 b9.3 72,1 7€,3 _7,_ 88,1 e8,6 7¢,8 70,8 83 b 8€,8 8€,8 58.1 52.5
EGF_21, Ht9 21133119,1_ 2,7 18_8.7 81,8 68.€ 68,9 7_,2 71_9 78,X 75_9 75.6 e6,5 6_,1 83 8 58,_ 58,8 58._ 51,6




o_ DIRECTIVITY ANGLE • 122.5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTE_ FREQUENCIES CkHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL OeLg gol3 B.16 0.2€ g.2_ ¢.32 _.4g _.59 0.63 _o79 1.0 1.3 1.6 2.¢
TIME {deg) (_}
EGFR22.Hgt 21136149.55 34.7 26_.3 99.3 ?Sot 83.8 88.g 87.3 8_._ 8q.6 89._ 88.9 91._ 87._ 85.6 83.2 82.7 82.2
EGFR22.H02 211361_q.55 34.1 265.7 98.5 78.Z 76.8 78.3 85.1 91._ 9_.2 92.1 85.1 9_.1 83.5 83.3 8R.5 79.8 77.9
EGFq22.H03 ZLI36149o52 32.6 262.g 161.g 78.6 89.9 89.1 91.1 g_.Q 11o7 92._ q2.5 93.1 89.R 86.5 86._ 83._ 89.2
EGFR22.Hg_ 21136159oe2 19.! 45_o7 93.8 73.1 75.6 72.0 76.g 78._ 85.5 87.7 85.6 78._ 8_.6 82.0 79.7 78.3 76._
EGFR22.HB5 2!136159.88 11.6 738.5 83.1 67.6 69.3 67._ 64.3 67._ 7_o2 77.g 75o_ 71.6 69._ 67.9 68.5 66.9 62.g
EGFR22._g6 2!13615!.98 9.6 892.7 86.3 68.7 7¢.8 71.9 67.5 6qo_ 7_.5 78.2 79.q 77o5 73.2 69.8 7g.7 63.g 65.]
EGFR22,HB7 21136151.79 7.7 _117,g 82,3 6_._ 7_,3 68._ 65.3 5_._ 66.1 69,4 7_,8 76,_ 75.1 6_,3 62,8 66,_ 58.3
EGFR22.Ha$ 21136152.58 6.3 1358._ 77.9 62.a 63.3 65.2 6_.3 68.k 67.2 67.1 71o_ 71.1 69.8 66.6 61.9 57.€ 53.6
EGF_22.H_9 21136153.29 5._ 1578 7 7_._ 58.1 6_.1 6_._ 57.3" 53._ 55.5 58.7 62.2 6_.8 62._ 58._ 55.7 51.2 _7.8
EGFR2_.HI_ 21136i5_._5 5,_ 1838 9 69,8 5_,6 6_.5 62,1 61,9 59,? 57,6 55,7 56,_ 57,7 55,3 _9,5 _9,2 _6,1 _1,7
EGFR22.H11 2113615_._6 5._ 1841 9 68.9 57.4 56.2 57._ 55.6 5_.¢ 51.2 S4o_ 57.4 6_.3 62.7 57.6 56.P _9.1 42.7 _11_
EGFR_2.H12 2113615_._7 4.7 184_ 1 75.2 58.5 62.1 65.5 67._ 65._ 66o_ 6_.7 61._ 5_.2 59_9 57.8 57.7 52.8 _6." H
EGFR2_oH13 2113615_.22 31,_ 289 7 1_._ 78,_ 7_,8 86,_ 86,8 91,1 9_,1 9_,4 9_,_ 9_,_ 89,3 88.7 88o_ 86,2 8_,8
EGFR22.HI_ 21136i50.23 31._ 2_1.3 99.5 69.9 69.5 82o9 q_.2 _3,_ 91.5 86.3 92.5 87.3 89.1 86.4 85.5 83.e 81.5
EGF_22oH15 2113615_18 29,5 288,2 _2,_ 71,7 77.6 81,5 81.5 8_,_ 83,6 83,4 82_6 8],_ 8],8 7_,2 78,_ 76,6 75,7
EGFR22.H16 2113615_o53 57,7 178o3 107.5 73,8 8_.7 94,0 95.6 _7,_ 93._ 1_¢,3 95,_ le_.7 98,7 96,_ 96,2 95o! 92._
EGFR22.H17 2113615_.53 57.7 178.3 16_.5 84._ 77.8 84.6 93.2 _5._ _6,6 q_.8 99.8 94.7 93.8 91.e qR.2 87._ 87.,
EGF_22.H18 2_11615_m6_ 6.1 14_6.2 7_o1 65.8 7_.1 73.8 6_.3 68.q 65,8 67.! 63.5 63._ 62.7 6_._ 5_.1 57.5 5_.8
EGF_22.Hl_ 2113615_.36 5.3 1626.6 77.3 63.2 61.7 62.1 66.1 67._ 7_._ 7_.2 66,_ 59.7 57.6 58.5 55°2 55._ _7.2
EGF_22.H2_ 21136155.17 4.6 1875.1 78.8 63.3 63o_ 65.5 6_.3 7_._ 7_o_ 7_.2 69.5 63._ 62.6 6_.6 6a.3 54._ _9o_
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE • 122.5 deg
I/3 OCTAVE BiND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kMz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0,1P B,13 8,18 0,20 _.2_ _.32 _,QO _,5B _,83 _,79 1.0 1,3 1,b 2,_
TIME (deo] (_]
m_m__mI_m_m_m_um_m__m_m_mm__D_mm_m__m___
EGFR23 M_! 211{BI12,57 3]._ 256.7 9q,7 82,7 86,3 B8,6 88,3 Bq.T gl,b 92,2 91,7 QI,2 86,g 85,6 8_,0 82,2 81,9
EGFR23 MB2 211{ei|2,56 3215 258,_ 9g,q A2,9 78.1 75,6 81,3 8q,I qu,6 ql,5 88,8 q1,2 88,7 86,6 83,I 81,q 79,3
EGFR2] M33 211_0112,52 38.9 258,8 tBI,R 78.5 88,B 88,2 89,8 8q,k q3,b 93,7 9_,1 g1,7 88.6 86,5 83.b 82,g 81,2
EGFR2],MD_ 211QPI13,88 17,q _51.5 9_,I 72,0 73.5 70,6 78,9 76,A 85.9 89,3 85,Q 7q,8 8Q,_ 77,3 79,3 75.6 73,7
EGFR23 M85 211_8113199 1_8 738.5 83._ 70.8 bb,7 86,1 85,_ bq,% 71,2 75,1 78,5 7_,_ 71,1 71._ 72._ b5,P b1,6
EGF_2] M08 21:_011_.28 889 8g_,a 88.Q 78,7 bg,5 7_,0 88.3 73._ 7q,Q 82,8 81,3 79.2 73,2 73._ 75o7 78,1 67._
EGFq23 M07 21 _BIIQ.95 7,1 1128,2 88,2 68,g 71.7 72,2 bq,3 5q,€ bB,Q 71,8 89o7 69,9 bT,b 65.1 59.1 56,3 53,3
EGFR23.M08 21 _115,77 5,8 1383.1 81,5 63,_ 81,1 62,_ bB,2 82,_ 78,_ 7_,1 75,9 75.7 7_,7 71,3 6_,7 6_,€ 81,_
EGFR23 M_9 2! 48116,51 5,_ 158_.8 7].6 h2,8 63.5 6]eq 59,9 62._ b_6 8_,_ 82_6 65,5 6Q._ 89.6 57._ 55,_ _7,8
EGF_23 MI9 21 _0117,3Q q,_ 1831,6 bg,9 57_2 82,3 68,q b_,2 5q._ 5q,! 58,5 Bb,3 56.8 57,3 52,8 58,_ _5,2 _1,5 _'_
EGFR2_ MI! 21 _0117.35 _,3 183_.b 68,5 57.9 58.7 57.8 55.8 55._ 53.2 55,q 57,9 80._ 61.2 56.7 51 0 _6.Q _2.5
EGFR23 MI2 21 Q0117,36 Q,1 1836.9 75.2 57.] 6b, I 87._ b7, t b_,X b6.q 65,5 81,8 5q,_ 61,2 57_8 53 ] 5B,6 _,_ I-_
>€
EGFR23,M13 21 _B_1_,28 2_,8 282,0 181,8 81.q _,b 91.1 86,6 87.1 92.] _.1 9_,_ 91,1 _8,1 q_._ 87 9 86,2 8_,5
EGFR23 MI_ 21 _11_.28 29,_ 283,7 €q,3 7_,1 87._ 81,_ 88,5 _5._ q_,5 8_,0 98,_ 88.0 8_.8 85,3 83 6 88,2 8B,B
EGFR23,M15 21 _0113,22 27.8 281,8 q3,_ 7b.q 76.9 77,2 8_.8 8p,_ 87,2 85,9 8_,b 8_,7 82,5 7g,q 79 6 77,1 72,8
EGFR23,MIb 211_€113_53 57,8 lbb. B 188.8 72,3 8_,2 €2,_ g5,5 9q,_ 93,2 183,3 9q,3 1€1,7 gq,8 98.5 qB, ! gQ,_ 89 q
EGFR23,MI7 211_011].53 57,1 166,0 108,1 72,7 82,Q 86.3 97,5 9q,_ 91,8 qq,_ 98.7 180,0 gS,B 95,b 9],9 9_,3 ql 8
EGFR23,M18 211_8116888 5,7 1_1_,2 81.8 bb.7 71.B 7b,6 72,2 7_.9 7_,q 7_,G 72,8 81.! b8.0 81._ 87.5 5q.5 5_ b
EGFR2],Mlq 211_0117,62 Q,g 1632,B 78,6 58,b 85.8 7_,B 72,5 71,m 87,2 bb._ bTeQ- 86,3 58.7 58._ 62,] 57,Q Q9 6




O0 DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122o5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA 59 OSPL 0,10 0,13 _,16 0,23 0'.2_ _.32 _,_0 _,50 0,63 0,79 1,_ 1.3 1,6 2,9
TIME (deg) (m)
m u w g
EGF92_oHOI 211_3127,49 32,9 270,2 102,6 _1,_ 81,4 89,8 89,8 9_,_ 93,9 _5,5 91,9 91.9 gl.3 90,1 9_,7 B8,9 89,1
EGF92_oH_2 211_3827a_B 32,U 271.6 99.9 79.6 75,6 73.3 85,6 91,_ 9_11 _,6 88,5 89.6 86o2 86o0 84,9 82.2 8_.9
EGF924,HO] 2114_127,_4 ]9,8 268,] 100,_ 79,6 86,8 84,] 88,4 88_7 9_,8 q_,$ 91.7 9_.4 88,6 85,6 8b,? 83,9 81,5
EGFR24.HO_ 211_3827o9_ 18,] _61,9 94.6 76,7 75,9 72,7 eq,8 78,_ 90,4 88,5 86,9 81,3 85.3 78,3 81,5 75,2 7].2
EGF92U,H_5 211U3828o75 11,) 7_,2 87,3 6_,2 67,5 71,8 66,? 69,= 7_,_ 78,2 82.7 87,] 77._ 7_,] 73,7 69,1 63.9
EGFR2_,H_b 211_3128o90 9,_ 8_6o7 86,8 62,3 _8,7 _8,5 66,_ b_,_ 75._ 80,9 78.7 89,7 76,9 7_,1 77,1 73.1 b7,5
EGF92_,M07 218_12_,58 7,_ 1119,1 79,6 67,1 72,2 67,_ 66,1 _,q _2,5 _6,] 71,2 7_,5 7_o6 b2,_ 58,? 58,_ 51.].
EGFR2_sH_8 211_]130o]1 6,1 1158,5 78,_ e1.6 b6,1 6#,5 el t b_,k 85,5 6b,8 71,_ 71.9 72,5 b7,3 62,2 6U.6 57,5
EGF92GH09 211_3110o98 5,3 157b.9 7],_ bZ,? 61o8 59.0 5_ 7 57o7 57_7 5qoq _,0 6los 6_ _2o8 6_,S 5_,9 _9_
EGF924 H10 211_]151.7_ 4,b _82_.3 76,0 bloO _3.4 6]_8 b2 9 b5,_ b8.1 67,_ 66,_ _6,P b5,8 6_,7 _0o2 5],9 _5,8
EGF92_ Hll 211_1]1,75 _,b 182]o2 78,_ 5b,5 6_,7 58,6 55 ] 57,_ 59,7 bg,l b9,6 7_,1 72,8 67,_ b0.1 57._ _9,7
EGF_2_ H12 211438_1,7b _.] 1825.5 79,_ 6_.1 67.7 68,0 69 4 65._ 7_,8 75,1 _6.5 67,8 62,2 6_,1 55.9 52.2 49e9 I--I
:><
EGF92_ Ht] 211_312B,16 29,7 296,9 99,0 85,_ 8_,5 86,1 89 3 8R,q 88.6 91,5 99,3 88.7 87.1 87,_ 86,7 8_.9 81.9
EGF_2_H14 211_]128,15 29_] 298o_ 99.7 8_.] 76._ 79.9 82 9 q_,_ 91o_ 92,b 8_.7 9_o0 86.1 89,8 89._ 8_.8 8Y,_
EGFR2_ H15 211_]128.11 27,8 295,8 10].] 85,5 85,q 91,2 _2 _ 93,k 97,5 95 9 9_.2 q|,7 q_._ q],0 91.5 9_.2 88._
EGFq2_HI_ 21:_3:28,]8 58,2 172.8 104,_ 78,1 72.8 81,0 91 2 9_,¢ 99ol 94 8 92,Q 97,5 9_,1 99.9 89,9 87,9 87,]
EGF92_ HI? 2_8_3:28,]8 58,2 172,8 9Boa 82,6 8].5 75.5 7_2 7_,? 87,1 9] I 93,6 B5,] 90,3 83,_ 82._ 77,9 7q,G
EGF924 H18 21841811,38 b,_ 1_7,5 8_,8 68,] 7_.1 74,1 79 _ 77,i 7_,1 74 6 75.1 7],2 bB,_ 61.5 59.1 6].b 5_.]
EGF92_ H19 211"38_2.e5 5.2 1626,1 78,7 _],3 6_.1 _b.3 b6.5 7_,k 7m,g 72 7 68,7 eb,6 59,1 5_,7 54.5 51,9 _5,5
EGFq2_H2_ 211_3112.81 _.5 1872,4 82._ 69.6 70,7 75,5 72._ 75._ 7"._ 71 5 b8.2 67,_ _.3 b_,q _.3 _2,7 5_,3
OZRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122.5 de.
1/3 OCTAVE BAN_ CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL _.10 0.t3 0.16 g.20 _.2_ g.32 _m"O 0.5g 0.63 gmTq too 1.3 1.6 2o_
TIME (de.) (m)
EGFR25 H01 2t1_8119._ l=g 283.2 7q.] 68.3 7qoO 67.5 67.3 67._ 6_.3 57=7 57.3 5,.8 53._ 53,6 51.8 53." 51.0
EGFRZ5 H_2 211_811q=_2 1.6 286o3 76.1 5_8 65.8 66.2 62o7 56._ 55.0 56.7 57.5 56.0 57.9 55.5 5_.8 5"." 52o2
EGFR25 HO] 211_811qo02 _.1 289.3 95.2 80o2 80=5 7_eq 81.t 80.1 83.5 85.] 86.5 8".8 82.7 65.1 85o6 85.3 80.2
EGFR25 MOg Ztl"81tq.8! Roq 5!0.1 80.5 70.5 65=_ 67." 68.0 62.0 6_=" 64.2 7_.2 6?.9 6".3 62.5 65.6 68.1 61=2
E_FR25 H_5 211_6120.9_ a=6 8t2.9 q6.3 78.1 80.6 76.5 70.. 73.¢ 73.3 Be.2 85.0 87.6 88.9 69 3 80.3 83.9 76.1
EGFRZ5 H06 211,8121.2_ 0.5 97..6 96o_ 77.1 81.0 76.1 69.7 71._ 7..0 80.8 8a.q 86._ 88.8 8_ q 8_.6 7_.2 70.7
EGFR25 H_? 2t1_8122.02 _._ 12_6.1 70.7 56.! 63.6 5..1 5t.6 5_._ .5.. .8.8 53.3 53.8 56,6 57 7 55.2 50.7 .7.5
EGFR25 H08 _I1"8122o_t _.3 1_5_=0 68.7 "7." "5._ ._.6 _6.0 "3._ 5_.8 55.5 62.2 58.5 56., 58 " 63., 57._ .6.3
EGFR25 H_ 211_811_.6_ _.3 !513.8 6_.7 53_8 ,8.0 "5.5 _5o3 "3. I ".,T _q.7 5".t 56.8 57=_ 55.7 55.6 50.2 _3.7
EGFRE5 HI_ 211981!go55 _.] !731.9 68.! ,6.8 "t.] _5,6 50.5 .6,_ 5..8 b_.! 55o6 5_.6 5t.8 .8.7 50.0 ,2.8 3q..
EGFR25oHI! 2tla81tq.5= 0.3 173".6 67.t _6o2 =2o0 "3.1 _2.3 "6.P 51.7 52.5 53_" 5q." 62.! 55.q 50.7 ,_.7 "!o" _.
EGFR25.Ht2 211"811_.55 0.0 t737." 73=_ ,".q .5.3 ,5o7 5..7 55.? 61._ 66._ 6=.5 68.0 6_.5 58.5 55.5 ,7.0 "".2 H
EGFR_SoM13 211"8119o7_ 1.7 3t".0 _!.6 72.3 ?I.! 73.q 75=9 8I.R 6t.I 82.8 82.0 63.5 82.6 7_.5 80.5 7q.1 7_._ ('3
EGFR25.HI_ 2tl_81!_.Tt 1.5 317.1 88.3 78.t 79., 77.8 76.6 75.1 7T.t 72.3 73.6 7n.6 T1._ 70.7 73.2 73._ 71.6
EGFR25.H15 211_811_.72 0.0 ]2a.1 86.8 76.t 7q=7 73.9 75.1 76.e 76.? 77._ ?].q 6R.? 66o_ b_.! 71.3 72.7 67.3
EGFR25oHI6 Z1188118.8_ 7.5 62.0 96.0 85.0 8,=0 82.6 8,.6 85.k 87.€ 92.9 8_=q 86.8 8q.g 85.1 8".1 81.8 81.1
EGFR25oH17 _11,8118o8_ 7.5 6Z,2 96.1 88.q 87.q 85.5 86=9 87.k 87.q 8q.5 62.1 q!.6 87.7 85.7 85.1 86.1 8_._
EGFRZS.H18 211_812_=q5 0.3 1_99.7 87.6 53.1 ,9.5 51._ 55_5 53.k 5,.7 5g.5 57.6 56=] 52.3 51=" g6.2 "5." _l.t
EGFRZS.HI9 211_812g.77 Z.3 17Z5.3 73.1 _9.8 _8." "7.3 5".5 6_.1 63.6 61.2 6_,0 6U._ 58.8 56.0 5_.8 "6.7 ,5.2
EGFR2S.H20 211_8125.67 _.2 1979ol 67.9 _6.g 51.6 53.0 5".2 63._ 58." 56.0 57.1 53.0 _6.5 _6.8 ,3.6 "2.2 37.6
,,,j
co
o DIRECTIVITY ANGLE • 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE 8AND CENTER FREQUENCIES [kHz)
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETA SR OBPL 0.10 3,13 3,16 0m23 0,2_ 0.32 0m40 0,50 _,63 0,79 1,0 t,3 1,6 2,0
TIHE [deg) [m)
_ugwm_ew_wwuegq_uuQm_mD_w_g_ueImIomwO_I_uR_uIum_n_m_l_Im_lm_mu_m_u9m_mm_naw_e_I___u_Dw
EGFRE6oHOI 21152121,06 2,8 213,8 95.1 86,5 82.1 81,2 82o6 81,q 84,7 87.5 83,2 79,] 7_,4 73,9 7],9 72,1 71,3
EGFR26.H02 21152121,38' 2,4 216,8 97,3 86,9 83.0 83,8 81,1 8_,n 81.3 8_,2 82.8 8_,0 8],3 85,3 84,3 85,6 8_,9
EGFR26,H33 21152121,39 0,3 219,6 130,6 84,7 79,6 82,3 87,2 90,m 93,6 95,2 91,3 8_,5 89,8 8_,2 88,2 85,0 80,5
EGFR26oHS_ 21152121,77 1,2 _35,3 85,5 79,2 78.2 70.0 62,5 57,I 59,1 68o_ 67,3 72,8 77,0 76,2 75.2 74,4 69,5
EGVRE6oME5 2|152122o70 0,7 730o9 78,1 55,5 59,8 5_,I 50,5 52,_ 56,2 6_,0 67,5 71.8 7_,0 68,9 69,2 60,5 56.7
EGFR26,.H06 21152122o87 3,6 887,3 78,9 55,6 61,6 54,1 52,6 50._ 56,9 6_,0 67,6 69,7 73,8 71,_ 69,5 65,2 58,6
EGFR26,H07 21152123,$9 0,5 1113,3 72.8 61,7 59,7 55,4 52.8 54.1 52,6 52,! 54,8 59,6 64.2 6_,4 57,5 59,1 52.1
EGFR26,H08 2115212_,35 0,_ 1555.3 70,3 49,6 53,4 _5,9 _7,6 _5,P 49,7 56,8 59,9 63,3 64,9 60,6 58,7 52,7 _5,1
EGFR26,H39 21152125,05 0o3 1575.6 66,1 47o8 54,_ 48,9 _8,4 _3,_ 48,9 52,7 53,7 56,0 58,8 56,5 56,3 52,6 45,7
EGFR26,H10 21152125,82 0,3 1820,3 63,9 _5,0 50,6 48,1 51,8 _8,k 50,3 5_,0 _8,9 49,6 5_,5 _5.2 _8,3 _3,1 38,2
EGFR26,Hll 21152125o83 3,3 1823,_ 65o2 _4,6 48o6 _4,5 U3,1 41,k _4o_ 52,6 52,_ 54,8 60,7 54,7 56,9 "7,1 36,9 U
EGFRE6,H12 2115212S.8_ 3,0 1825,5 72.8 _8,0 54,7 59,5 59,1 59,X _R._ 63,1 64,0 64,5 86,_ 57,_ 52,3 48,1 _.7 H
EGFR26_H13 21152121,8_ 2,4 246,8 97,6 80,4 79,0 79.3 8_,2 84,? 86,6 89,7 90,1 87,5 86,2 83,2 87,8 82,2 81.7 ('3
EGFR26,H14 2115_121,85 2,1 249,8 130.1 80.4 8_,2 86,9 87,8 ql,o 93.8 92,1 93,5 87,3 87,1 82,1 77,7 7_,7 80,0
E_FR26,H15 21152121,86 0,3 252,6 102,1 79,4 87,9 90,1 88,0 9_,_ 95,1 94,2 9_,3 89,2 89,3 93,6 89,S 90.5 88,2
EGFR26,M16 21152121_16 57,6 11,1 126,6 98,_ 105,2 10_,6 108.7 115,_ t21,3 11_,9 115,_ 114,q 112,3 111.4 113,3 111,7 ]10,0
EGFR26,H17 21152121,16 57,6 11.1 102,5 9_,9 92,9 9_,4 95,0 _2.q 90,2 89,1 88o8 89,9 88.0 88.5 88,1 86,9 86,3
EGFR26,H18 _1152125,50 0,_ 140_,4 76,8 64,3 67,6 68,6 63,3 6_,X 67.6 69,1 66,_ 62,7 62,3 57o0 55,_ 58,1 51,8
EGFR26,H19 21152126.20 0,3 162_,6 73,2 62,8 62,_ 61,0 60,_ 6_,k 6_,9 63,0 63,6 63,6 62,3 53,4 52,6 5_,6 _7,5
EGFR26.H20 21152126,98 3,3 1872o5 70,5 60,5 5_,5 59,_ 57,5 60,_ 6_.1 62,0 62,6 61,4 56,0 51,6 50,3 48,0 41.q
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE s 122.5 _eQ
1/3 OCTAVE 8A_D CENTER FREQUENCZES {_Hz]
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0.10 _.13 0.16 B.20 _.2_ €.32 _._0 _.50 _.63 0.7q 1._ 1.3 1.6 2.P
TI_E (deg) €_)
m m m m mmImw==_mmm=m===mm_=m==m=mm=mm=m=mmm ==mQmw =o==_m=mmm=m m_=mmm==mm==m==mm_m=mmm=m=mmmmam=_m =mm_m_mmm=mmmmmmDm==m m =_mm=m_mm=mm_
EGFR27o_l 211551_t.57 6.3 215.5 98.7 78.2 8].0 87._ gl.B 9!.S qt.q 9_.8 85.1 79.0 75.8 76." 7".g 76.0 7b.8
EGFR27._32 211551_3.58 5.R 218.3 q?.] 81.7 82.1 82.9 8R.3 8q._ Fs.q 85.0 82.2 F].2 83.U 85.9 85.6 83.8 79.7
EGF_27.M_3 211558_3.58 3.8 22¢.5 102.3 80.6 80.7 79.5 89.9 q5.k qTo_ g5.0 88.3 9_.2 88.5 86.1 8b°6 8b.7 8_._
EGFR27 H_, 211551_o2_ 3.0 ,35.4 q1.6 7_.0 7_.7 67.9 b6.7 6_.Q b8.7 75.q 82.@ 83o7 82.1 8_,1 83._ 81.6 75._
EGFR27 X_5 211551_5,1_ 1o8 729.7 77,0 56,1 60.q 59.g 5b,_ 56._ 5K.8 66,q b9.1 70,3 68.2 bS,_ 68,7 61,_ 56,6
EGF_2? H_b 211551_5.31 1._ 885.2 76.2 59.2 59.8 58.q 57._ 55.A 57.q 65.1 65.3 t_._ 8].g 66.2 68.] 82.1 55.1
EGF_27 X_? 2115Sl,b|e1 1.2 111¢._ 70.5 58.b 6].9 52.7 51._ 5_._ 5_.8 52.7 53.8 S6o_ 63.1 55.0 5b.2 52._ _6._
EGF_27 H_8 211551"6.75 1._ 1351._ 71.6 52._ _9.8 _5.0 _.7 _7._ 5U.? Y8._ Sq.U 61.7 6_.8 65.6 6g.? 52._ _7._
EGF_27 XOq 21155 _7._$ 0.8 157_.9 67._ 52.2 q9.0 _7.6 50.2 51._ _7.8 5_.6 55.6 56.7 58.2 56.1 5_.0 _9.5 _.5
EGFq2? H10 21155 "8.18 _.7 181_.8 bl._ "7.0 _"o3 _q.? 51,_ 52°? _q.2 _8.0 _2.3 _2._ "2._ _,_ _2.0 _0.8 35,7
EGFR2? H11 21855 _8.19 _.7 1817.8 61.] .6.9 _1.0 _.9 Rio8 _6._ _2.5 _"._ _6.6 ,9.1 5_.2 51.8 _9.7 "5.1 37.q
EGFR27 HI_ 21155 .8.2_ 0.5 18_0.8 7_.8 _2.3 51.7 53.? 55.1 5_.k 60 6 b?._ 68.2 6_.. 59.7 58.1 56.3 _g.6 ,q.O
EGFq27.HI_ 21155 _.]2 5.5 2_8.b 1_0.] 6,.1 7,._ 8_.0 q_.¢ _._ 8_ 7 93._ 8_.] _@.2 88.3 88.0 87.0 8b._ 81o2
EGF_2? H1, 211551_.33 8,2 251.5 100.b _._ 9_.2 85.b _.9 91._ q2.5 _.5 q_oO 82o8 ??.2 _b.U 90.1 89.] 82._
EGF_2? H15 2115_1"_,32 ],] 253,? 105,1 81o2 8_,6 8b,8 g2,2 g"oA 95 8 98,5 R5,3 g" I _5o2 g2,8 91,9 92,2 90,0
/.
EGFR27 _16 218558_].75 57,5 26.9 121.8 10_,2 96.5 g3,_ 105.0 112._ 115 5 112.7 1_9.8 11_ 6 107,2 109,3 10g,_ 107.6 10b,g
EGFR27 H17 211558_.7_ 57.5 26,9 108o2 gbo6 _g.S 98._ 96.8 gSoP 8q. 1 gSo9 1_2o_ 103.7 99i_ q2.1 g5.3 _2.0 92.7
EGFR27 H18 211551_7.85 _.9 . 1_01._ b3o5 _.5 _3o6 _5.6 _,._ ""o_ _.7 _7o5 _5.7 "5.3 "3o7 _3.2 _3._ _1.6 "2o3
EGF_27 Hlq 211558"8o53 _.8 16_3._ 61.6 _8.2 _.5 _5._ _3.3 _20_ "_.3 _3.7 _0.5 _2 _ "0.6 3_.2 3_.8 39o0 38o0
EGFR27 x_O 211551_.28 _.7 1867._ 5_.8 ,7._ _6.5 _2._ _2.3 U3._ "2.3 _.9 _5.6 ,].6 "1.7 "1._ _2.1 3_.3 3g.1
CO
co DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME 9ECEIVE BETA $_ OSPL R,IO 0, I] 0,16 _,20 0.25 0.]2 0,_ _,S@ 0,63 0,7g 1,0 1,3 tmb 2,0
TIME (deg) (m)
w m m
_m_mem_mememmmmm_mmmlmmmammmmmumme mem_mmmmmw_mewmm gmm_em _=mmm_mm_mm_em_me m mlmmmmmm_mmm_mmm_m_um_m_m_mmm_mmemm_ew_m_m_mm_m_
EGFR28,M01 22122130,00 0,1 755,b 80,0 77,6 75,0 ?t,g 6g,3 66,q 65,0 68,2 85,7 67,3 68,Q 6_,5 58,] 55,6 55,8
EGFR28,H¢2 22122|3_,00 0,0 758,6 85,_ 77,7 7_,3 7_,8 68,0 65,7 61,1 65,8 66,_ 72,_ 75,6 7_,t bg,2 67,2 65,_
EGFQ28,H_] 221221]0,00 "0,6 76t,7 8B,0 72,g 68,5 73,8 76,8 76,_ 75,5 76,9 75,5 78,7 79,3 75,2 72,7 67,8 65,_
EGF928 HO_ 2212213¢,00 ¢,0 97_,5 83,t 75,0 71,7 62,_ 59,7 57,? 55,1 58,9 67,6 71,! 72,7 72,_ 70,3 63,8 53,7
EGFR28, H@5 221221_8,00 0,0 1268,8 73,5 61,B 55,2 06,2 45,B _,? _7,_ 52,! 55,t 58,_ 56,_ 51,6 _5,5 _],g 39,8
EGF928. M_8 221221_8,00 0,0 !_]8,2 73,5 61,7 55,Q 05,5 _B,6 _,_ 07,3 52,3 50,6 58,Q 56,3 51.b _5,Q _3,8 ]9,7
EGF92B M07 22122108,00 0,0 1661,5 Tt,g 58,0 6],_ _8,6 _6,6 _5,_ _|,2 46,] 08,7 52,Q 51.6 _8,3 3Q,6 38,] ]5,Q
EGF_28, MO8 22122138,00 0,0 !900,6 72,2 56,8 50,5 Q7,3 QQ,] Q2,k _Q,2 QT,Q 52,7 55,_ 55,5 53,q _6,] _1,6 38,8
EGFR28 X_¢ 2212213_,0_ 0,0 2Zt8 ] 7] 3 57,8 55,3 _9,3 50,6 _,5 _7,6 52,] 5_,8 58,_ 57,2 56,1 _7,3 _,3 37,0
EGFR28 M!O 22122130,00 0,0 2560 3 71 t 5_,5 52,6 52,t 52,6 52,€ 51,7 55,7 56,7 56,5 _q,5 _9,2 _5,7 _Q,6 3_,_
EGFR28, M11 2212213_,_0 3,0 236_ 3 65 Q _7,1 _,7 Q!,3 39,3 _2,i _2,1 _9,8 56,6 58,0 51,3 _8,g _0,7 36,1 30,2 0
EGFR28 M12 22122130,00 °0,2 2366 _ 62 ! _t,8 q7,5 50,5 _,7 53,1 51,3 50,5 Bl,q _7,5 _,5 _]07 38,_ 30,7 26,8 H
EGFR28, H!_ 2212212q,_0 0,1 75] 7 96, 8 85,7 88,2 8_,5 86,7 BB,p 8],! 83,8 86,2 88,0 82,6 80,8 79,0 75,g 67,7 ('_
EGF928, M!_ 2212212q,00 _,0 756, 7 !_Z,6 86,5 _0,1 91,7 91,9 92,7 9_,_ q3,3 92,7 88,2 83,5 75,7 73,1 71,3 55,5
EGFR28,H!5 22122129_0_ -_,6 759, 8 1_2,5 85,6 9_,q 92,] 92,7 93,_ 95,7 9_,5 93,5 8q,5 B5,0 76,Q 77,5 76,7 68,Q
EGFR28=M16 22122129,_0 0._ 51_.0 I_5 7 8q.6 91,6 q2,7 q5.1 97.5 97,1 97,2 97,5 96,0 q],8 88,0 8_,8 BI,9 75,!
EGFR2B,Mt7 2212_129,Q_ _,0 510,0 105.5 8g,8 91,3 q2,7 95,2 q7,_ g6.Q q7,_ 970] q6,0 q].5 88.q _.7 81,7 75.3
EGF_28,MI8 22122135,00 0._ !899,Q g6,8 7B,q 8_,2 8g.B gt,O gO.p 86,0 87,7 7g,q 73,I 65.q 6_,5 59,2 58,5 57.1
EGF928,MIg 22122135,Z0 H,O 2!!6,8 gQ,O 78,Q 83.5 880_ 8q.8 86._ 80.1 79.2 67,q 62.3 60.3 55,g 50.3 53.6 51,5
EGF_28,H20 22122135,00 0,0 2362,0 92,5 77,5 8_,1 8T,9 87,9 82,_ 7_,5 7!.8 _2.2 5703 57.0 5606 55.5 53.0 51.9
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TABLE I.- T-38A ENGINE PARAMETERS
_tandard dayl
Inlet Information:
Inlet area, m2 ............................. 0.47
Stage ] rotor diameter,m ............. .......... 0.4
Mass flow, kg/sec .......................... ]9.9]
Temperaturerise (8 stages),K .................... 503.7
Number of rotor blades (stage]) .................... 3]
Number of inletguide vanes ...................... ]5
With/withoutguide vanes .......... ......... ]5 with vanes
Design tip Mach number ......................... ].0
Rotor-statorseparation,cm ........... ....... 0.38 to 0.6]
Rotationspeed (rpm/60),rps ..................... 275
!
Core information:
Mass flow rate (station4), kg/sec .................. ]9_60
Combustorinlet total pressure,N/cm2 ................ 67.48
Combustorinlet total temperature,K ................ 536.7
Combustoroutlet total temperature,K ................ ]]86.7
Turbineoutlet total temperature,K ................. 958.3
Design value of drop in total temperatureacross the
turbinestages (T4-T5),K ..................... 2]5.6
Mil. power Max. power
Jet information:
Jet exit diameter,m ................ 0.3] 0.39
Jet density, kg/m3 ................. •0.785 0.368
Jet total temperature,K .............. 958.3 ]955.5
Jet exit velocity,m/sec .............. 562.] 794.9
Nozzle pressure ratio ............... 2.]4 2.0]
Mass flow, kg/sec ................. 20.28 2].00




Date Altitude,m Time, G.m.t.
no.
Engine ] Engine 2
]]/]/79 ] 9 Idle ]00 ]] 46 38
2 9 ]] 54 ]3
3 ]0 ]] 58 37
4 ]0 ]2 02 32
5 ]0 ]2 06 47
]]/2/79 6 ]2 ]9 37 32
7 ]2 ]9 42 45
8 ]2 ]9 48 43
9 ]2 ]9 52 32
I0 18 19 56 13
II 18 19 59 50
12 18 Ir 20 03 50
13 18 21 02 23
14 18 Full burner 21 05 58
]5 ]8 Full burner 2] 09 40
]6 36 ]00 2] ]3 48
]7 36 2] ]7 28
]8 36 2] ]9 58
]9 73 2] 25 49
20 73 2] 29 34
2] 73 2] 33 05
22 ]46 2] 36 39
23 ]46 2] 40 05
24 ]46 2] 43 ]8
25 9 2] 48 00
26 9 2] 5] 58




JTABLE III.- COORDINATESOF MICROPHONEPOSITIONS
Microphone X, m Y, m Z, m
number
] -243.69 53.34 0.00
2 -246.74 53.34 ].20
3 -249.78 53.34 9.]4
4 -462.99 53.34 ].20
5 -755.45 53.34 ].20
6 -926.0] 79.25 ].20
7 -]]49.6] 79.25 ].20
8 -]388.97 79.25 ].20
9 -]606.8] 79.25 ].20
]0 -]848.92 79.25 .00
]] -]85].96 79.25 ].20
]2 -]855.0] 79.25 9.]4
]3 -243.69 .00 .00
]4 -246.74 .00 ].20
]5 -249.78 .00 9.]4
]6 .00 .30 ].20
]7 .00 .00 ].20
]8 -]388.97 .00 ].20
]9 -]606.8] .00 ].20
20 -]85].96 .00 ].20
87
CO
TABLE IV.- SAMPLEWEATHERDATA FOR RUN 27
Height and location Wind Wind Atmospheric
Temperature, Humidity, Dew point,
of speed, direction, Oc pressure,
weatherstation m/sec deg kPa percent oc
].2 m, van ] ].8 300 ]3.3
].2 m, van 5 ].4 270 ]2.2
]0 m, van 3 ].4 359 ]4.0 ]0].8 39.0
]0 m, N-]59 ].8 285 ]5.0 ]0].9 -]8
]0 m, C-]5 2.7 285
3 m, trianglearea 2.2 296 ]5.0
6 m, trianglearea 2.4 288
9 m, trianglearea 2.5 275
]2 m, trianglearea 2.4 275
]5 m, trianglearea 2.6 295 ]5.0
Figure ].- Experimentalsite.
(a) Side view.
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Figure 3.- Data reductioncoordinates.
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Figure ]2.- Continued.
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